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Introduction

I started writing this book in 1999. While the exact words included
in what follows were penned over the last three years, it was birthed at
the end of the last century. At that point, I was the Director of Research
and Development for TOUCH Outreach Ministries, a training and
consulting ministry that has worked with churches in the development
of groups since the 1970s. We called them cell groups, but the churches
with which we worked called their groups by many different names.
One day, while walking through a park in Houston with Dr. Jim Egli,
the Director of Training, we discussed why our training and resources
were proving quite fruitful in the churches we were working with in Brazil, South Africa, Russia, Singapore, and many other countries around
the world, but in North America the results were far from stellar.
The results we saw in Western settings weren’t exactly overt failures.
It’s just that the groups in most churches were mediocre, even banal.
While we had seen some churches in North America go beyond mediocrity, there were not nearly enough when compared to what we saw in
other countries.
These conversations with Jim sent me down an unexpected path
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looking for answers about grouping in churches that had been shaped
by Western culture and traditional church patterns that had been
passed down for over 1700 years. Of course, many others have traveled this path. Through the years, some have proposed that the issue is
rooted in the lack of commitment of spectator Christians and the need
to “raise the bar.” Therefore they challenge the church to leave behind
consumeristic spirituality and get serious about discipleship. In contrast, others have opted to develop programmatic ways of doing groups
which seemed to fit our fast-paced, overworked culture. Simply put,
they are trying to meet consumeristic individuals where they are and
create groups that fit that lifestyle, which looks like “lowering the bar.”
While there are merits to both approaches, my journey led me to
explore some different options. It began with a three-year research project where I identified 35 North American churches with whom we had
worked—some had succeeded, some had failed, and most were somewhere in the middle—and I listened to their stories. I began to compare
the journeys of these churches to understand patterns. As I listened, I
saw that the issues were much deeper than either developing a group
system that “raises the bar” or one that “lowers the bar.” I realized that
the problem was not simply about how they organized their groups or
the commitment to groups.
In order to understand the dynamics that were actually contributing to groups that flourish in Western churches, I began to look outside
the bounds of small group theories and strategies, specifically at four
things.
First, I began to explore principles of organizational and cultural
change and how leaders need to develop a wise process for leading people into groups. Through interaction with change leadership experts
like John Kotter, Ronald Heifetz, and Robert Quinn, I began to see
how the development of groups is about leading people to live differently in order to embody a new way of being the church, not just about
the development of a group structure. This revealed how unrecognized
systems in church life drive the way a church, and therefore the groups
in the church, operates more than its overt structures.
Secondly, I took a deeper drive into what it means to be a mission-
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ary congregation. When a missionary moves to a country like Indonesia, she would go assuming that she doesn’t don’t know how they think
and live within their culture. She would try to understand the way that
they see the world. With regard to groups in Western settings, we need
a similar mentality. We need to think like a missionary in our own culture. Thus I explored sociological themes that explain the way we live
in Western culture and how that influences the way we do church and
the way we group. For instance, the sociologist Kenneth Gergen uses
the image of a “saturated self ” to describe modern identity. We are
over-saturated, over-informed, over-committed, and over-stimulated.
When we add groups on top of this way of life, what do we really get?
Part of the answer is summarized by the word “mediocrity.”
A third thing I began to explore was the importance of spiritual
formation and how this shapes the ways we live in community. Being
that we have been formed to do church in a certain way, and we have
been formed by a broader culture which is over-saturated, we need to
think of the development of groups in terms of spiritual formation. To
move beyond mediocre groups, we must embrace the way that the Spirit forms people to have the kind of character that fits the life together
structure of groups.
And finally, I dove into how the triune God is the embodiment of
community and what it means for the people of God to participate in
the community of the Father, Son, and Spirit that has always been and
will always be. The kind of community that God has for us is that which
can only come as a gift by the Spirit, and I began to ask what it would
mean for pastors and leaders to guide their churches into groups if we
took this claim seriously.
This book is the result of many iterations of research, church training and consultation events, as well as leadership coaching to understand the ways these four themes integrate with how God forms us to
be the kind of people who live in community and on mission through
groups. These iterations can be illustrated by various writing projects.
After the initial three-year research project, I wrote my findings in Making Cell Groups Work. However, even though I tried to move on, I could
not stop working through the questions and challenges we face. I began
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exploring theological and cultural issues further, which resulting in my
second book, The Relational Way, and a revision of Making Cell Groups
Work into a new book entitled How Do We Get There From Here. At that
point, I thought I was done. Yet, as I continued to train, coach, and
consult with churches, I found that we need to think about the various
leadership practices that pastors adopt in order to oversee groups. New
ideas arose in my training which resulted in MissioRelate.
In 2012, the four streams of thought listed above began to come
together in a different way, and it became clear that I was consulting
with churches and coaching pastors in a different way than what was
reflected in these previous titles. While I had written different parts in
different books, articles, blog posts, the way that the various pieces were
working together is different.
Think of it this way: the various grouping strategies that a church
adopts or develops operate as a part of the hull and rigging of a sail
boat. These are the obvious mechanical parts that make the boat work.
However, for that boat to sail well, there are many other aspects of life
on that boat that must work. These are much less obvious and much
harder to define. Some are related to how the boat works beneath the
surface (unseen systems). Some are related to the way the crew works
as a team (spiritual formation) and how the captain leads that team
(change leadership). Some are related to the waters in which the boat is
sailing (missionary understanding of culture and church). Then there is
the movement of the Spirit (the winds of the triune God) that fills the
sails and cause the ship to move forward.
These less tangible aspects of sailing are woven into those that are
more obvious—like church structures, small group strategies, leadership training, and curriculum—because in order to sail a boat well, it
is crucial that those who sail it are actually formed in such a way to be
sailors. That which is tangible and concrete—the structures—depends
upon a symbiotic relationship with that which is fluid and hard to define—what I call “the way.”
This book is not meant to be the exhaustive word on groups as there
are many excellent resources that have been and will be developed that
are complimentary. Instead, this book is meant to offer a new imagina-
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tion about how we view grouping the people of God. This imagination
does not put its hope in a new group model or strategy. We have more
than enough of those. Instead, we need an imagination that shows us
how to make room for the Spirit to reshape us and form us so that we
might become the kind of people who group well, so that we might live
in a way that fits the call to live in community in our groups, and thus
live into being a people of the Jesus way. This book is about embracing
an imagination of how God forms groups and how we can join in on
what God is doing. Many different strategies will work. The question we
face is whether we will offer the Spirit the space to form us for this way.
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Groups & the Way
of Jesus

What does it mean to develop groups in the church in an era where
life is defined by radical individualism and rampant secularism? This is
the question that this book aims to answer because, while this question
impacts everything we do in our groups, it most often sits in the dark
corners left unasked. While we talk about various ways to get people
connected in God’s church, the challenge that we face is the fact that
normal life—that which is done without our even thinking—is shaped
by the common patterns of individualism and secularism.
While we could discuss these two traits of our culture extensively,
the most basic way to put it is this: we have learned to live as if we don’t
need other people (individualism) and as if God does not exist (secularism). While people proclaim that they want friends and while people
confess that there is a God, our day-to-day way of life has trained us to
live for the sake of self as if God is absent.
The hope for grouping your church in community and empowering
people to join God in his mission is not found in the groups themselves.
Nor is it found in the development of a programmatic strategy for getting people in groups. If we put our hope there, the unaddressed issues
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of radical individualism and rampant secularism will remain and your
groups will waffle in the land of mediocrity. The hope lies in the beauty
revealed in Christ, rooted in the way of the cross which brings life from
death. The risen Christ launched a new era, the era of the fulfillment
of God’s dreams for creation, the new heaven and the new earth, when
all things are restored and lamb of God is revealed as the victor. While
we live in a land that smells of the stench of decaying individualism
and secularism, the way of Jesus offers the beauty of God that changes
everything from the inside out.
Two thousand years ago, God came and destroyed death by dying. Today, the Spirit of God comes into the church and destroys those
things that bring death in our midst. It never happens the way that we
think it will, as it’s not an invitation to fix the church or even a strategy
to make great groups. Instead it’s an invitation to join Jesus on the way
to knowing God. This is my hope: that this book will equip you to see
and know God, to live in God’s beauty, that by entering this way you
will love and be loved by God and others as you develop and oversee
groups.
The way of Jesus leads us to the Father, as he draws us into conversation so that we might lead the people of God into ways that combat
individualism and secularism.
As I will state many times through this book, groups are about life
and life is about learning to live in beauty in the midst of reality. Jesus
meets us in the midst of this reality and leads us further along the way.
Let’s briefly consider a few ways that reality and the way of Jesus are
related.

The Way of Jesus and Grouping Strategies
Broadly speaking, resources on groups fall into three basic categories, and within each of these you will find multiple options. I offer this
brief survey of these three broad perspectives so that you can see how
this book compares to them.
In the first category, we see various models of group life that have
been developed by paradigmatic churches, which serve as structures
for others to follow. While the specific goals of these different models
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may vary, they share a common assumption: if you follow their strategy,
then you too will be able to develop groups that flourish. For the sake of
simplicity let’s call this the Model-Based perspective.
Those in the second set dig a layer beneath the surface of grouping
models to unpack the way of life that is shared by those in the models
that flourish. Instead of promoting a specific model to mimic or replicate, they identify a set of principles, values, and ideals that are crucial
to grouping the church. This is the Lifestyle-Based perspective.
When you look at those within the third broad category, you will
discover those who promote groups as a way for the church to have an
impact upon the world and disciple people for God’s mission. Usually,
those who promote this view provide training on how to develop organic, simple groups that aim at movement multiplication. This is the
Movement-Based perspective.
Think of it this way: Leading to this point in history, your church
has taken a metaphorical journey which has brought it to the edge of a
wide river. Along this river is a pier which represents the realization that
you need some form of groups or that you need to take your current
groups to another level. Docked at this pier are three boats, each with
a sign associated with one of these three perspectives that promises to
take you to a specific destination across the river. Imagine it this way:

Model

Lifestyle

Movement
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At the first ship you find a brochure that includes a list of small
group models that you can replicate. The second explains the destination in terms of a list of principles and values to develop. And the third
lays out the vision and methods for how to organize an organic movement of groups. They offer programs for making groups work.
The presumed goal is to choose the specific program that best fits
your church and then move toward that vision that exists on the land
across the river. The metaphor of trying to cross the river describes the
imagination that shapes most talk about groups. The resources developed within this imagination from the last 50 years is extensive, to say
the least.
While recognizing the value of the various contributors within
these three broad perspectives, this book aims to do something a bit
different. Instead of working from an imagination where we identify
a fixed destination across the river, and then figuring out the steps for
getting there, what follows is based on an imagination where grouping
your church is about becoming a people who live on the waters of God
and with the winds of the Spirit. As opposed to naming a destination
on the land that defines a final end point of our grouping strategy, the
way of Jesus is about hearing and responding to the Spirit’s call to get in
the waters and trust the Father, Son, and Spirit to lead the church into
the mystery of sailing.
The goal, in other words, is not to get from here to there so that we
might arrive at a destination called “an effective grouping system.” The
goal is to enter into the beautiful ways of God where the Spirit leads the
church into a customized, contextualized, and organic way of living in love with
God and with others. This is not a fixed end point. It’s a fluid, organic, and
unpredictable way of embracing the way of God. This way is demonstrated by the way of Jesus as he walked the earth. And this way of Jesus
continues with the coming of the Spirit.
This book offers a vision for joining God in the formation of the
church in community, and it provides practical direction regarding how
we empower people to participate in the winds and waters of God’s
overflowing love. This is God’s beauty.
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Small Groups or Missional Communities?
The three programmatic options that lie across the river usually
play out in one of two ways, as grouping experts and the books that
they write promote either small groups or missional communities. I use
these two labels to describe the basic expectations of different grouping
strategies. With the first, small groups, as commonly defined, are developed in order to connect church attenders in community. Connecting
small groups focus on how to develop systems that have the aim of
closing the back door, making the church “sticky,” or getting more than
30% of your church in small groups.
Missional communities, on the other hand, are designed to equip
and release people to live out the gospel in their neighborhoods and
grow through organic relationships. (An older label for this kind of
group is “cell group.”) Those who advocate for missional community focus on things like creating a way of life that is in contrast to the
dominant culture, embracing a set of spiritual practices, developing a
discipleship culture, experimenting with ways of engaging the neighborhood, and thinking outside the box with regard to how the church
can be the church. Some take this so far as to abandon traditional forms
of church life.
There seems to be a concrete wall between these two options based
on the assumption that the two ways of grouping are mutually exclusive. You are either leading a traditional church that wants to connect
people who already attend your church or you are developing groups
that aim at participating in God’s mission in the world.
However, it is my contention that the way of Jesus requires us to
think in terms of both/and, not either/or. In other words, most churches need both kinds of groups.
For instance, if you are leading a church in the West, no matter the
tradition, the people who comprise the church have been shaped according to a set of cultural expectations about what the church should
or should not provide for them as spiritual consumers. This is not a critique of their perception of the church. It’s just reality. People attend if
they find the church experience beneficial—even if they only attend to
appease a sense of guilt. If they don’t find it so, they attend elsewhere
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or quit going altogether. Many connecting small group programs have
been developed to meet these needs and to keep people from church
jumping in a consumeristic world.
Of course, no pastor or leader is satisfied with this. We know that
there is more for our groups than simply closing the back door or getting 80% of the church in groups. We want life together in community
and on mission that goes beyond a programmatic group experience. In
response to the desire for more, it is commonplace for churches to develop a vision for communities that are missional, that do life together
in the neighborhood, that minister together in the midst of daily life.
As many have said, such a pattern of group life is different from the
more programmatic approaches to groups because the focus lies on
equipping people to do this community on the margins. Such groups
share community and the gospel with those who may or may not be
interested in attending a traditional church service.
However, if you throw people shaped by consumeristic expectations regarding groups into something called missional community, you
will get consumeristic experiments that are called missional. The wiser approach would be to develop underground missional experiments
with those who are ready for such while providing connecting small
group experiences for the majority of the people. Then as the missional
experiments develop and grow into something concrete and observably
effective, those within the connecting small groups will shift into missional community life.
Therefore, the imagination about grouping and the process for either starting a group system or taking your system to the next level
calls for both Connecting Community (what has been labeled “small
groups”) and Missional Community (what many call “missional communities”). The names used are irrelevant, as will become clear in the
chapters that follow. The point is that both work in tandem to form
people to live in community in the beautiful way of Jesus.

The Role of Theology
To establish this both/and perspective, this book takes a somewhat
unique position regarding theology when compared to other resources
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on small groups. Most, as I once did, operate from a foundationalist
point of view in relationship to theology. For instance, one might articulate a theological basis in an early chapter that establishes a reason
for doing small groups—for instance, often the Triune nature of God
is used to justify the need for community that reflects God’s relational
nature—but the subsequent chapters focus on the practical implementation of that which has been established foundationally. Theology is
part of the foundations but not consistently woven through the way that
we actually do the ministry.
The way of Jesus calls for an integration beyond foundations. For
instance, the Trinity is not merely a basis upon which we build our
practical church structures. The Trinity is a practical doctrine that
penetrates and shapes every aspect of our practical implementation of
church life. So the Trinity has as much to do with how we develop
groups as it does to the foundations of our faith. We cannot separate
theology from practice.
If we don’t reflect on how we do something as leaders from a theological perspective, it is too easy for us to miss the fact that there is a
latent, unspoken theology that drives our work. Far too often pragmatism serves as the theology that rules the day in the literature on small
groups. That which produces results—which means growth—is judged
to be of God. Or to put it another way, the Spirit of God is identified with the biggest and fastest growing small group systems. However,
while we may be developing groups that work, they could be working
because they line up so well with how the broader culture works instead
of how the gospel works. And this can happen while at the same time
we are worshiping God in a official way. We do this when we limit the
topics of Christ, Trinity, and the Spirit to things that we preach and
teach from the pulpit and in classrooms, while we mechanically implement grouping programs, as if doctrine has no direct relationship with
organizational questions.
The way of Jesus is inherently theological. And, thereby, it is also
practical. The two are not antithetical. We simply need a way to talk
about groups that integrates theology with practice. This book aims to
do just this.
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The Importance of Practicality
To enter the waters of the way of Jesus, we need three things. The
first is a way to deepen our imagination regarding the call to sail the
seas of the Spirit. We need a Perspective that helps us embrace the memory that God is at work in the world and that God’s mission is first of all
God’s mission, not ours. This is the aim of Part 1 of this book.
The second thing that we need to embrace is the reality of God’s
Presence with us so that we can learn to be with God and with one another. In contrast to functionalist relationships where we do groups for
God and for others so that we can accomplish a set of purposes or attain some kind of goal, we need to develop the capacity of simply being
with God and with others. This is the focus of Part 2.
The third thing that we need is a set of Practices that provides a
process for getting in the water and learning to sail. These are practices
that guide those who have the responsibility of developing groups—senior pastors, group point leaders, staff pastors, volunteer visionaries,
and group coaches—so that they can learn what it means to lead their
churches into the way of Jesus. I offer a set of such practices in Part 3.
Perspective, Presence, and Practices—all three work together in a circular
trialogue to make space for the Spirit to shape us to participate in God’s
being and God’s work in the world. We might illustrate it this way:
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New structures and strategies will arise as the Spirit shapes us so
that our lives line up with that which makes these structures work effectively. The development of these structures and strategies can be aided
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by that which has been generated from within the three broad categories of groups introduced above. It would be ignorant to say that the
various group strategies that have been promoted over the last five decades have nothing to offer. I’ve learned much from the purpose-driven
group strategy developed by Saddleback, the research performed by
Lifeway on transformational groups, the statistical analysis of Dr. Jim
Egli, the cell church research performed on churches around the world
by Joel Comiskey, the organic home group multiplication promoted by
Neil Cole, and the missional community teachings by Mike Breen. The
insights of grouping pioneers like Lyman Coleman, Ralph W. Neighbour Jr., and Carl George are rich. And let us not forget the creative
development of groups by John Wesley.
However instead of looking at any one model and trying to replicate it today, let’s think in terms of the various contributions of these
structures as a part of a toolbox from which we can pick and choose
based on the needs of our contexts and traditions. In other words, we
need not think in terms of either/or. This is a both/and approach. It’s a
bit of a paradox, but it keeps us on our toes, and it causes us to respond
to the wind and the waves of the Spirit who is in our midst.
The pages that follow are designed to lead you into this paradoxical Perspective, embrace the Presence of God with you, and develop these
Practices. On the waters of the “way of Jesus,” the Spirit meets you
where you are and leads you into the future of the Father. This is a
creative, generative way that will arise out of the life the Spirit of God
within the midst of the people of God. Welcome to the journey.
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This book works in tandem with two other resources:
Leading Small Groups in the Way of Jesus: This book aims to equip
group leaders in the practices that will guide group members in the way
of Jesus. For novice leaders, this title introduces the path of leading out
of love for people. For experienced leaders, it will help them see how to
take their current groups to the next level.
Missional Small Groups: This is a tool for all members of small groups
who want to move beyond having a good group meeting and into life
together in the way of Jesus. While the “way of Jesus” language is not
overtly woven into the original book, being a “missional small group”
is a different way of saying that we are a group “in the way of Jesus.”
This point is made obvious in the Study Guide for this book entitled
Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus.
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What We Want
from Our Groups

Churches do life as an organization of sub-groups. In many cases
they are formal: leadership teams, worship teams, Sunday school classes, home small groups, youth groups, etc. It’s only natural that churches
would get stuff done in groups as they are part of the warp and woof of
how good living works. All organizations operate as a system of groups.
Businesses, governments, teams, classrooms, volunteer foundations,
and, yes, churches work as a network of smaller groups.
We often miss the reality of how groups pervade our lives because
they are always present, whether they are healthy and life-giving or
not. We are born into a small group called a family. We go to school in
groups called classes. We play in groups called teams. We organize our
work in groups. Our friendships naturally cluster in groups. We even
eat in groups, something that is easily illustrated—for good or bad—by
our high school lunch breaks.
Small groups are everywhere. And they are in your church whether
or not you actually have a specific grouping strategy. Whether you are
a church of a century and a half or a year and a half; whether you are
a church of 2500 or 25, you have groups.
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This is just the way relationships naturally work because we cannot
connect with everyone at the same level. We even see this in the life of
Jesus. He did not relate to the entire world 2000 years ago, as he came
to the people of Israel. Within Israel, he related to people at different
levels. He surrounded himself with three intimate confidants and nine
other close friends. Jesus then related to a large group of up to 70 people who followed him in his ministry (See Luke 10). Then there were
others who were connected to him, symbolized by those in the Upper
Room after his ascension. Beyond this, he related to the crowds of people who did not know him personally (e.g., the crowds who heard the
Sermon on the Mount or the 5000 who were miraculously fed). Those
around Jesus formed a web of connections, and thereby the smaller
groups closest to him knew him in a way that those who were further
away did not.

What We Need
Even though groups are foundational to the way we do life, in our
day grouping well is a challenge. When we consider the reality of the
context of how we do life in Western society, the need for the development of community has never been more central. We live in an era of
chronic isolation and disconnection. It does not take much effort to get
a basic understanding of how sociologists describe Western life to see
what is going on. Over the last few decades, cultural observers have
used images like the lonely crowd, bowling alone, the saturated self, a
society of strangers, intimate strangers, the myth of individualism, and
many others to describe common life. There has never been an era in
the history of mankind when humanity has practiced a way of life that
is characterized by such pervasive isolation.1
While we are “hardwired for relationships,” and we intuitively know
it, our way of life fosters a set of practices that train us to live as if we
don’t need them. In describing this way of life, the authors of the classic book Habits of the Heart write about the mythology of individualism
using the characters of cowboys and private detectives as individualistic
heroes to illustrate their point:
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Both the cowboy and the hard-boiled detective tell us something
important about American individualism. The cowboy, like the detective, can be valuable to society only because he is a completely
autonomous individual who stands outside it. To serve society, one
must be able to stand alone, not needing others, not depending on
their judgment, and not submitting to their wishes.2
This mythology shapes us. Our logical conclusions about the need
for belonging and connections don’t necessarily form the way we practice life on a daily basis. The environment in which we live forms us
without our even knowing it. For instance, we tend to operate as if we
are able to construct ourselves from nothing so that we can do what we
want to do and be whomever we think we should be. We change jobs.
We relocate. We create identities online. We switch marriage partners.
We try to form and reform ourselves as if we were a blob of Play-do.
If we were to look in the mirror and ask “Who are you?”, the honest
response would be, “Who do you want me to be today?”
In the midst of this reality, we need grouping. By this I mean that
we need to go beyond a small group meeting. We need to be formed by
the Spirit to live the beauty that we were designed by God to live.

What We Want
When we take an honest look at how we do life and then compare
that to the biblical call to be the church, it does not take long to see the
disparity. We could look at many different scriptures to illustrate this
point, but this one highlights the point as concretely as any:
Therefore if you have any encouragement from being united with
Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any common sharing in
the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then make my joy
complete by being like-minded, having the same love, being one
in spirit and of one mind. Do nothing out of selfish ambition or
vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above yourselves, not
looking to your own interests but each of you to the interests of the
others (Phil 2:1-4).
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In verse three, the word that is translated “others” is the Greek
word allelon, which literally means “one another.” This is one of the 59
“one another” verses in the New Testament. (See list on the next page).
The church is called to be a people who live in community with each
other and manifest God’s love to each other in these ways. This stands
in sharp contrast to the patterns of life that describe our culture.
We are made for the one anothers. We need them. We might even
say that we hunger for them. When you are hungry, what do you want?
The answer is obvious: you want food. If you were to say that you want
_____________ (insert your the name of your favorite restaurant), no
one would think that you want the actual restaurant. You want the food
that is served by that restaurant. The restaurant is simply the form used
to provide that food.
When we say that we want groups to flourish in your church, what
is it that we really want? We don’t actually want the form called “small
groups” or “missional communities.” We want belonging, community,
life together, connection, prayer, sharing, sacrifice, the presence of God
together, mutuality, discipleship, leadership development, spiritual gifts,
mission. In other words, we long to love and be loved. What we want
could be summed up with this Venn diagram.
Communion with God, relating well to one another, and engaging
our world with the Gospel sums up our longings for group life. Or it
could be described this way: Loving God together, loving one another,
and being a witness to God’s love in the world. One of my mentors put
it this way, “If you love God,
love each other, love those
who don’t know Jesus and
train others to do the same,
Communion
your group will flourish.”
Some kind of basic explanation like this for what we
Relating
Engagement
want to see in groups can be
found in almost every book or
conference on small groups
and missional communities
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One Anothers
Accept one another: Accept one another, then, just as Christ accepted you, in order to
bring praise to God. (Rom. 15:7)
Admonish one another: Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom, and as you sing psalms, hymns and spiritual
songs with gratitude in your hearts to God. (Col. 3:16)
Bear one another’s burdens: Carry each other’s burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the
law of Christ. (Gal. 6:2)
Bear with one another: Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one
another in love. (Eph. 4:2)
Build up one another: Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to
mutual edification (original=build up one another). (Rom. 14:19)
Care for one another: . . . so that there should be no division in the body, but that its parts
should have equal concern for each other. (1 Cor. 12:25)
Comfort one another: Therefore encourage each other (original=comfort one another)
with these words. (1 Thess. 4:18)
Confess faults to one another: Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each
other so that you may be healed. The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective. (James 5:16)
Be Devoted to one another: Be devoted to one another in brotherly love. (Rom. 12:10a)
Encourage one another: Therefore encourage one another and build each other up, just
as in fact you are doing. (1 Thess. 5:11)
Fellowship with one another: But if we walk in the light, as He is in the light, we have fellowship with one another. (1 Jn. 1:7)
Forgive one another: Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other,
just as in Christ God forgave you. (Eph. 4:32)
Greet one another: Greet one another with a holy kiss. (Rom. 16:16)
Be Honest with one another: Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old
self with its practices . . . (Col. 3:9)
Honor one another: Honor one another above yourselves. (Rom. 12:10b)
Be Hospitable to one another: Offer hospitality to one another without grumbling. (1 Pet.
4:9)
Be Kind to one another: Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other,
just as in Christ God forgave you. (Eph. 4:32)
Love one another: Let no debt remain outstanding, except the continuing debt to love
one another . . . (Rom. 13:8)
Members one of another: So in Christ we who are many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others. (Rom. 12:5)
Pray for one another: Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each other
so that you may be healed. The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective.
(James 5:16)
Be of the same mind with one another: May the God who gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity among yourselves (original=same mind among
each other) as you follow Christ Jesus . . . (Rom. 15:5)
Serve one another: You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use your freedom
to indulge the sinful nature; rather, serve one another in love. (Gal. 5:13)
Spur one another on: And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love
and good deeds. (Heb. 10:24)
Submit to one another: Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ. (Eph. 5:21)
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from the last half century. For instance Bill Donahue writes of four
basic components that he hopes to see in groups:3
Love. “Love is expressed in a variety of ways in group life. First,
we express love to God through prayer and worship and by giving him
praise. We express love to one another as we serve one another and care
for one another in our group.”
Learn. “Learning about Christ and about his will for our lives is a
key component of group life. All groups learn—they learn the Scriptures, they learn about one another, and they learn about themselves.”
Serve. “Service and good works are part of any vibrant, healthy
small group. Your group must decide how you will express Christian
love to your community or to others in the body.”
Reach. “Groups must make decisions that ensure the group’s purpose and vision are carried out. That means reaching others for Christ.”
Steve Gladden writes in his book Leading Small Groups with Purpose
that his dream for what he wants to see in small groups is based on the
experience of the early church recording in Acts 2. There he finds the
five purposes of the group: Fellowship, Discipleship, Ministry, Evangelism, and Worship.4
Joel Comiskey has performed, by far, the most research on the
worldwide growth of the cell church and has written over 25 books on
the topic. While the cell church has not taken off in North America like
it has on other continents, the hopes and dreams of what leaders want
to see happening in the cell groups looks much the same as those stated
by Donahue and Gladden. Comiskey writes,
Cells are groups of three to fifteen people who meet weekly outside
the church building for the purpose of evangelism, community, and
spiritual growth with the goal of making disciples who make disciples, which results in the multiplication of the cell.5
Similar things are stated about what leaders want to see from the
groups that are commonly called missional communities. Mike Breen
promotes the Up-In-Out dimension of group life. Reggie McNeal summarizes it this way:
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The up-dimension includes worship and efforts toward helping
members maintain a dynamic and growing relationship with God,
including a personal relationship with Jesus as Savior. Typical in-dimension emphases of community life are the nurture and care of
each other, praying for one another, encouraging one another, and
attending to the physical, social, economic, and spiritual needs of
other members. Out-dimension expressions of service and witness
vary from group to group, depending on the particular mission of
the community. Some communities target the homeless and others minister in night clubs, some in gated communities, and others
convene Alpha groups in their living rooms and office conference
centers.6
While there are a ton of opinions and perspectives on the most effective way to do groups, when you survey what each perspective actually espouses, it is easy to see that we all want groups that live out God’s
beautiful way of Communion, Relating, and Engagement.

What We Want: Communion with God
Right before Jesus went to trial and then to the cross he prayed:
I’m praying not only for them
But also for those who will believe in me
Because of them and their witness about me.
The goal is for all of them to become one heart and mind—
Just as you, Father, are in me and I in you,
So they might be one heart and mind with us.
Then the world might believe that you, in fact, sent me.
The same glory you gave me, I gave them,
So they’ll be as unified and together as we are—
I in them and you in me.
Then they’ll be mature in this oneness,
And give the godless world evidence
That you’ve sent me and loved them
In the same way you’ve loved me. (John 17:20-23)
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The longing of our hearts is for communion with the Father. There
is a deep-seated desire in our being that can only be met when we are
living in unity with God. This goes far beyond praying the sinner’s
prayer so that we can go to heaven when we die. This is about the experience of union with God. This is about learning to dance the dance
with God in the hear and now.
This kind of communion cannot be captured by our efforts in
prayer and worship, while they are essential. This is about learning
to live in personal interaction with the Father through the Son by the
Spirit. And this kind of union moves us toward oneness with others. We
cannot be connected to one another without communion with God.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer put it this way:
Christian community is not an ideal we have to realize, but rather
a reality created by God in Christ in which we participate. The
more clearly we learn to recognize that the ground and strength
and promise of all our community is in Jesus Christ alone, the more
calmly we will learn to think about our community and pray and
hope for it.7
We only connect to one another as Christ by the Spirit stands between us. If we lack an upward communion with Christ by the Spirit,
then connecting to each other will only be something we manufacture
via our efforts.

What We Want: Relating with Each Other
Jesus prayed that we might be one with others in the same way that
Jesus and the Father are one. Our communion with God unites us in
love to one another. This manifests creatively like a great painting. I’m
a fan of the Impressionists. Prints of Monet, Renoir, and others bring
life to a room. However, when I first saw an original in person, I entered
into an experience that no print can reproduce. Prints, being flat cannot
replicate the brush strokes or the depth of the paint on the canvas. The
light bounces off the paint in such a way that the images come to life.
The characters sitting around the tables looked as if they were inviting
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me to join them. I stood mesmerized. I didn’t just view it. I did not see
it. It saw me. It engaged me. It’s beauty moved me.
The experience we long for in our groups is like a work of art.
Each one is a masterpiece, but no two are the same. Connection is not
a cheap print replicated from a past experience or a formulaic concoction promoted by another church across the country. Connection cannot be copied, replicated, or mimicked. Every connection experience is
unique, a one of kind expression of God’s love.
This is far more than the development of a small group program or
of some kind of organic missional community experience. It actually is
not something that we produce at all. It’s not something that we make
happen. It’s something that we enter, that we participate in as we love
the other in the presence of Christ. We love each other through Christ
who stands between us by the Spirit, in the same way we are loved.
This is mystery. This is the reason why I use the awkward word
“Relating.” It does not role off the tongue naturally like “Communion”
or “Engagement.” That is purposeful because every time I teach or
write about it, it creates a pause, reminding us that while we know what
it means to relate, in all honesty, we only enter into it when we come to
realize that we actually don’t have the ability to relate. It is a mystery
that occurs when the space that stands between us is filled with Christ
and then the Spirit connects us to one another. We don’t control it.
We receive it, and when we realize that relating like this is beyond our
natural abilities, at that point, we are made ready to receive it as a gift.

What We Want: Engagement with Context
According to the prayer of Jesus in John 17, the way that the world
will come to believe that Jesus is the manifestation of God is through
our connection with one another as we commune with God. Our love
for each other demonstrates to the world that we belong to Jesus, that
we are his disciples (John 13:35).
Jesus prayed that we might live in unity, in oneness with one another as we are one with the Father, which results in being “witnesses” of
Jesus. This is not about developing an evangelism program so that we
can get converts to join our groups. This is about living in such a way
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that our lives are a witness, so that we put on display the beauty and
love of Christ in the midst of the world.

What We Want: The Way of Jesus
The prayer of Jesus in John 17 is a prayer that people of God would
live in the way that Jesus lived. As Jesus lived in communion with the
Father by the Spirit, so the church. As Jesus lived in relationship with
others by the Spirit that unites, so the church. As Jesus lived in engagement with the world as a witness to God’s life, so the church. Jesus is the
way, the truth and the life (John 14:6). We find life in the way of Jesus.
And the same goes for our groups.
At least that’s what we confess. But what do we get?
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What We Get

We want our groups to move forward in the way of Jesus. We want
Communion with God, Relating well with each other, and Engagement
with our context.
However, let’s ask this crucial question: Is that what we get? It’s easy
to confess that this is the aim of our groups, but it’s much harder to be
honest about what we actually experience. Too often we end up with
wishful thinking.
Since I was eight, I’ve been a Texas Rangers baseball fan. In 1972,
the Washington Senators franchise moved from Washington D.C. to
the Dallas area and changed their name. Up until the mid-1990s, the
Rangers waffled between futility and mediocrity from year to year.
Nonetheless, you could not shake my commitment. I would do chores
on our farm in North Texas each summer while carrying around a little
blue transistor radio, hanging on the narration of every pitch.
Before a season in the early 1980s, I listened to my favorite player,
Buddy Bell, tell a reporter how they had a real shot at winning the
World Series. Since I knew everything possible about the players and
coaches, my logic told me that they were fated for another year of fu-
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tility. Nonetheless, my heart leapt with hope. Within a few weeks after
opening day, it proved to be false hope; it was another year of baseball
mediocrity.
When I read books that are published on various forms of group
life in the church, I sometimes hear Buddy Bell’s words of unfounded
hope ringing in my ears. While on the surface we cast the vision for
Communion, Relating, and Engagement—or whatever language one
might use—I look at the evidence regarding small group implementation in North America over the last fifty years, and the results have not
lived up to the promises. In fact, it seems like we are more interested in
hopes and dreams than we are in dealing with reality.
In his classic on the vision for community, Dietrich Bonhoeffer
challenges this mindset with these words:
Those who love their dream of Christian community more than
the Christian community itself become destroyers of that Christian
community even though their personal intentions may be ever so
honest, earnest, and sacrificial. ... Those who dream of this idealized community demand that it be fulfilled by God, by others, and
by themselves. They enter the community of Christians with their
demands, set up their own law, and judge one another and even
God accordingly.1
I remember the first time I bought into such dreams. It was 1992,
and I was reading about how churches around the world were expanding small groups so fast that they were spreading like an ant hill that had
been recently stomped. As a young pastor-to-be, I interviewed a church
consultant who helped churches develop organic, multiplying groups.
He told me how within ten years his church would be so large it would
have to gather annually in the local professional football stadium, which
held about 60,000 people. It never happened.
The next year I attended a groups seminar in the Midwest. The
pastor had signs posted around the building with the vision for 2000
groups by the year 2000. He told us during his talk that a vision can
only be a vision if it seems unrealistic. I guess it was just too unrealistic,
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because it never happened.
Some promote hope by saying that their methods will get 100% of
your people in groups. Others claim that if you follow their instructions
you will get 125% of your people in groups, that is more people will
come to your groups than attend on Sunday. Others say that the hope is
not found in a small group of 10-15 but in a mid-sized group of 20-35.
Still others argue that the goal is to create movement growth.
Then reality sets in. A small group pastor from the east coast confessed, “After about three years into small groups, I became angry with
the small group experts. I did not want to read anything they said. They
painted a picture of small group grandeur. They promised that the new
structure would make everything great.” This pastor was not speaking from failure. Actually she was sharing from a place of success and
strength after they had started over 100 groups and over 80% of the
church was in groups. Even more, this church was seeing conversion
growth and leadership development through their group system, so
much so that it was held up as a model for others to follow. However,
these results did not match the deep longing within her. She did not like
what she had actually gotten.

Group Stories
To understand her frustration, we need to shift from analyzing
our grouping of the church through analytics of the percentage of the
church in groups or how fast groups multiply. Instead, let’s consider the
story that is being lived out in our groups. After all, the way of Jesus is
not about numbers or statistics. It’s about a storied way of living.
As pastors, we might think in terms of strategies and statistics, but
the people in our groups—and this is really what matters—experience
group life in the form of a story. Our hopes and dreams for Communion
with God, Relating in love, and Engagement as witnesses only come
true when we understand the storied nature of how groups operate.
The story of your groups is what makes groups group. If the story is
storied well, then the groups will group well. If it is storied poorly, then
... well you get the picture. A group is an experience, a living parable,
that tells a story.
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Think about it this way: while we, as pastors and leaders, ask all
kinds of strategy questions, these are not the questions that the group
leaders nor the group members are asking—single moms with three
kids, overworked accountants who are afraid their job is on the line,
teachers who work with kids who are being neglected, (insert a description of one or two people in your church). The life that they live together in the groups is what makes the groups work. If the groups are not
working at that level—at the level of the story that they experience—
then it matters very little how we tweak the actual strategy.
Small groups depend upon relationships. The specific strategy cannot produce loving relationships. The strategy can create environments
that promote the development of these loving relationships, but only
relationships beget relationships. It’s organic. It’s fluid. And it cannot
be forced, contrived, or controlled.
Of course, the strategies that we implement can either promote
or hinder the stories. But the strategies don’t make the stories, as if we
are in control of group story production. Rather, the strategies that we
adopt are more like those of a corn farmer. He is in the business of
working with the natural ways that God’s creation works as much as
possible, and when he does this, he facilitates an environment where
corn can flourish. He does not make corn. He cannot produce corn. He
just makes space for corn to produce corn.
In the same way, we are in the business of creating space for Communion, Relating, and Engagement to flourish. We work with the way
that God wired us, created in his image, where what comes most naturally to our souls can actually occur. When we create systems that
promote this, we offer opportunities for the stories of God to be lived.
Now let’s consider four common stories that pervade the life of almost any grouping strategy or model (as listed in the Appendix).

Four Common Group Stories
The way these stories are told in specific situations in local churches
are always unique, however these four stories provide us with a way to
understand the kind of life we actually live in our groups.
The first story is called Personal Improvement. This is the group expe-
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rience where individuals participate because it is personally beneficial.
A group might say that it wants to live out Communion, Relating, and
Engagement, but the reality is that the
people are involved because they are
drawn to a topic or to a group of people like themselves. Participation is high
Me
until it becomes inconvenient. Little to
nothing in group members’ personal
lives is required to change to participate
because each “me” lies at the center of
the vision for the group. The key distinctive characteristic of this story
is that people attend as long as it benefits them. Instead of Jesus at the
center, each individual is at the center of the group and will participate
at the level he or she deems beneficial to their well being. Communion,
Relating, and Engagement might be the official confession, but it’s not
the way the story really works.
Lifestyle Adjustment identifies the second story. Group members view
involvement in this kind of group as not only beneficial, but also it is
crucial to their well-being. Therefore they are willing to adjust their
schedules to prioritize attendance at a weekly or biweekly meeting.
Usually this manifests in what is
commonly called a “Bible study.”
We study what we should be,
but it does not go much further
than that. People tend to make
longer-term commitments to attend such groups because they’re
good for one’s spiritual journey.
But the group usually vacillates
between good and mediocre. It’s
not great enough to brag about, but neither is it bad enough to stop
attending. It’s a good-meeting group that tends to focus on one aspect
of group life, Communion, Relating, or Engagement. The above illustration shows how the Relating component is the emphasis.
In this case, the meeting becomes a place for focusing on Bible
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study and fellowship. Other groups might focus more on prayer or even
outreach projects. And if the leader leads well enough, people will continue to make schedule adjustments to prioritize the meeting.
The third story is called Relational Re-vision. In this narrative, groups
have a sense of urgency to operate according to a distinct set of practices that will form them into a community that stands out in our world.
They recognize that Communion, Relating, and Engagement do not
come naturally in an individualistic, fast-paced culture that dominates
modern life, and they know that they have to make space in their lives
for the Spirit to form them into a community that tells the story of
the way of Jesus. This calls for commitment to Spirit-shaped practices
that will train the group to live in
distinctive ways that stand in contrast to the common patterns of the
broader culture. In this way they
Jesus
will discover unique ways to live
out the dream of Communion, Relating, and Engagement. We could
illustrate it this way.
The point of this illustration is to demonstrate how the Spirit (depicted by the arrows pointing to Jesus) moves through us to form us into
a community in the way of Jesus. We don’t do this simply because we
commit to it. It is a work of the Spirit that calls and empowers us into a
different way of being a group.
Missional Re-creation describes the final story. As a group begins to
practice these distinctive patterns of Communion, Relating, and Engagement, they become integrated around the presence and leading
of Jesus by the Spirit. As this occurs, the group will follow the Spirit
into creative patterns and structures as members engage the community. They will engage the neighborhood, determine needs, meet those
needs and, as a result, develop creative ways to live out the way of Jesus.
Through the dialogue with those in the local context, the actual forms
and patterns of life will be shaped by the context. A few from one group
might meet with a group of shift workers at a bar they frequent af-
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ter getting off work early in the
morning. Others will adopt a
home for mentally-challenged
Communion
individuals. And still others
will come around a family that
Jesus
lives in a mindset of poverRelating
Engagement
ty and walk with them into a
new way of being. The specific
form is not the point. The key
distinctive is that the group has
learned how to live out of an integrated wholeness of the way of Jesus—Communion, Relating, and Engagement—and the presence of
Jesus manifests in creative life by the Spirit.

Comparing the Four Stories
The stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation make the
way of Jesus concrete and are distinct from the first two because those
in the groups recognize what we want for our groups (outlined in chapter 1) will not come simply because we say we want it and attend a
weekly meeting. They also recognize that the broader culture is a lived
story that shapes how they do life at work and at home and for the most
part this cultural story is contrary to the way of Jesus.
By contrast, when we live out the stories of Personal Improvement and
Lifestyle Adjustment, church and small group participation is simply an
“add-on” that is placed on top of our regular life. The story of the
kingdom and the story of the world around us are viewed as congruent.
As a result, the story of the broader culture sneaks into our lives as the
people of God and we settle for less than what God has for us.
In the first two stories, community is attractional. The group is a
spiritual “good and service” provided by the church to those who want
it. If the group is made up of the right people; or the leader does a
good job leading the study; or the people one meets in these groups
are friendly, then participation will be strong. To get groups to tell these
stories, all we need to do is to find the right options within the Model-Based, Lifestyle-Based, or Movement-Based visions. We set that des-
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tination, and we work to produce it.
Churches that promote the Personal Improvement story emphasize
groups in which people naturally desire to participate. For busy people,
they create once-a-month groups. For people who fear commitment,
short-term groups are the answer. For independent types, they are invited to start any kind of group they want. The focus lies on what the
individuals in a church desire.
Lifestyle Adjustment groups focus on moving people into a meeting
structure or closing the back door. It is an enfolding system. The focus
lies on how the church can gather and keep people connected. Usually
this story is heavily dependent upon a recruitment strategy so that there
are enough groups for people to join.
While the church might publicly caste vision and set up support
systems for living out the last two stories, groups get stuck in the story
of Lifestyle Adjustment. A good small group meeting is all that we get.
And this reality is true of almost every kind of small group system that
has been developed in the North American context. We want more.
We hope for more. But, when we are honest, we fall short of Relational
Revision and Missional Re-creation.
Why do we get what we get?
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Why We Get
What We Get

I had packed up everything I owned in my aging Honda Accord,
left the familiarity of Texas, and trekked across the Western states. I
drove up Interstate 5 and crossed the border and began my final leg
into Vancouver, Canada. I was about to begin my degree in New Testament studies working under the direction of Gordon Fee, the author of
the some of the best New Testament commentaries from the last fifty
years. Previously, I had been working with Ralph Neighbour, a small
group pioneer and the primary proponent of what is often called the
Cell Church model. We had designed church strategies based on scriptures that talk about how the early church met from “house to house”
(Acts 2:42-46, 5:42, 20:20), with the hope of recovering the dynamics
of first century church life. I dove into my study of the New Testament
to unpack the nuances of how the early church operated.
My questions were two-fold. First, I wanted to understand the New
Testament church so that I could confirm what I had already been
teaching: that they met in small groups in homes. To find answers to this
question was quite easy. The historical research confirmed my assumptions. The early church was a movement of small groups that primarily
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met in homes. Although some argue that they met in mid-size groups
of 20-40 in homes of the more wealthy Christians—and I’m sure this
occurred in some locations—archaeological and historical research has
demonstrated that most homes could only handle 10-15 people.
My second question was much more complex and has taken me
years to answer. I wanted to know why the early church got what it got.
In other words, why did the early church experience the vision of Communion, Relating, and Engagement as they did? Why did they live as
a parable of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation? Answering this
question helps us to understand the story that the early church told so
that we can better understand the story that we tell today through our
groups. Then we can better see why we get what we get in our groups.

The Way of the Early Church
In Luke’s chronicle of the early church, we are told that early Christian movement was referred to as “the way” (Acts 19:9, 22:4, 24:14).
When we look at how the church operated in the first century, this way
was clearly lived out from house to house. It is also clear that they experienced some kind of organic, viral growth where incredible numbers
of people believed in Christ and new churches were multiplied. This
occurred with very little institutional or administrative oversight. Some
have used these historical observations and concluded that since the
modern church is organized so differently from the early church that
these structural differences serve as barriers to the organic, viral expansion of the church. Therefore the way to get what the church in the
New Testament got is to remove these institutional barriers.
However, if we look beneath surface of the historical facts about
how the early church operated, some other factors about the way must
be considered. Let’s look at three. First, the early church was a movement with no social standing. In fact, it was considered a cult that undermined the mores of the majority culture. As an upstart, fledgling
group proclaiming that a poor Jewish man, who was conceived out of
wedlock, died on the cross, and then rose from the dead, where else
would they have met but in homes? There is a reason that Paul claimed
that the gospel was “foolish” after all (1 Cor 1:23). To meet in homes or
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other ad hoc places was the only option the early church had.
A second thing that stands out when one looks inside the world of
the New Testament church relates to the role of the home in that culture. In the first century world of Jesus, Paul, and the other apostles, the
home was a public place that was integrated into daily life. A carpenter
did not go to a factory to do his work. His work would be connected to
his house or to the house of another carpenter. Education, play, social
interaction, eating—all of this would have been part of home life. To
meet in the home of a church member during that time would have
reflected daily life patterns. It would have been quite natural for early
churches to meet in homes because of the role the home played in
general society.
Thirdly, while we understand that churches in the New Testament
met in homes, we don’t have much evidence that reveals how they met.
Actually those who want to get specific about what happened in these
groups are speaking from silence. For instance, many argue that there
were only small group house churches and that there was no preaching
or teaching in larger gatherings. How can we actually know this? Jesus
taught in larger groups, as did Paul which is illustrated by the story of
him teaching all night in Ephesus (Acts 20:7). But there is a lot that we
just don’t know. It seems that church experts tend to project their preferred model of church life back upon the early church and thereby fill
in the blanks.
While the New Testament, first century history, and archeology reveal that early Christians met in small groups in homes, to understand
what went on in church life, we can only imagine how life that was centered around the home might have shaped the way that churches would
have operated. This does not provide us with a model to follow, as if
meeting in homes today will take us into small group panacea. Instead
it helps us read the story of the early church and see how they lived out
Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation.

Understanding Their Story
If we read between the lines, we can peek into some aspects of the
life of the early church. While we don’t have access to anything like a
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bulletin or a Bible study guide, we can see patterns. To see them, we
have to try to let go of our modern expectations about how a church is
supposed to operate. When we do this, we can see some of the ways that
they practiced Communion, Relating, and Engagement, and thereby
told the stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation.
First, they ate together. The early church was not centered around
a Bible study. In fact they did not actually have physical Bibles, and the
New Testament was not written yet. A meal was crucial to their life
together. People connect, talk, and share life over meals. Before, during,
and after this meal, stories would have been shared, including stories
about Jesus. And I might add that the Lord’s Supper or Communion
meal was a part of this. So the presence of Christ was woven into the
common meal.
Second, they experienced what sociologists refer to as repetition
of contact. This is a way of talking about how social capital is build
through multiple, but short, interactions with one another. In the world
of the first century, repeated social interaction with those who live
nearby would have been the norm, both inside and outside the church.
People would have worked in the fields together, interacted over their
trades, and shared common life with each other. Dropping in and out
of each others’ lives would have been an accepted pattern. Therefore,
when the Bible talks about the “one anothers” these would have been
put into practice in many different ad hoc ways on a daily basis. It was
not limited to some kind of organized form of house church life that
the apostles programmed for church members. Consider the fact that
a town like Ephesus was only about four miles long and less than two
miles wide, with a population of about 300,000 people. Houses were
built next to one another on narrow streets. Being a part of the home
life of one’s neighbors would have been part and parcel of daily life.
“Dropping in” on one another would have been the norm.
Third, the church experience was public. Today we think in terms
of insider church experiences and outsider ministry. Things like prayer,
worship, Bible study, communion, etc. we do with one another as insider activities. Outsiders cannot see what we are doing. Then we have
outsider activities like evangelism, outreach to the poor, and social jus-
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tice projects—these are the things that usually take on the label of being “missional.” To understand church life in the first century, we have
to let go of this insider/outsider mindset. For instance, as they met in
homes with windows that had no glass panes and were built adjacent
to other homes on a street only six feet wide, a house church meeting would have been on public display. So imagine a church of twelve
people worshiping in the home of a tanner. If they were praying for
someone who was sick, neighbors could hear their prayers. If they were
worshiping in song, people in the streets would be able to understand
what they were singing. Think of the Apostle Paul preaching all night
in Ephesus and the man falling from the second floor window (Acts
20:7). After Paul prayed for him and he came back to life, many people
would have observed it. It was a public spectacle in a physically small
city (by today’s standards). The rumors would have spread quickly. The
entire life of the churches was on display as a witness. Everything that
the church did—both insider stuff and outsider stuff—was missional
because it all demonstrated the love of God to the world. Evangelism
was not just something the church went out to do. It was something that
was happening all the time.
The fourth thing that the early church got was failure. The first century church was far from some kind of perfect model for us to follow.
Just read 1 Corinthians. Paul was writing to real people with real problems. Groups are messy. There is no ideal way to do church that is going
to eliminate this reality. And we need to quit talking about church as if
we will suddenly find the New Testament secret to group life panacea.
The more I look into the life of the early church, the more I see how
much we share in common.
The fifth thing that I’ve observed that the early church got was wiki-like creativity. Typically group organizations are conceived as being
either high control or low control. In a high control group system, the
oversight of the groups tends to be centralized and vertical. There is
usually one type of group that is driven by the leadership of the church.
In a low control system, the structure is flat and in some cases there is
very little to no direct oversight. The metaphor of a free-market has
been used to promote the idea that groups will organize around the
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ideas that individuals most value. A wiki-like structure is different from
both of these options. Wiki is Hawaiian for fast and mobile. It was an
idea developed to promote an open-source contribution of information to a website. Wikipedia is the most popular example. While to the
casual observer it might look like a low control system, it actually has
systems in place where information is confirmed and checked both by
other people and by those who oversee the changes in content. The development of the early church was quite similar. It grew very fast, as the
growth was not centrally controlled. But neither was it out of control.

Understanding Our Story Today
By looking back at the church in the New Testament, we can see
various ways that the church lived out the way of Jesus in their real
lives. Now let’s consider how we group in our real lives today. After all
groups are about real life. They are about how we follow God when we
wake up and head off to work; about how we relate to our friends, our
neighbors, and our family; about the stuff that we call secular, not just
the stuff that we do on Sunday when we go to worship or when we walk
into a small group meeting. If we want Communion, Relating, and
Engagement, then we must understand how we do life, not merely techniques to make Communion, Relating, and Engagement work better.
The common patterns of life in the modern world are vastly different from that encountered by Paul, John, and Peter as they were leading
house churches. To illustrate this, consider the board game Clue. Each
room represents a different part of life. One is for work. One is for family. One of for work friends. One
for kids. One for extended family.
Work
Friends
Fitness
One for hobbies. Each room operates according to a different set
of rules. When in the room called
“work” you interact with a specifFamily
Privacy
Volunteering
ic set of people who do not enter
into any of the other rooms with
Kid’s
Extended
you. In addition, you have to follow
Hobbies
Activities
Family
a specific set of practices that are
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distinct from the practices in the other rooms. In some extreme cases,
each room requires a person to put on a different mask to be effective.
The size of each room will vary depending upon their priority to
your life. And this might change depending upon your life stage. For
instance, if you have young kids, then the kid room will be large. If your
job demands that you work 75 hours per week, that room might take
up half of the board.
Where are God and the church on this board? To answer this question, try to think like a person who has not been a part of a church for
at least ten years. They start coming to your church because they realize
that they need God and to be a part of the church. Because the rooms
of their life are established, church is
like a sun room, added onto the outWork
Friends
Fitness
side of the house. It’s an addition to
the board.
While we preach that God is the
Family
Privacy
Volunteering
Lord of all our lives, the way we typically do our day-in/day-out living
reveals how things really work. This
Kid’s
Extended
Hobbies
is not an evaluation of Christian moActivities
Family
rality and whether or not Christians
practice a distinctive moral standard
Church
from the broader culture. This is a
way to illustrate how we practice
common life in a world shaped by a secular mindset. Church is an
add-on, a separate room that operates according to its own rules, one
that often is viewed as having little meaning to the way we operate in
the other rooms. In fact, some pastors have gone as far as to admit that
what they do on Sunday is meant to help people live a better life out
there, in the “real world.”
Now consider where small group involvement falls on this board.
I would argue that we treat it as an addition to the addition. In many
cases, it’s like a closet added to the sun room of church.
For serious Christians, the way to follow Jesus gets interpreted as
making the church room larger. Just like a workaholic might make the
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room called “work” larger than the
rest, we often operate as if the goal of
the church is to help people make the
room “church” larger and larger. And
the way that many do small group
Family
Privacy
Volunteering
ministry follows this pattern. Those
who are most committed to effective
groups make the group closet larger.
Kid’s
Extended
Hobbies
Activities
Family
As long as people view life in this
fashion, all we can hope to expect
Church
Group
from any group methodology are the
stories of Personal Improvement or Lifestyle Adjustment. Groups are merely something we add to the rest of life.
Now this does not mean that the church should become the central
room of the game board. The issue is not that simplistic. We cannot ask
people to quit their jobs and move into a commune. The goal of using
this game board metaphor is to demonstrate how normal life is lived
and how groups are treated as an additive. In this way, we can begin to
understand why we get what we get from our groups.
Take, for instance, the role of the home in this game board. The
modern home is a private place that is meant to be a solace from the
other rooms of life. As stated earlier, this was not the case in the culture
of the first century. The home was the place that integrated all of the
activities of life. In fact, this is still the case in many parts of the world.
It is naive to think that if we simply start doing groups in our homes
that we will suddenly change how we are following Jesus. Meeting in
homes is a good step, but it won’t change the stories that we live. When
we approach our group strategy with this mindset, we are trying to fix
the problem. We are trying to fix the situation we face identified with
the board game. But that’s not the way ahead. It’s not the way of Jesus.
The way of Jesus is about trusting that the Spirit is at work in our
midst and that it’s not our job to try to fix it. This is why we need to
embrace the reality of all four stories. They help us see where people
really are, while at the same time recognizing the fact that God does not
want to leave us there.
Work

Friends

Fitness
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Understanding God’s Story
God is at work, even in a world where it seems like Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment are the only realistic options. This is founded
on the fact that God is a God of overflowing love, who is on mission in
the world to draw up all of creation into his endless love. Therefore, it
is not helpful to conclude that the first two stories are irrelevant, worthless, or even carnal. There is a role for these two stories in most church
situations in the West because the God of mission meets us where we
are, not just where we think God wants us to be. We live these stories because we are formed by habits. And changing these habits won’t
come about by pulling ourselves up by our boot straps and committing
to live out Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation. They change because God descends into our situation and, by the Spirit, trains us up
in a new way.
At the same time, we cannot be satisfied with the first two stories, as
if getting people into groups—even 100% of your people into groups—
is a worthy goal. There must be more.
All four stories are part of the way of Jesus because the Spirit of
God is drawing us from where we are further along the way. We don’t
get to take the next step on the way from where we wish we were. Jesus
works with us where we are. This means that the Spirit is leading and
working to move us beyond the life of adding the “Christian thing” on
top of our already overly-packed life that is dictated by all kinds that
things going on in each room.
We don’t move into the third and fourth stories only because we
have good intentions to do so or because we develop a clear vision for
them. Nor do we move into them because we want to be missional, because we change the name of our groups to missional communities, or
because we have a vision clarity about the people we are going to reach.
Groups rise and fall through our life together, the lived experience, not
because we mandate something called community or announce that we
want to be missional.
All four of these stories can be happening at the same time in your
church. This is the problem with prescribing an ideal small group model. It forces people into a structure that does not honor their stories.
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Small groups don’t work because we pen people, like cattle, in the right
kind of form that is supposedly tested and proven to unlock the magic
of Communion, Relating, and Engagement. Groups work because we
have generated a space where people can live out the story they are
living in now and then move with God on a journey into the next story.
We cannot force, cajole, promote, or preach people into the way
of Jesus. The stories of community are not told from the center of the
organization or the top of the pyramid. The stories of God are generated from the fringes of the people of God. They are told by people
through “aha” moments where they see something new and unexpected about how God is at work through the power of loving others at cost
to themselves. We don’t make this stuff happen. We simply offer them
environments where they might see it for themselves.
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How to Get
Something
Different
I’m a fan of adventure stories, my favorites being those of J. R. R.
Tolkien, The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. In the opening chapter of
The Hobbit, we are introduced to the primary character, Bilbo Baggins, a
self-proclaimed risk-avoider who does not go on adventures. In fact, he
prides himself on staying to himself, not bothering other hobbits, and
living in mediocrity. The story opens:
This hobbit was a very well to do hobbit, and his name was Baggins. The Bagginses had lived in the neighborhood of The Hill for
time out of mind, and people considered them very respectable,
not only because most of them were rich but also because they
never had any adventures or did anything unexpected; you could
tell what a Baggins would say on any question without the bother
of asking him. This is a story of how a Baggins had an adventure,
and found himself doing and saying things altogether unexpected.
He may have lost the neighbors’ respect, but he gained—well, you
will see whether he gained anything in the end.1
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If The Hobbit had chronicled Bilbo sitting at home pondering his
safe life, it would have been 250 pages of boredom. Instead, it is a tale
about Bilbo’s reluctant adventure with a small group of companions
to take back stolen treasures from a fire-breathing dragon. Adventures
are adventures, after all, because they are full of ups and does, struggles
and victories, failures, and pressing through failures. This adventure
takes them through a wooded forest where they are bound by large
spiders, captured by three huge trolls, imprisoned for trespassing, and
almost drowned as they floated down a raging river. And all of this occurred before they even get anywhere close to the dragon!
Adventures like The Hobbit teach us about life, leadership, and the
church. For me, and many like me, we begin leading with assumptions
that resemble the life of Bilbo at the beginning of the book, one that is
defined by predictable outcomes, minimal risk, and getting results without having to give up the safe life. Or if we are moving into something
different, we want a strategic plan that will make the path clear. In other
words, we want promises of a successful destination before we take any
steps. If that cannot be done, then we keep what we already have. But
life and following God do not work that way.
If you want your church to experience the way of Jesus, to move
from the groups that tell the stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle
Adjustment and into the stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation, then think about the way forward as an adventure. The Spirit of
God is found in the unpredictable winds and waves. That is where we
meet God. That is where we come to know God’s love. And that’s how
we spread God’s love.

Embracing the Adventure
Adventure stories are adventurous because they are unpredictable.
Aristotle has taught us that a great story introduces events that occur
“unexpectectedly and at the same time in consequence of one another.” In other words, as the reader turns the pages, they cannot forecast
what is coming, but upon reading the events that do occur, they make
sense retrospectively.
Or to put it another way, such narratives do not work according to
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mechanistic predictability. They are driven by the characters as they
encounter the presence of others and the circumstances along the way.
We know that there will be a resolution to the story, however, we don’t
know how that will occur.
We can also see this as we read the Bible. Taken as a whole, the
Scriptures are a grand narrative that moves like an adventure story,
with the cross as the climax. Leading up to the cross are a series of conflicts. The cross and the resurrection serve as the culminating zenith to
which all of the previous conflicts point. That which follows the cross
and resurrection are demonstrations of how the climax of this grand
story plays out. The climax of the cross roles forward. This is called the
resolution of the story, and it’s the place where the church finds itself
in the present.
Like acts in a Shakespearean play, when we read the Bible as a
whole, we could imagination it as divided up into five acts. N. T. Wright
breaks it up this way:2
• Creation
• Fall
• Israel
• Jesus
• Church
This climax of the cross and the resurrection defines the life of
Jesus and the life of the church. We are trying to understand the implications of the scandalous foolishness of the cross and how we can live
faithfully into this story. If we understand the cross rightly, we will see
that there could never be a more unpredictable event in the history of
the world. For the God of creation to take on human flesh, to come as
a servant of servants, and then to die on a cross was and is absolutely
inconceivable. No one in any culture in history imagines any deity in
such a way. We only need to read the Gospels and see how none of
those around Jesus had such an expectation. The fact that Jesus actually
died, allowing himself to be viewed as a disgraceful criminal, the worst
of the worst of society, is shocking.
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Yet this is the defining act in the grand story. And here we see the
defining movement of the way of Jesus. It’s absolutely unpredictable.
However, as we see in the writings of the New Testament, in retrospect,
it makes sense.
The church today is part of this grand story. The defining moment
of the unpredictable scandalous foolishness of the cross roles forward
toward God’s final resolution. The person of Christ revealed on the
cross must define the story of the church. This is what it means for Jesus
to be the head of the church (Col 1:17).
However, when it comes to groups, this often is not the case. While
the cross reveals how God comes and reveals himself in the unpredictable, adventurous way of the self-sacrificial love, that the way of Jesus
is a way that is personal, there is a tendency in the church to develop
groups in a way that mechanizes and de-personalizes groups. We make
them about mechanics and techniques. Let me illustrate this by using
the three broad vision categories that I introduced briefly in the Introduction to the book. Most often when it comes to how we imagine
the development of groups in our churches, we think in ways that are
illustrated by three destinations across the water.
The Model-Based Perspective: When churches develop groups
based on a model developed by another church, they are aiming to replicate the techniques and mechanics of leadership training, curriculum,
and organizational procedures that have proven effective.
The Lifestyle-Based Perspective: Churches that aim at this destination are focused on the development of an ideal way of life or set
of values that stand in contrast to the common patterns of the culture.
The Movement-Based Perspective: With this vision, churches aim
at a structure of church that eliminates everything that stands in the
way of movement growth. There is a hope to find a pure New Testament version of the church that will unlock the church’s full potential.
In the name of trying to figure out how to make groups work well,
we de-personalize groups and therefore undermine the very thing that
makes groups work in the first place. We remove personal presence and
the encounter with one another and with God which are the very parts
that make any story worth being a story.
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Groups are about knowing and loving God while we know and love
others, not about techniques and strategies.
However, we continue to look for the next technique to make groups
work. With all three of these destinations, the goal is to set up an abstract mechanism that will produce results independent of the specific
people that are part of the vision. If the people within the structures do
the structures in the right way, then you can expect the results you want.
Those who are leading within the vision need not have the character of
Christ. In fact, some even promote their vision or way of doing groups
by saying that this fact is one of the best attributes of their system. The
magic is found in the structure itself. All one needs to do is to push play
on their DVD. Or if you organize groups geographically, then you will
foster simplicity. Or if you remove the barriers to growth, groups will
grow all by themselves. Or meeting from house to house and as a whole
church will return us back to the way of the early church (Acts 20:20).
When we de-personalize groups and turn them into a technique,
then we de-personalize people.

The Way of the God is Personal
If we are going to group our churches in the way of Jesus, then we
must embrace the way that Jesus was revealed. Jesus did not provide us
with a mechanistic formula for how to organize the church. He did not
leave us a leadership model to reproduce. And he did not prescribe a
way of life that will make the church work. Instead he gave us the cross
and the resurrection. In our understanding of this climax of the story,
we see that the cross is a manifestation of the relationship between the
Son and the Father by the power of the Spirit. And then upon Christ’s
Ascension, the Father sends the Spirit to remind us of all things that the
Son has taught us. In other words, the Spirit comes to reveal to us the
life of Christ so that we can participate in the life of Christ.
This is why God is not inviting us to a mechanistic destination on
a far shore. He is calling us into the waters of the personal presence of
the Spirit so that we might hoist our sails and respond to the movements
of God. Thus we are called not to an ultimate destination of something
that we might label as “an effective grouping system.” Instead we are
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called to the ultimate destination of knowing Christ and him crucified.
Anything that stands in the way of this, according to the words of Paul,
is “manure” by comparison, even if it produces an incredible group
system (Phil 3:7-11).
As we know Christ by the waters of the Spirit, concrete structures,
procedures, structures, and curriculum will be adopted (that is we
might very well replicate something developed by another church) or
developed (we might birth something new), but these things are not the
center. They are peripheral to our knowledge of Christ.
The adventure story of your church that emerges as you sail the
waters will be shaped by our being with Jesus and how the presence
of Christ by the Spirit forms us as a community, as individuals, and
as leaders. We cannot get around this fact. Because Christ’s presence
defines the way that God works in the world, we must embrace the fact
that God’s church and the effectiveness of the church depends upon the
character of people who live in love, not the system that we develop.
Knowing who Christ is matters. Because of that, who we are matters.

Navigating Your Adventure
Stories, whether on the macro level of the Bible, the micro level of
specific books of the Bible, or the specific situation of your church, operate as a series of challenges and responses to those challenges. While
the climax of the cross defines and brings ultimate resolution to the
grand story, the story is not finally resolved. We are living in-between, in
that part of the story where the ultimate victory has already been won,
but that final victory has yet to manifest.
Your adventure story will be told as you enter the waters and learn
the art of sailing. When a captain determines that he needs to change
course in order to arrive at a new set of coordinates, he uses a nautical
chart that shows water depths, surface obstacles, common water lanes,
and navigational aids. The captain charts a course that is unique to his
position, his destination, and the particular capabilities of his vessel.
On water there are an infinite number of courses to take and each
is unique to each trip, not just to each ship. In other words, no two
trips will be the same, even if they begin at the same starting point and
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aim at the same destination. Weather, water currents, prevailing winds,
and other factors will constantly impact the course a ship steers. As the
voyage progresses, the crew will regularly re-evaluate the course and
make adjustments as necessary to ensure that they arrive at the proper
destination.
If we are sailing a ship of the church into groups, then thinking in
terms of maps, blueprints, and predetermined destinations, will prove
useless. We need to develop navigation skills that fits the situation. In
addition, when sailing—as opposed to a ship that is powered by propellers—the captain and crew have to learn the skills of tacking, that
is moving forward without going in a straight line. The way forward in
the development of groups is not one of clear, predetermined paths,
but one of leading people forward when it might look like you are going
on the wrong direction.

Understanding the Challenges
One of the key navigation skills that you will need relates to how
you understand and interpret the challenge of grouping your church in
the way of Jesus. If you don’t understand the challenge rightly, you will
try to address that challenge in the wrong way.
The following table delineates three types of challenges or problems that we face as leaders. Let’s look at each in turn.3
Challenge

Problem

Solution

Source

Technical

Clearly Understood

Known

Leader

Discovery

Clearly Understood

Discoverable

Leader & Followers

Adaptive

Unknown

Unknown

Followers

Technical Challenges
Techniques are actions leaders take in order to address technical
challenges. These are problems that we face where the nature of the
problem is clearly understood and we know how to address the challenge. Most often techniques are developmental in nature. Churches
experience developmental change when they seek to improve what they
are already doing. Pastors read a book on preaching. Sunday school
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Skill Level

teachers attend a workshop. Children’s workers
travel to a conference.
Prayer coordinators visit
a church to learn about a
new prayer ministry. We
want to take the situation
from one level to the next
as illustrated by this graph.
The key to underTime
standing the nature of
techniques is the fact that
they depend upon experts. The pastor or some kind of specialized
trainer is the one who has the answer for the right way to solve the
problem.
When we treat grouping as a technique, we think that the we know
the nature of the problem. We need to “close the back door” or we
need to get people connected and discipled. A small group strategy
promises to do this if we just follow the “a + b + c = intended outcome”
methodology. There is some truth to this, as there are some important
techniques to learn. But as you develop skills, you discover that some, if
not most, of the challenges we face in our grouping of the church are
not technical in nature.

Discovery Challenges
A more complex challenge is that which requires discovery. Instead
of simply implementing a predetermined formula, discovery requires
us to learn something new. The problem remains clear. And we know
that we do not currently have the resources within us to address it, but
we know that someone does.
Discovery of a new way invites us into a time of transition from
one state of being to the next. The goal of the transition is clear and
the steps to get there are laid out. We just need to shift from one way of
operating to another.
In the church, transitional changes transpire when leaders discover
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that current methods do not work and that new methods are required.
Examples might include the adoption of a new worship style, hiring a
new staff member, adding a second worship service, replacing the Sunday evening service with a training center, or building a larger worship
center. Transitional changes have set beginning and completion dates.
They can be managed with the use of budgets and time lines.
When we treat groups as a discovery challenge, we know the nature
of the problem—we need to learn to develop a group system—but we
don’t know how to do it. But someone does. There is an expert out
there somewhere who can come and tell us how to design the “right”
group system. They can provide us with the strategies, the manuals, and
the structures that will take us from our current state and into flourishing groups.
In reality, a
discovery
challenge is just a
New
Old
Transition State
State
State
slightly different
form of a technical one. The difference is that we
are not trying to improve the situation. We are trying to move from one
situation to another. If your goal is to develop groups that experience
the stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment, then you will
primarily be facing technical and discovery challenges. There are plenty of great strategies readily available to you that will take you that far.
However, if you want to see your groups live out the stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation, then you are facing something
much bigger. When we face these challenges, we look for answers from
authorities, hoping someone “in charge” will provide a strategy to solve
the problem we face. Pastors feel the pressure to act, to make something
different happen and thereby overcome the problem. But groups that
move into Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation are based on the
reality that groups are about people not about strategies, curriculum,
and structures. And people come with unpredictable challenges and the
manual got lost somewhere along the way.
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When we look for answers from an authority, more barriers inevitably arise, creating a perpetual loop of frustration. Ronald Heifetz, an
expert in adaptive leadership, writes, “In response to our frustration, we
are likely to perpetuate the vicious cycle by looking even more earnestly
to authority, but this time we look for someone new offering more certainty and better promises.”4 We must imagine beyond our traditional ways of thinking about group implementation and understand the
adaptive nature of developing groups.

Adaptive Challenges
Adaptive challenges are different. They call for transformation of
the character of those involved. It requires us to change our way of
being, not just our doing. “Transformation is the radical shift from one
state of being to another, so significant that it requires a shift in culture,
behavior, and mindset to implement successfully and sustain over time.
In other words, transformation demands a shift in human awareness
that completely alters the way the organization and its people see the
world, [their ministry, the church and themselves.]”5
Church transformation is necessary because of the definition of
the challenge. First, the challenge is such that a predetermined formula
cannot address it. There is no predetermined path that can be copied,
no plan that can be reproduced. Secondly, the problem or challenge is
not fully understood. With technical challenges, the problem is clear
and there is a solution available. When facing an adaptive challenge,
the challenge itself is an enigma. In order to define the problem, new
learning is required.
A third attribute of adaptive challenges is that the solution is not
found through the work of an expert—as in a church consultant who
has a church formula—or a positional authority—a pastor or key leader who has traditionally been the source of solutions. Instead the work
is done by the stakeholders, the common people of the church.
This means that the path is not predetermined, nor is the end result
known from the onset. Change leadership expert, Robert Quinn, writes
about this:
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Since they [leaders] are taking the organization where no one has
been before, no one can know how to get there. No one has the necessary expertise. Furthermore, without the normal assumptions of
equilibrium and expertise, the traditional principles of good management no longer work. Since there is no safe path, no way to be in
control, they are forced to move forward one blind step at a time. ...
They then experience exponential learning about self, others, and
the organization.6
Quinn’s observations points to leadership that is not based on experts, but on leaders who have the ability to create generative environments where people discover together the way forward. Instead of a
leader controlling the way forward, the people create it together. The
role of the expert is not that of providing a solution. The expert is really
a guide who offers people a way to learn together.
Adaptive leadership gives us the space to treat the people we lead in
our groups as people. They are more than leaders, or potential leaders.
They are far more than disciples who can contribute to the life and success of the local church. They are complex, unpredictable creations of
God who long to love and be loved. And the way that this occurs is always new, because the challenges that arise with people are always new.
Adaptive challenges require more than a change in the way we do
church. They require us to change. They call us to become different,
and as this occurs, we are able to write a different kind of story. The
way the story usually progresses looks like this:
Success Plateau

Wake-up
Calls
Progress

Re-emergence

Death
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At first, the progress might begin in a predictable fashion, but the
wake-up calls and the transformation through death are always unpredictable and unexpected. Most of the time we tend to search for technical formulas for adaptive challenges because we want to continue to tell
the stories of success and growth that we told in the past or that other
model churches seem to be experiencing in the present. As Heifetz and
Linsky claim, “[T]he single most common source of leadership failure
we’ve been able to identify—in politics, community life, business, and
the nonprofit sector—is that people, especially those in positions of authority, treat adaptive challenges like technical problems.”6
Failure is a cruel, but necessary teacher, which is part of the story
and often it is the only way that we can learn to write a new narrative
and thereby address the adaptive challenges. However, through this, we
become different. We become the kind of people who live in a way that
lines us with the hopes and dreams that we have for our groups.

Technical and Adaptive
To state the obvious, most grouping strategy offer technical solutions, offering ready-made programs and fixed strategies. These technical approaches tend to lower the small group bar to make Connecting
Community as easy as possible for people. To use the analogy of a river,
technical/programmatic groups are like motor boats where we set a
clear course and take control of the outcomes.
On the other hand, many recognize the adaptive challenge of living in community and on mission in our culture today. They tend the
raise the grouping bar and call people into a distinct way of living that
I will call Missional Community. The adaptive nature of such groups
operate more like small sail boats who are tacking back and forth to
navigate the winds of the Spirit and the currents of time.
In most cases, churches tend to think in either/or terms, and therefore they choose between a group strategy that promotes Connection
Community or one that aims a Missional Community. We opt for a
grouping program that offers a technique or we view the entire process
as being so radically different that all of it is an adaptive challenge.
Those who want quick results for the established church are drawn to
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the technical options, while the more prophetic types lean toward those
that are adaptive in nature.
It is my contention that most churches actually need to think in
terms of both/and, both Connecting Community that is technical in
nature and Missional Community that tends to be adaptive. As will
become clear in later chapters from both theological and practical perspectives, churches need both because Missional Community is something that arises out of experiments performed by those who possess a
sense of urgency to think outside of the box. In most cases, only five to
ten percent of the church will have this sense of urgency. Connecting
Community then becomes a preparation ground for the majority of the
church so that they can move into Missional Community when they are
ready for it.
Therefore the technical and the adaptive work in tandem, Connecting Community alongside Missional Community. At the risk of
stretching the analogy to the point of being silly, motor boats that progress in a straight line work alongside sailboats that tack with the winds
of the Spirit to move the church into the river.
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As we move forward, we need techniques, discovery, and adaptation. We must learn the skill of interpreting challenges so that we can
address them properly. This is why we need both Connecting Community in tandem with Missional Community, which will be fully explained
in Part 3. However, before we get to the Practices which demonstrate
how to set up your both/and system, let’s explore the Presence which
actually brings life to that system.
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Wine
and
Wineskins
Jesus said, “Neither do people pour new wine into old wineskins. If
they do, the skins will burst; the wine will run out and the wineskins will
be ruined. No, they pour new wine into new wineskins, and both are
preserved” (Matt 9:17).
Through the years, many have called for the church to develop new
church wineskins, new forms of life, instead of holding on to the church
structures of the past. This is a valid argument. When we hold onto the
structures and institutional forms of the past, we can miss the fact that
patterns and practices of our old structures blind us to new opportunities. However, there is much more going on in this passage than an
invitation to develop new structures. When we reflect on the meaning
of the relationship between the wine and the wineskins, we are able to
see how the presence of God relates to our development of grouping
structures.

It’s about the Wine, Not the Wineskin
Jesus’ short parable about the wine and the wineskin—one that is
partnered with the parable of the patched garment—is told in response
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to a specific question from John the Baptist’s disciples: “How is it that
we and the Pharisees fast often, but your disciples do not fast?” (Matt
9:14). If we fail to see whom Jesus was addressing and what specifically
he was addressing, it is too easy for us to read our own meaning into
Jesus’ words. The question raised to Jesus that day was not about religious forms or the structures of Jewish life. There is nothing here about
how the Temple is organized or how the synagogues should work. It is
a question about how Jesus’ disciples practiced their faith. To this Jesus
responds: “How can the guests of the bridegroom mourn while he is
with them? The time will come when the bridegroom will be taken from
them; then they will fast” (vs. 15). This section of Scripture—which is
included in a very similar way in all three of the Synoptic Gospels—is
really not about religious structures at all. While John’s disciples wanted
to ask about the way that Jesus’ disciples practiced their faith, i.e. how
they were being discipled, Jesus turns the conversation to something
else entirely.
He answers with a poetic statement about his presence. The presence of the bridegroom—this is an image of the expectant Messiah
who would come to save his bride Israel (see Hosea)—calls for a different response. While the Pharisees and John’s disciples were looking forward to the Messiah, here, Jesus is saying that the Messiah has already
come and therefore everything changes.
In this context, we read about the wine and the wineskin. Jesus was
saying that the disciples were practicing their faith differently because
Jesus was present with them. The presence of God’s saving Messiah
changed the way that the followers of God were to respond. To put it
clearly:
Jesus’ Messianic Presence >>>>>>> New Faith Practices
To clarify what Jesus is saying here, it’s also helpful to see what he
is not saying. Jesus did not say that new wineskins result in new wine.
Of course, this observation is obvious. Even those of us who have not
ever set a foot on a vineyard know that wine is a product of grapes and
grapes are the fruit of grapevines. Even stating that wine is not the
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product of a new wineskin is so obvious that it is ridiculous.
However, stating the obvious is necessary to hear Jesus’ poetic point.
No new form of religious practice will magically produce some kind of
new life in God. For instance, getting together in a small group, or in
a missional community, or in a triad for discipleship—while necessary
just as a new wineskin is necessary—won’t produce new wine. They are
just wineskins for the wine.
We, in the church, have become experts at wineskin making, and
this is especially true when we think about grouping the church. However, no one wants to “drink” our creative wineskins. If we are missing
the presence of Christ in our midst, then we could apply the words of
the Apostle Paul to ourselves:
If my group reaches lost people and grows but there is no love, we
are only a growing shell of emptiness. If my group raises up new
leaders and multiplies but there is no love, we are only multiplying a
form of spiritual cancer. If my group gets serious about discipleship
and dives deep into the Word but there is no love, we are puffed up
hoarders of information. If my group serves and goes forth on mission but there is no love, we are like a chicken with its head cut off.
If my group gets lots of people in my church connected but there
is no love, we are no better than a peddler of the next product that
“everyone must have.”
Without the wine of the love of Christ that is empowered by the
Spirit, the kind of self-sacrificial love expressed by Jesus on the cross,
then any new church structure will fall far short of what we hope and
long to see. New church structures are important only when we put
them in the proper place.

New Wineskins Arise from New Wine
This does not diminish the importance of new wineskins. To extend the parable, if new wine is put in an old wineskin the wine will
leak. This is true because new wine expands and thus causes the wineskin to stretch. If the wineskin has already been stretched, then the
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additional stretching from the new wine will create holes, thus leaving
the new wine of the floor.
Therefore, there is a problem of old wineskins. We have an affinity
for the things that we know, and we know how to do church. We like
the predictability of the church structures that we have inherited. And
with all of the talk from the last five decades about how ineffective the
institutional church is, about how people in our culture are no longer
listening to what the church has to say, and about how the church as we
know it has been relegated to a provider of spiritual goods and services,
the basic way that we do church remains the same. Even the structure
prophets from across the river, who promise new ways to experience
community and mission, when you enter into what they are doing, the
end result is merely a tweaking of what we already know how to do.
The old wineskin remains, even though we might market what we are
doing as new.
As we embrace the new wine of what the presence of God is doing
now, we must explore what this means for our patterns of church life.
Think of it this way. If God is calling us to sail in the river of the
Spirit, then as we do we are receiving God’s new wine. As we continue
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to sail those waters, the nature of the river will call for new kinds of
boats. These boats are not found at a dock on the banks of the river.
Instead, the Spirit is working with us to reshape the boat as we are sailing it.
Whether you are a church that has been solely shaped by the traditions of the past or if you have been experimenting with the Model-Based, Lifestyle-Based, or the Movement-Based perspective, the focus must instead be on receiving the wine and allowing that wine to
lead you to new structures.
Church innovation for the sake of church innovation might look
creative, but there have been many creative ventures that were simply
good ideas of man. Of course, God uses these ideas. However, the new
wineskins that will arise in your local context, and that are best suited
for the people who live in your neighborhoods, will manifest as you and
your people live into the wine of God’s presence. This will result in
fresh expressions of the church, ways of being God’s people that arise
from within God’s people. The practical way that groups might enter
into this reality is explored in chapter 13.

The Problem of Old Wine
In the early 1990s I was a part of a new wineskin, an organic/
missional experimental church in Houston. We did not call it organic
or missional, which are common descriptions of such churches today,
but that’s what we were. We did not fit the normal patterns of church
life as we experimented with innovative ways of forming and living in
community.
We saw many people embark upon a new relationship with Jesus,
and we had a very strong leadership core. Those who came to Jesus
for the first time through the relationships in our church joined our life
quite easily. To them the wineskins that shaped our life as a church was
all that they knew. I remember one person returning from vacation and
sharing her shock at how the traditional church she visited operated.
In addition to new Christians, we also had many join us who had
been a part of traditional churches. Those from this category, myself
included, did not flourish in this new wineskin experience quite as
quickly. It was not hard for us to commit to the vision because many
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of us were fed up with traditional church forms. Some had been hurt
by church life, and others were simply burned out from programmatic
ministry leadership. Our vision for this new way of being the church
was compelling and, for most, easy to commit to. We wanted the presence of Christ forming us by the Spirit, and we committed ourselves to
the innovative ways that were being generated. That part was simple.
However, the complexity arose as we realized how we had been
shaped and formed by the life of previous churches. We didn’t suddenly
leave behind these patterns when we moved into this new experimental
church. We brought “old wine,” if you will, with us. And that included
things like expectations, patterns of leadership, and participation habits
that were woven into the way that we did church. It proved impossible
to leave such things behind simply because we choose to do something
else.
The way we were present in our former church life had formed
us and because of this formation the old wine we brought with us was
poured into a new wineskin. Let me illustrate: Some tried to get the
church leadership to perform traditional roles, even though they were
told up front that the leadership would not do those things. Others
would ask where we did Bible study, and the leaders would lay out all
of the places where the Bible is woven into the life of the church, but
because we did not have a specific ministry called “Bible study” they
could not get it.
The old wine was characterized by a “for” mentality. God was supposed to do something for us. Church leaders were supposed to provide
a set of spiritual good and services for us. And then we were supposed
to do something for God and for each other.
However we were learning to be with God and with each other.
This new wine of being with, as Jesus was with his disciples, did not
meet our expectations. It was too slow. It was too mundane. It was too
rudimentary. Those from an unchurched background found it life-giving and even fun. Those of us from a churched background wanted to
see God produce more fruit. “God, use us” we would pray. And all the
while, Jesus was trying to invite us into his presence and into the presence of one another so that we could be with each other.
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The wine of God’s presence manifests as he is with us. Doing something for the world and for others comes about as he is with us. Otherwise we turn Jesus into a commodity.
Being with God and others occurs as we learn to hang out, to slow
down, and to simply embrace presence. In my book on small group
leadership, I offer the practice of “Hang Out” as being central to effective group life. When I train group leaders, I find that people are
most resistant to this practice when compared to the others. People
offer their resistance for two reasons. Some reject it because they want
to make a difference in their community, as they are overwhelmed by
the needs for discipleship, and they want to do all they can for the sake
of the Gospel. Others see how busy their lives already are and they just
don’t have the time to give to what looks like a waste of time.
Being with God and others is not necessarily productive. Yet it is
the way that Jesus does something for us and for the world. And it’s the
way that groups flourish.

Understanding the Old Wine
To see how the old wine hinders us from receiving the new wine of
being with God, let’s think about this from a different perspective. If
someone has been a successful section manager in a department store
and then takes a new job managing a small retail store, the old “wine”
of the former job doesn’t disappear. Some work patterns might transfer well, but many will not. In a large department store, the manager
of a specific department has a very limited role that focuses on one
section of the store and has the support of various other management
divisions that make the whole store work. Whereas in a small boutique,
the manager has to take care of almost everything. One cannot simply
choose to change and expect to flourish in the new role. And providing
some kind of up-front training will only set the right course. The new
employee must do the hard work to embrace and be shaped by the
patterns of work that fit the vision and strategy of the new employer.
The employee could have been very successful in their former role,
but when you put them in a new role (a new structure) they naturally
will continue operating according to old patterns because those pat-
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terns proved effective in the past. And when stress rises, they will even
more ardently depend upon those old patterns. When stress comes, the
first thing we do is to return to what we already know how to do, even
if we logically know that it won’t work.
Many Christians today are frustrated with the traditional church
experience. They know they want something else. The natural response
is to look at a different structure of church life. And who is to blame
them when there are so many church structure prophets promising entry into the church promised land with the adoption of their strategy.
While these prophets might very well have experienced something akin
to ecclesiological bliss, others adopt their methods and find themselves
wandering around in the land of banality.
After a couple years, they go looking for another strategy. This never-ending chase has plagued the grouping movement for decades. We
maintain the same wine while looking for new wineskins.
Jesus’ disciples faced this same challenge while trying to figure out
what Jesus was up to. They followed him because he gave them a vision
for the kingdom of God. However, they brought with them a definition of what the kingdom of God should look like. For instance, Simon
the Zealot—like all Jewish Zealots of the time—would have assumed
that the kingdom of God would come when the Israelites rose up and
violently drove out the Romans. Matthew the tax collector—whose vocation required him to collaborate and compromise with the Roman
authorities—would have had a more realistic vision of trying to work
with the power players in the Roman government. As the Gospels
clearly illustrate repeatedly, none of the disciples assumed that the cross
was going to be part of the vision of the kingdom. They wanted the
Messiah to do something for them, and for Israel. Self-sacrificial love
manifested by God being with them did not play a part in the common
Jewish vision for God’s Messiah.
The twelve disciples all brought with them a preconceived understanding (a wine) that defined what it meant to follow God. Even though
Jesus gave them a new structure (the small group of discipleship) for
three years, all except John rejected “God with us” when Jesus went to
the cross. Afterward, the fishermen in the group of disciples returned
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to their old life patterns—they went fishing—when they did not know
what else to do. The natural tendency within us all is to return to our
former comfort zone—old life structures—when God is trying to form
new wine within us.
New forms of church life are not alive because of the new forms.
We only learn a new way of being the church by slowing down enough
to be with God and with each other. In that way, we discover how God
is reshaping us from the inside out.

Old Wine Tastes Better
In Luke’s version of the wine/wineskin parable, there is a sentence
not found in either Matthew or Mark. It reads:
“No one pours new wine into old wineskins. Otherwise, the new
wine will burst the skins; the wine will run out and the wineskins
will be ruined. No, new wine must be poured into new wineskins.
And no one after drinking old wine wants new, for they say, ‘The
old is better.’” (Luke 5:37-39).
The final sentence of a parable like this is crucial to understanding
it. It’s a bit like the punch line of a joke. If you skip it, you miss the
meaning. This is especially the case when it is unique as compared to
that of the other two Gospels.
On the surface, this sentence could be interpreted to mean that the
new wine is less valuable than the old from a kingdom perspective. But
if this is the case, then Jesus is contradicting himself. Since Jesus is the
new wine, what does it mean when he claims that people say “the old
is better”? Does the old wine taste better than the new wine that Jesus
offers?
The answer is, “Yes.” If you know much about wine, Jesus’ observation isn’t actually shocking. Wine that has not been aged is tart and
even bitter. It’s not something anyone wants to drink, especially when
old wine is readily available.
Jesus is simply using a common experience from life to explain what
it means to be his disciple. The question to which Jesus is responding is
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about discipleship. The disciples of John the Baptist were asking why
Jesus’ disciples did not fast. In other words, why weren’t they doing the
normal stuff that might open the door for the Messiah to do something
for the world? (Note: this is not about following rules. This is about
trying to figure out the right way to be Israelites in order to clear a path
for God’s Messianic deliverance). As we observed above, Jesus’ response
was to say that the bridegroom had come.
However, there is a catch. The wine of Jesus being with them, that
is the way of life that he offers, does not fit common expectations, and
therefore, it will taste like bitter wine to most. Being with Jesus—following a Messiah on a journey to the cross—will not be something people
are lining up to do. The old ways where people have a hope that God
will simply do something for them will always be more attractive, at
least on the surface. Once they taste what it means to be with Jesus,
many will return to what they already know.
Before we condemn “those faithless ones,” it’s important to recognize that this is a normal part of life. The old adage “You can’t teach an
old dog new tricks” is appropriate. The old wine represents those patterns of life with which we become accustomed. We don’t think about
them. They are just habits that make the life as we know it the kind of
life that we like. This is one reason why we experience culture shock
when we move to another country. Nothing “feels” right and therefore
we “feel” lost. It’s only natural that we are drawn back to what we find
comfortable.
When Jesus offers the new wine of his presence, most of the time
it will not “feel” right. It will cause a kind of culture shock within our
souls. When Jesus showed up 2000 years ago, he was always stirring
the pot. His wine was tart and bitter. While his presence was, and still
is comforting, it is rarely comfortable. When God gets up close and
personal, we begin to see the world in a different light. Then, and only
then, do we need new wineskins.
But the emphasis here is not on the new, the next, or the novel.
The emphasis lies on the fact that the disciples were with Jesus. This is
the only reason that there is new wine and therefore a need for a new
wineskin. Jesus was not a future expectation for them. He was a present
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reality in their midst.
Neither is God now a future expectation because we are in Christ,
the Spirit lives in us, and we are with God. God literally surrounds us.
To be a disciple of Jesus is to be with him. This, if we are honest, causes
angst. The presence of God is not something that we can control. It’s
like wine that is organically produced from grapes. While we can mechanistically control the production of wineskins, we cannot manufacture
the wine of God’s life with us. It is merely a gift that we receive.
However, rarely do we think that being with God is enough. We
expect results. We expect to do the stuff that Jesus did. We want to make
a kingdom difference in the world. Sometimes it feels like the old wine
can get more done than the new. The list of things that need to change
in the world are endless. We need new wine and new wineskins all over
the place. Some of these places might include:
• Personal issues
• Relationship patterns
• Work Struggles
• Political concerns
• Violence and war
• Racism
• Famine
• Then there are church structures that so many want to change.
The common path to making a difference in these arenas is to attack them head-on, to make a plan, and develop a strategy and structure that will change things. In no way am I saying that such efforts are
unnecessary, but we find ourselves in a never-ending loop of trying to
fix one thing after another. We end up doing what we think God wants
us to do, but we are doing it without him. God is up there telling us
what to do, and it’s up to us to pull it off down here. And while we do a
lot of good things this way, this is not the way of Jesus.
The wine of God in Christ did not come to force change upon the
world. God entered into our life from the inside, at the lowest levels of
society and he changed it from the bottom up.
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However, the change Jesus brought is veiled. It’s only seen by those
who view that the world is different because God is with us. They realize that God did not come to fix the world, or at least he does not fix
things like we try to fix things. The first goal of God with us is to be with
us, not to change the world. Changes in the world—new wineskins—
are derivative. The world is simply different because God is with us and
being with us is the point of it all. This changes the world, but in a way
that we don’t expect. It’s slow. It does not feel productive. It’s hard to
measure.
Thus it tastes like tart, bitter wine. We get impatient with the way
the new wine works. How does church leadership put on their annual
report the ways that they were with God? How do we talk about leadership by saying that Sabbath rest is crucial to leading God’s people?
How does a pastor convey to his church that spending extended time
with God is more important that being available to answer the phone
24/7? What happens when people call the church offices to learn that
the pastor is spending time in the neighborhood, getting to know people on their turf ?
We are tempted to return to the old wine. We get busy, caught up
in the rat race of trying to make a difference, of trying to change things
for the better. God’s goal is not to fix everything externally while we
remain alienated from being with God. He comes to be with us, and
as we are with him, then, usually in small ways, new wineskins develop
that fit the patterns of being with God.

Receiving the New Wine
The Father sent the Son to offer the world God’s new wine. Then
the Father sent the Spirit to “teach us all things and remind us of everything Jesus has said to us” (John 14:6). The way that Jesus was with the
people of Israel when he walked the earth is the way that God is with
us now. It’s a way to the cross. We only receive this new wine of Jesus
with us now by the Spirit as we walk with the Spirit to the cross (Luke
9:23). This is why learning to live and lead out of the presence of God
with us is so crucial.
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Presence
Matters

It was the Compline Service, the high-church service of an self-confessed high church of high churches. I had been hired to coach the small
group pastor in the development of a group system, and my first task
was to enter into their world. While I had attended liturgical churches
in the past, this experience was new to me. And it proved to open my
eyes to something I did not expect to see.
At one point in the service the priest brought out the thurible which
carries the incense. As he swung it toward the congregation, he said,
“Receive the Holy Spirit.” Three times he did this, right, middle, and
left. When he spoke these words in my direction as I sat on the left, a
warm blanket of peace came over me. While in college, I had spoken
disparagingly of churches with such “spells and bells,” but this experience of God’s presence was as significant for me as a challenging sermon at a Baptist church or when I had been prayed for at the end of a
charismatic service.
Following this, the priest prepared the bread and wine, and we
walked to the altar to receive them. As I did, I became aware of God
being with me in a deep way, as if fresh water was being poured inside
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my soul. It was free. I was living into the life that was given to me by
Jesus, the true source of life. It was gift.
It literally felt like I had been invited to sit at a table in the presence of the Father, Son, and the Spirit. I belonged there, not because
I had done anything to make it happen or to earn it. It’s just where I
belonged.
I was participating in the free gift of being with God.
Of course, such an experience is not unique to the high-church
tradition. I’ve had other such encounters from a variety of traditions.
However, that night the gift of God’s presence became an all-consuming reality. That Compline Service was not dependent upon that which
men or women can produce. It was dependent upon an uncontrollable,
relational, free encounter with God.
Such a free encounter with God’s presence is foundational to
faithful churches throughout history. It’s just that other church traditions have been formed to encounter God in other mysterious ways.
For some, the presence of God primarily comes through the preached
word. Others facilitate the mystery of God’s presence through worship.
And still others tend to emphasize an encounter through altar ministry
at the end of a service.
This encounter during the Compline Service caused me to ask a
question regarding groups: What does the presence of God we are experiencing here have to do with the work of developing and overseeing
groups?
It is quite common to view communion, sermons, and calls to repentance as a work that we cannot produce, actions that require the
presence of God to show up. But when it comes to our work of developing groups, that work gets thrown back upon us to make happen. We
imagine that there are some things that depend upon God’s presence
in the church while there are other things that we have to get done.
Grouping the church usually falls in the latter category.
God is above and there are certain sacred places where God is at
work. God comes down to meet us in those sacred places. However,
when it comes to getting groups going in our church, that really is up
to us and our organizational skills. If we do the right things in the right
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way, then our group experiences will rise up to a higher plane of spiritual experience. They won’t live up to our sacred experiences of the Eucharist, a sermon, or an altar call—depending upon your tradition—
but they will be better than simply a good Bible study.
That day, I asked,
“What if the way
we lead people into
groups—if in fact
we want to group
them in the way
of Jesus—depends
just as much upon
Communion
God’s presence as
Preaching
Altar Ministry
a communion experience does?” Or
to put it in concrete
terms: What if the job a pastor does on Monday morning while overseeing groups depends upon God’s presence just as much as what he or
she does while leading the church in communion on Sunday?

GOD

Groups

The Presence of God Matters
One of the names given to Jesus is “Immanuel,” which means
“God with us.” The story of God was and is shaped by the personal
presence of the divine. God did not speak to the world from a distance.
He pulled up a seat right beside us and started a conversation. This is
the way that God relates to the world.
In the New Testament, a word often used to describe the encounter of the presence of God is the Greek word koinonia. A bit difficult to
translate, it means something like “participate with,” “commune with,”
“share in,” or “take part in.” Those who belong to God take part in,
join in, or stand in communion with the divine life. Peter called the people of God those who are “participants (koinonia) in the divine nature”
(2 Peter 1:4). Paul concluded his second letter to the Corinthian church
by writing, “May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of
God, and the fellowship (koinonia) of the Holy Spirit be with you all.”
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The gift of the presence of God is not merely a heavy power over
us. It is a presence of communicative dialogue, of being with each other in love. God is including us in the love that he has eternally been as
Father, Son, and Spirit. We are invited to join in on this love through
koinonia.
To be a participant or sharer in the divine nature is to be one who
has been included in the divine presence. Imagine it as if you are a child
that has been adopted by a wealthy family. You are a full participant in
the life of the family. You have the right to be present in every room of
the home and with every person in the family. You can eat at the family table, sit and talk with your new father, and even raid the fridge at
midnight. You have a new name, which means you can be present and
receive the presence of any other.
During that Compline Service, I met God. I cannot document how
I met God in a scientific way, but I knew that I was relating to the
Father, Son, and Spirit in a tangible and even experiential way. I was
participating in God’s life. I was having fellowship of the Holy Spirit.
The presence of God matters. It’s what makes the church more than
an organization with a good message and some good works. The Bible
makes this abundantly clear. Jesus, the ultimate manifestation of God’s
nature, showed up as the personal presence of God. John summed it up
by saying, “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us.
We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only Son, who came
from the Father, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14). Later we read
where Jesus proclaims how he is the manifestation of God’s presence:
Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me. If you really know me, you
will know my Father as well. From now on, you do know him and
have seen him.” Philip said, “Lord, show us the Father and that will
be enough for us.” Jesus answered: “Don’t you know me, Philip,
even after I have been among you such a long time? Anyone who
has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’? Don’t you believe that I am in the Father, and that the Father
is in me? (John 14:6-10).
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To show us what it means to live the kind of life God intended for
us, he came himself. He did not announce it from a distance. He got
up close and personal. The fact that Jesus showed up as God’s personal
presence demonstrates that this is the way that God works. And this
continues to be the case. In the concluding sentence by Jesus at the end
of Matthew, we read “And surely I am with you always, to the very end
of the age” (Matthew 28:20). Even though Jesus was about to ascend,
he said that he would never leave us. In addition, in the only recorded
discussion of Jesus about the church, Jesus stated, “Where two or three
are gathered together in my name, there I am also” (Matthew 18:20).
The presence of God is the driving force of the church.
This claim is simply built upon the narratives and poetry of the
Old Testament. From the famous words of Psalm 23, “Even though I
walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with me,”
to the cloud by day and the fire by night that led the Israelites through
the wilderness, to the holy of holies in the tabernacle, the presence of
YHWH marked the people of God.
One of the most compelling passages of Scripture regarding the
importance of the presence of God is a dialogue between Moses and
YHWH in Exodus 33. It reads:
Moses said to the Lord, “You have been telling me, ‘Lead these
people,’ but you have not let me know whom you will send with me.
You have said, ‘I know you by name and you have found favor with
me.’ If you are pleased with me, teach me your ways so I may know
you and continue to find favor with you. Remember that this nation
is your people.” The Lord replied, “My Presence will go with you,
and I will give you rest.” Then Moses said to him, “If your Presence
does not go with us, do not send us up from here. How will anyone
know that you are pleased with me and with your people unless you
go with us? What else will distinguish me and your people from all
the other people on the face of the earth?” (Exodus 33:12-16).
The distinguishing mark of the people of God throughout the biblical narrative is the fact that God is the main character who personally
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acts. The Bible begins with “In the beginning God ...” The climax of
the Bible is all about what God did in Christ through the Incarnation,
the cross, and the resurrection. The end of the Bible is all about how
God will restore all of creation, the new heaven and the new earth.
God. God. God.
God is the lead actor in the story. Now by the Spirit, God is the
lead actor of the work you do in the development of groups. The Spirit
holds together the story with various actors who never seem to quite
get how the story works. The Spirit goes before us and enters into us to
draw us up into the life of God, “in Christ,” using Paul’s language. We
might illustrate it this way:1
God the Spirit comes into our
groups—and
into
the way that we
strategize, oversee,
and develop groups
along with the traCommunion
Preaching
ditional ways that
Altar Ministry
we experience the
presence of God in
church—and draws
us up into the life of
God, that is with the Son before the Father. This is God’s ultimate aim.
The church is not the protagonist of God’s story. The people of
God play bit parts in what God is doing. This does not diminish the
church’s (or any individual’s) importance or value to the story. It simply
acknowledges the fact that God acts. God initiates. We join in on his
action. We do this via koinonia.

GOD

Holy

ly

Ho

irit

Sp

Spirit

Groups

Holy Spirit

Disruptive Presence
How then does the presence matter when it comes to developing
and overseeing groups? It’s easy to say that we believe that God is with
us and that the call on our lives is to be with God and with one another. But it’s another thing to weave this mindset into the way that we
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operate when we do the work of overseeing groups. In most cases, the
way that we lead in the church is shaped by being for. We preach for
people. We recruit leaders in order to produce a program that provides
a ministry for those who will benefit from it. We do outreach projects
for those outside the church. And we develop a group system that offers
a spiritual product for small group consumers.
This should not be surprising because our culture—at least for
those living in the world shaped by Western consumerism—has trained
us to play the roles of either providers or consumers. As soon as someone moves into the role of a leader in the church—whether paid or
volunteer—we automatically put on the hat of a provider of spiritual
goods. We are doing something for the sake of others. This is like a perpetual loop from which we cannot break. It is ingrained in us. In fact,
to challenge the notion that spiritual leaders are not called to do things
for others is hard to embrace.
We can only see an alternative if there is something (or in this case
someone) who breaks into our perpetual loop and reveals a different
way. Otherwise, we are stuck continually trying to lead people with this
“for” mentality.
We are only able to discern the presence of God as God with us by
the revelation of God. Without this insertion of God—like that experienced by Mary and Joseph in Bethlehem—we will use God with us in
order to provide some kind of ministry for others. As a result, any new
idea is simply an incremental advance of being for people. Left to ourselves the most we can expect is Personal Improvement or Lifestyle Adjustment.
Our understanding of God, God’s ways, and our ability to enter into
the way of God are bound by the limits of what we already know how
to do. We end up projecting our best intentions upon the way of Jesus.
And to challenge our best intentions feels so unnatural. Why wouldn’t
God want us to do the best we can to do stuff for people?
To illustrate this in a slightly different way, consider how cultures
throughout history have projected their best ideas of humanity upon
their understanding of deity. We need not go beyond Greek mythology to see how the gods were extensions of their best life experienced
on earth onto the life that could not be experienced. The experience of
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earth was cast upon the experience of heaven, just in a supposedly perfected way. If a human culture deems power and wealth to be of utmost
importance, then their god is a perfection or ultimate expression of that
power. And if the ultimate human power looks like a violent monarch
who gets his way by inflicting fear, then the ultimate power of the universe is simply a perfected version of such a monarch.
On an individual level, we read the Bible and see that God is called
“Father.” For some this is a good thing because they have or had good,
faithful fathers. For many others, however, this is a hopeless expression.
The name Father does not stir up positive images. Their experience
here on earth has looped them into a perpetually limited understanding
of what it means for God to be Father.
Only if God redefines Father according to the way that the Father
is Father can we understand who God the Father is. Only if God breaks
into our loop from the outside can we see God for who God is. This
applies to both those with good earthly fathers and those with horrible
father experiences. God’s Fatherhood is analogous to faithful fatherhood in this life, but it is as different as life on the moon would be from
life on earth.
The Church Father Hilary stated, “God cannot be apprehended
except through himself.” To extend this to the way we lead, we cannot
apprehend the way that God would call us to lead except through God
himself being with us to show us how to lead. We are not leading in the
way of Jesus by compiling our best ideas about leading and then going
about the work. We are not left to ourselves to figure out God’s mission
in the world. Just as Jesus disrupted the loop of the people of Israel in
the first century, the way of Jesus depends upon Jesus breaking into our
loop to show us the way to be with God and with one another.
Jesus disrupted normal patterns through weakness, becoming the
servant of servants, and dying on a cross. God came to be with the
world. He did not come to fix the world, even when people asked him
to fix it. He did not embrace the mentality of doing something for others so that they might consume his spiritual services. He instead invited
them to be with him and be with others.
This disruption is not something we plan so that we can go from
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one level of triumph to the next. Often we are most aware of God’s
interruptive presence when we hit a wall. Our groups are not working
like we wish they would. The strategies we have learned through various models just don’t pan out. Then we cry out to God and the Spirit
leads us into a kind of death.
When we don’t like what we are getting from our grouping stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment, this creates a series
of wake-up calls. This reality generates a sense of urgency within us to
seek out God’s leading and presence, and thereby the Spirit leads us to
the cross. Many times, we are only open to what God wants through
failure. There we learn that grouping techniques and strategies might
be good things, but they will not get us where we want to go. It’s at this
point that we realize that we are sitting before the cross, depending
upon the Spirit to raise up something that we cannot produce.

Point People to the Cross
The way to embrace the presence of God with us is to foster environments for people to go to the cross. I won’t expound on this extensively, as I’ve written an entire chapter on this in Leading Small Groups in
the Way of Jesus (see chapter 10). God’s presence by the Spirit leads us to
the cross, to death. Our job, as leaders, is to trust the work of the Spirit.
We don’t need to make this happen. We are more like spiritual friends
who walk with people as the Spirit is with us. And as we walk, we are
not to point others to ourselves, but to the cross.
This means that our job is not to recruit more leaders, or train more
leaders, or multiply more groups. Those are good things, but they are
based in “for” ministry. Our job is to learn the art of being with people on the journey to the cross and help them discover what the Spirit
is calling them to be and do. As a result of this “with” ministry, new
leaders will arise, new groups will be started, and people will be transformed. If we aim at producing something for God, for the church, or
for people, we will miss the mark. But if we work with God and with
others, then the disruptive presence of God with us will produce something that we never thought possible.
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Presence and Prayer
There is an ancient Latin rule of the church that reads: lex orandi lex
credendi, which means “the law of praying is the law of believing.” Or
to put it into a slightly different vernacular, “the way that we pray is the
way that we believe.”
In other words, our theology is not merely a confession of agreement with an orthodox list of beliefs. Our beliefs about God are manifested and even cultivated by our communion with God.
So often what we believe is used as a kind of litmus test that we pass
in order to get to the place of doing something for God. So if we confess the right beliefs about God, then we are qualified to work for him.
As a result, it seems that our beliefs have little to do with what we do in
the church outside of that which we preach or teach.
While worshiping at the Compline Service, I realized that we pray
that God will help us to believe while in church on Sundays, because
we know that we depend upon God to do what only he can do in the
transformation of lives. But do we pray in the same way on Monday
morning when we are thinking about how we lead the church?
We might say it this way: The way we pray is the way we lead. In
the same way that we cannot separate our prayer from our beliefs, we
cannot separate our prayer from our leadership.
The way that we pray as we lead the church reveals what we believe
about how God leads the church. Recently, I surveyed about 25 books
from the last two decades that are commonly considered to be some of
the best on the topic of church leadership. It is remarkable how little ink
was used to talk about the relationship between prayer and leadership.
Endless pages spent on the crisis that we face in the church. Strategies
upon strategies outline five ways to make your church outreach oriented, eight steps to church transformation, six patterns for the church of
the future, etc.
Prayer is in most cases virtually absent. Where it is present, it is
tucked away and presented as if this is something that we already know
how to do. Or the focus lies on praying that God will help us live up to
our full potential as a leader.
As a result, church leadership gets thrown back upon us. It is some-
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thing that we must accomplish for the sake of God’s work. Those of
us who are not “great” leaders—which is most of us—read the books
by those who are—which is very few—and we try to figure out how to
become like them. (Maybe I’m the only one who has done this, and if
so, then ignore this.)
I’m no longer interested in trying to lead like those who get the
most done for God. I don’t want to implement a list of leadership habits
or laws. I’m not sure that God is that interested in my ability to be a
great leader.
Too often we pray by offering words up to God as a transaction.
God did his part on the cross and in the resurrection. Now we pray
that God will help us do our part so that we can do something for the
world just as God did something for us. We are saved by grace, by the
miracle of the work that only God can do. Church leadership is about
our efforts, our strategies, and our skills. Prayer is something that we do
so that we might be as good a leader as possible. Consider Jesus instructions regarding prayer as abiding:
“I am the vine. You are the branches. Anyone who abides in me
and I in him this one bears much fruit for without me you are not
able to do anything.” (John 15:5, my translation)
The image of the vine and the branches is one of connection and
flow of life. The branch only has life as it is connected to the vine. It
is a biological metaphor of relationship, of communication. We only
have life as we remain, live, abide, exist in Jesus. Only as we live into
the truth of God with us are we able to do “anything.” Of course this is
hyperbole, as is common in the writings of John. However, the point is
that we cannot do anything that carries forth the life of the vine without
being in direct communication with that vine. The fruit of the kingdom
cannot be fruit that we are able to conjure up. God’s fruit only comes
out of God’s life. Jesus continues by saying, “If you remain in me and
my words remain in you, whatever you want to ask for and it will be”
(John 15:7).
If read through a for view of God’s presence, leaders pray in order
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to get the fruit that is promised. Since God is a missional God who
wants to change the world, he wants to produce that fruit. Therefore we
pray that this will occur. If we need leaders, then we pray that God will
develop them. If we need life in the community, then we pray that God
will send us forth. If we need to close the back door, we pray accordingly. If we pray the right way, then we will get the right fruit.
Abiding in Christ then is something that we do for God and for
other people so that God will do something for us and for others. This
mindset shapes how we posture ourselves toward God. It’s like a contract where two parties map out what each will do for the other, and
they sign the contract in order to protect the self. While each will do
something for the other, the contract is done for the sake of the self.
Prayer is done within a posture of self-protection. God is up there,
while I am down here. I do my thing because I’m commanded to and
then God will do his thing.
Ultimately, this presence of “for” requires the leader to pray for
God to make the leader into a hero. Being that God was present as a
hero doing what no one could do, God seemingly wants his leaders to
be equally heroic, doing what normal Christians cannot do. They take
a leap of faith, adopt a zealous lifestyle, and lead as a renegade. The
myth of the religious hero calls pastors and leaders to be for others in
ways that the others cannot. The hero is present as the center of the
story, one who stands out above others and is self-sufficient, courageous,
disciplined, quick-witted, battle-ready and excellent in all he does. He
stands against the status quo and leaps into the fray of God’s mission.
His actions and choices turn out “right.” He wins. He succeeds. He is
for.
Abiding prayer is with prayer, as opposed to praying as a consumer of spiritual goods where the leader seeks God to do something for
him/her, the world, or the church. God is not the grand benefactor in
the sky doling out spiritual goods for leaders to purchase if only God is
appeased or asked in the right way. God calls us into a love relationship
with him, and love by definition is about communication. It is about
sharing of life with the other. It is about being with the other. Ethicist
and pastor, Samuel Wells, writes, “God’s fundamental purpose is to be
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with us—not primarily to rescue us, or even to empower us, but simply
to be with us, to share our existence, … Being with us is the nature of
God—the grain of the universe.”2 God works for us but the for is a
subset of being with.
Abiding is about being with God. It’s about recognizing the fact
that the Other is with us in the here and now. Prayer as communion
with God is about having open communication with the God who is
here, not there. God is not up there and out there somewhere we cannot reach. God is near, Immanuel.
When reading John 15 about the vine and the branches through
the presence of with, it becomes obvious that the point is not about
what cannot be done. The point is not about what we can get from
God. The point is not about doing the work of God. It’s not even about
God making a difference through us. The point is about the branches
“remaining” in the vine. The point is about being with God. It’s about
abiding in the reality of indicative, the reality of what is, which is not
something that any human agent can increase. The branch is part of
the vine by definition. It cannot live without its connection to the vine
as its very life is directly related to its union with the vine.
Leaders abide in order to be with God and this open communication penetrates all other aspects of leadership, which has as much to do
with Monday morning when we arrive at the church office as it does
with our ministry on Sunday morning.
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Matthew 18:18-20 records Jesus saying, “I tell you the truth, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose
on earth will be loosed in heaven. Again, I tell you that if two of you
on earth agree about anything you ask for, it will be done for you by my
Father in heaven. For where two or three come together in my name,
there am I with them.” Jesus promised his presence to those who gather
in his name. Meeting in the name of Jesus means that people gather
with a focus on Jesus and a commitment to seek what he has done and is
doing. Another way to say this would be gathering “under his rule.” To
seek the rule and leading of Jesus requires his presence, and therefore
he promises that he will so lead when two or three gather in this way.
When we read this passage from the perspective of the goal of
making groups successful or making the church work—for example,
the goal of getting 80% in groups or multiplying a certain number of
groups each year—then we might interpret this passage as being about
the presence of Christ in our midst during group meetings and our
Sunday worship gatherings. Of course, this passage applies to these
settings. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the presence of God is
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crucial to our corporate gatherings and to our life in groups.
However, when we examine the broader context of this passage, we
can see how Jesus’ promise of presence applies to aspects of our life that
we commonly label as secular. In the teaching, Jesus was addressing
activities and relationships that we typically imagine occurring outside
of the domain of church life. To get inside the way that Jesus is present
with his people, we must begin to develop an imagination about how
Jesus is present in the midst of our everyday secular lives. The presence
of God pervades all of common, everyday life and our relationships,
whether we see it or not.

Jesus in Secular Places
Previous to the promise of Jesus’ presence where two or three are
gathered, we read:
If your brother or sister sins, go and point out the fault, just between the two of you. If they listen to you, you have won them
over. But if they will not listen, take one or two others along, so that
‘every matter may be established by the testimony of two or three
witnesses.’ If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and
if they refuse to listen even to the church, treat them as you would
a pagan or a tax collector (Matt. 18:15-17).
Then we are told that Jesus would be present when doing this, as
two or three are gathered. From these instructions, we can derive a formal process of church discipline, which is appropriate. However, within
the imagination of informal community life in early churches, these instructions are less about formal policies regarding how to handle those
who are living in sin and more about the ordinary ways that Christ
followers relate to one another in love. Today, where our churches are
focused on gathering disparate individualists into formal meetings, we
often wait until a problem is so bad that we are forced to confront another in a formal “churchly” way. And as a result, we must depend
upon formal confrontation policies in order to deal with sin. However, this instruction from Jesus and the promise of his presence is not
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as “churchly” as we might assume. For instance, to “go and point out
the fault” does not usually occur in official church buildings or during
official church meetings. Jesus’ words speak to the practice of healthy
communication in the midst of the messiness of daily life.
I draw this conclusion because the larger context of the entire
chapter addresses topics that we don’t usually place within the domain
of church. Matthew 18 is comprised of five topics grouped together in
the form of a discourse. All of these topics deal with how people relate
to one another in the midst of secular life. These topics include:
• Relating to children
• Not doing anything to cause others to sin
• Going after those who go astray
• Confronting someone in sin
• Forgiving others
In the middle of these practical instructions, Jesus tells them,
“whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever
you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. Again I tell you that if
two of you on earth agree about anything you ask for, it will be done
for you by my Father in heaven. For where two or three come together
in my name, there am I with them.” The presence of Christ is the key
to connecting the will of heaven to the stuff of daily life. His presence
gives his followers the authority to bind and loose according to the will
of heaven. These five topics illustrate five ways that disciples are to live
with one another according to that will. But without the presence, we
lack the ability to walk in these five ways. Without the presence, we focus on “how” questions: How do we treat the children? How do we live
in holiness? How do we reach the lost? How do we confront? How do
we forgive? And we develop all kinds of solutions and techniques to fix
the problems we face. With Christ as a part of the conversation, we can
engage the adaptive challenges we face in our relationships (see chapter
4) and follow Jesus into innovative options in the midst of that which
we deem as secular.
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Presence and Place
Because Jesus descended to unveil the nature of God as “with us,”
Jesus demonstrated that God’s way is to enter into our ordinary places
and to show us what God is truly like. This revelation occurs in the
physicality of places we embody. God is alive in the material world, in
the earthy reality of day-to-day living that we define as secular. God is
near right here, right now with me in this coffee shop while I’m writing
today. He is with you as you read these words. If you are about to make
a phone call, cook a meal, or clean a toilet, God is with you. God is
present at our work, when we are watching our kids play soccer, and as
we interact with neighbors.
However, in most cases, we don’t think in terms of God being with
us in the here and now in this place at this point in time. Instead, we
tend to think of our relationship to God in terms of space. God is out
there somewhere or up there in the great beyond. With this imagination, we tend to conclude that we must have a special spiritual experience to ascend to God’s level in order to be with him. As a result,
church then becomes a special event, at a special place, at a special
time, led by special people. And if we get all of the specials right, then
we might rise to God’s presence. This point was illustrated in a slightly
different way in the previous chapter.
This kind of space imagination also gets applied to the way we relate to others. For instance, when it comes to the command to love others, we might think of if in terms like this: “I will love the entire world
just like God does. I will even love my enemies and pray for those who
want to do me harm, as Jesus commanded. And I will minister to anyone who crosses my path who needs the love of Jesus.” But what does
it actually mean to love the entire world? And how might we love our
enemies when the only enemies that we can imagine are those we view
on CNN? With such a space imagination love has no specificity. It’s just
an inner feeling one has toward any and all, and if I feel prompted to
love someone who crosses my path, then I’m committed to do so.
This notion is exacerbated by three things that are unique to life in
modern society. The first is the way we are shaped by patterns of cities
and suburbs. People drive 90 minutes per day to and from work. They
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spend another 45 minutes in the car carting around kids. They go to a
mall and purchase things from people they don’t know and will never
see again. They buy food from stores owned by corporations from other
states. They worship on Sunday at a church that is 30 minutes away,
and members of small groups all live 20 minutes apart. Life is just a
combination of various spaces because the place in which we live is
so complex and so large that we cannot process all the various parts.
Therefore living into the physicality of our world and meeting God
there is lost.
The second is the crazy experience of social media. We have
friends, followers, and chats with an endless list of people. We don’t
need to know them, touch them, or talk to them. To “belong” we only
need to like their posts or send encouraging emojis, and somehow we
are connecting.
The third issue is the fact that in most cases, we do not know those
who live near us. Our neighborhoods are not places of neighborliness.
They are simply where we lay our heads after a long day at work. The
sense of living in the neighborhood has disappeared, something that is
quite unique to modern society when compared to any other time in
history. As a result, the physical place where we call home has very little
meaning or value.
My point here is not to deconstruct these common experiences of
life. The point is to challenge the notion of relating with a spacial view
of others so that we might hear again the call back to being with God
and others in the places where we live.

The Places of Jesus
Jesus did not relate to the Father with a spacial imagination, as if he
was talking on a phone with the distance first person of the Trinity who
could be anywhere but where exactly no one knows. He related to the
Father who was present in the place where he stood by the power of the
Spirit. God the Father was with him in his local place of first century
Israel. In addition, Jesus did not reveal God by ministering to and connecting with any and everyone. He came at a specific time in history to
a specific location in the world and to specific people in that location.
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His ministry was shaped by place, and those who were with him in
those places. We can understand how he came by looking at four different places where people experienced his presence, and this can help
us re-imagine how Jesus is present with us in our ordinary, secular lives.
These four places are not identified as towns or buildings. They
are, instead, places of relating to different groups of people in different
ways.

Public

Social

Personal

Intimate

The first place was public in nature as it included crowds that followed him at a distance: the thousands of people he fed miraculously,
those he healed, and those who heard his sermons and parables. His
critics and enemies were here also. Those who threatened Jesus were
not enemies who lived thousands of miles away in another country or
critics who wrote disparaging remarks on Facebook. They were in the
same villages and towns, sharing the same place with Jesus.
On another level, the social, Jesus related to the committed. Included in this circle were the 30-120 men and women who were attached to
his ministry. Some of them supported him financially. Some he touched
and transformed radically, like Mary Magdalene. Luke tells us that he
sent out 72 in pairs to carry the news that “the kingdom of God is
near.” He assembled this smaller group of people to teach them the
meaning of the kingdom. These people heard his parables and were
repeatedly exposed to his preaching.
As a subset of the 72, there were the 12 whom he mentored. These
men received his most concentrated relational efforts. He ate with them
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consistently, stayed at their houses, and told them the secrets of the
kingdom as he explained the parables. The 12 were loved by Jesus on a
personal level. He expressed this love by correcting them, challenging
them, and even getting angry with them. They saw a Jesus that others
could not see.
The smallest grouping included Peter, James, and John. These three
men were connected to Jesus on an intimate level. They saw things and
heard things that the other nine did not. They were also the only ones
who were privileged to see Jesus at his point of greatest glory, the transfiguration. When Jesus was agonizing about his upcoming Passion, he
invited his intimate circle to be with him in his struggle.
God revealed himself in these four places in the local life context
of towns and villages in first century Israel. God came in the flesh to be
with humanity in the way that humanity was created to relate. Jesus was
present in these four domains because we were designed to relate with
others in these four ways. The next section expounds on this.

How We Relate
The anthropologist, Edward Hall, was a pioneer in the science of
proxemics, which is the study of territory between people as it applies
to how people connect. Hall found that there are four distances that
determine how a person relates to others: intimate, personal, social,
and public. Of course, no one analyzes their friends according to these
categories. Hall writes in his book, The Hidden Dimension, “We sense other people as close or distant, but we cannot always put our finger on
what it is that enables us to characterize them as such. So many different things are happening at once it is difficult to sort out the sources of
information on which we base our reactions.”1 In a world where we
struggle with being with others, a basic understanding of the physical
distances that are natural in our relationships can help us see where
Jesus was present in the first century and how he remains present by
the Spirit today. God meets us in the normal ways of creation, in the
normal patterns of life as we relate to one another. Jesus came and
connected with people in these four places, and this continues to be the
normal way that Jesus is present in our midst today.
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The Public Place
People connect on the public level when they identify with a broad
movement. For instance, an individual might publicly belong to a national association to which he pays annual dues but does not attend any
official meetings. He is a member in good standing and supports the
goals of that association, but he has not invested time and energy into
the accomplishment of its goals. We participate in this public place in
various aspects of life, including workplace affiliations, club memberships, social media interaction, and many others. The kind of connections here are a mile wide and an inch thick.
If the church were to ignore public belonging, people would lose
a sense of being a part of God’s salvation of all things. New Testament historian Wayne Meeks writes of the first churches, “One peculiar thing about early Christianity was the way in which the intimate,
close-knit life of the local group was seen to be simultaneously part of
a much larger, indeed ultimately worldwide, movement or entity.”2 We
are part of a global work of God.
Of course, many Christians limit their experience of God’s presence to the public place. They identify with the movement of the church
through periodic attendance and by the giving of some offerings, but
they are little more than casual attendees. Some criticize traditional
forms of large group worship because of this, even concluding that
there is no need for it because the house church experience should be
enough. Others have argued that the purpose of the large group worship is to get people funneled into groups. I think both miss the point
because we fail to see that the goal of all four places is to provide venues
of presence. Each is just a different kind of presence.
We gather to worship to enter into God’s presence. We hear the
Word read and preached to receive God’s presence in our midst. We
receive communion to receive God’s presence. This is what churches
all over the world, in every tradition and generation, have done. We tap
into God’s movement to redeem all things by his presence as we do this.
The Social Place
Connecting on this level occurs with 30-120 people. The social
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place is the local where we engage two sets of people. The first are
neighbors, those who live in proximity to us. “A neighbor is someone
you know well enough to ask for (or provide) small favors.”3 The second
includes those in our networks who do not live nearby, i.e. family members, co-workers, and friends.
In modern life, one way we connect to neighbors and those in our
networks is through “third place” experiences. The first place is the
home and the second is the work or school environment. Third places
are environments for social connecting where people choose to gather
without external expectations. These include coffee shops, cafes, bars,
restaurants, community centers, senior centers, stores, malls, markets,
hair salons, barber shops, recreation centers, pools, movie theaters, libraries, and parks.
As cited above, common life that is shaped by cities, social media
interaction, and neighborhood isolation has influenced our experiences
in social places. Connecting in the social places in our neighborhoods
is the most natural, however, our spacial ways of living collapses it. We
need to learn again how to relate socially in our neighborhoods and in
our networks because the Spirit of God is at work there.
The church can provide third place experiences for social connections. Small groups most naturally begin as this kind of place for
people. In addition, connecting socially can also occur at the level of
the mid-sized group, 30-120 people that facilitates small talk. Churches have experience doing this within its buildings, but this can also be
something that churches help facilitate in the neighborhood. This is the
emphasis of chapter 16.
The Personal Place
The personal place is where people share private thoughts, personal dreams, and feelings to a smaller group of ten or twelve. Here people experience a degree of transparency, but not naked transparency.
Small groups are the most logical place for people to move into personal connections with others. However, the reality is that most small
group members will only connect socially, especially during the early
stages of group formation. Group members will gather looking to make
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friends, and they are checking out each other to see if it’s safe enough
to enter the personal domain.
As people are given the freedom to connect socially with others in
a small group, some—if not many—will enter into the personal place
and become family with each another. For a group to move from the
social to the personal, the group members must move through the common stages of group development. At first, it will need to form as a
group. It will go through a process where the group members get to
know one another. During this forming stage, people assume that they
like each other because they have not spent enough time together to
reveal any faults.
Then comes the storming stage, or as M. Scott Peck calls it, chaos.
After a group has been together for six to eight weeks, the group members will start rubbing each other the wrong way. Jim will tell an offensive joke or Tom will show up late every week. Cathy will whine and
complain repeatedly about the same issue while Tammie is just “too
happy” all the time. Group members have a choice. They can ignore
what they feel and stuff their reactions. This is the only option for many
Christians in small groups, and as a result, they ignore the issue at hand
and the group cannot enter into the personal space. Or they can be offended and hold a grudge against the offender. This only heightens the
chaos, and many times it leads to gossip and slander.
If group members choose to work through the chaos of conflict, it
will enter into the norming stage, which is a period of community. This
is the time a group becomes family for one another. Members become
comfortable and lower their defensive postures. They share more openly and reveal their needs. Transparency that is found in community
feels good, but it does not come naturally. (I explore the nature of group
conflict with an entire chapter on the subject in Leading Small Groups in
the Way of Jesus.)
The development of this community in the personal place is not primarily something that occurs within a formal group meeting, although
a formal meeting is important. Most often, it is discovered through ad
hoc interaction, conversations over meals, shared outings, and other
things that friends do with each other.
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The Intimate Place
This realm of life is usually only shared with two or three other
people. Here the walls come down and we become “known” at a much
deeper level than what occurs at the personal level. “In intimate belonging, we share ‘naked’ experience, feelings, and thoughts.”4
Will Miller uses the metaphor of refrigerator rights to help us imaging the intimate place. He writes, “How many people in your life right
now have refrigerator rights in your home? How many of the people
you encounter every day see you unshaven or without makeup? How
many people hear you express yourself in that blunt, unguarded way
you do with your family? How many can you talk to at a genuine, deep,
intimate level? And how many people grant you refrigerator rights?
How many people confide in you—tell you about the things that really
matter to them?”5
Refrigerator rights or naked intimacy is that which occurs in the
most ordinary places of life, those that often look the least like church.
In fact, it requires such a high level of trust that most small groups don’t
attain it. I would argue that it’s not the goal of a small group in the
first place. While such sharing at this level is often encouraged in small
group literature, it is not always appropriate. For instance, if a man
reveals his struggle with lust in the presence of women, it can cause a
great deal of discomfort. It will often create greater distance and mistrust in the group. In this situation, confiding in one or two other men
in the group is more appropriate.
Many churches facilitate the intimate place through the use of accountability partners or spiritual formation mini-groups. Some churches provide mentors for new or immature Christians where they can
share intimate struggles.
In some cases, the formation of smaller groups of three or four is
the place to begin as a church develops groups. The pastor might start
meeting with three or four others at a coffee shop on a weekly basis to
talk about what God is doing in one another’s lives and in the neighborhood. This becomes a place of spiritual formation. After six to nine
months, those who are a part of this initial formation group branch off
and do the same thing with another mini-group. It’s not a formal small
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group or missional community that is open to all to join. It’s a way
where people learn to be with each other in a more intimate way (More
on this in chapter 14).

Jesus in Our Four Places
We can think of the four places in two ways. The first applies to
the various ways that we group people in churches. The public occurs
in weekly worship and through denominational affiliations. The social
transpires through classes, age- and gender-based meetings, and times
of social interaction that usually involves food. As suggested above, the
personal can be experienced in small groups, and the intimate in minigroups designed for spiritual formation.
However, we are short-sighted if we miss the second way, that of
how we move in and out of these four places in secular life. Grouping
is not merely about getting sacred groups going for the church. It’s also
about equipping people to recognize the presence of Christ in all of
life.
God is showing up in mysterious and paradoxical ways in all four
places we experience, as illustrated by this diagram.
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Public connections seem to be the easiest in our over-saturated
world. But we also have social connections at work, with other parents at school or at extra-curricular activities, and in third places. We
have close friends that at one point we described as personal. And from
time-to-time, we are lucky enough to experience refrigerator rights with
intimate connections.
Just as Jesus meets us through communion in our worship services
and in our small groups—as discussed in the previous chapters—Jesus
meets us as we walk through life.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote about the reality of Christ’s presence
as being between those who are relating. He pointed out that when I
love another directly, I am ignoring the reality of Christ’s presence and
Christ’s love as I try to control the other in the name of love. He wrote:
“Spiritual love, however, comes from Jesus Christ; it serves him alone.
It knows that it has no direct access to other persons. Christ stands between me and others.”6
I do not know how to relate well to another in these four places
without the love of Christ in our midst. The real presence of Christ
in our midst is the medium through which we love others, and thereby
Christ is freed to love them through me. In so doing, I am giving them
room to receive from God what only God can give them because they
belong to God through the cross, not to me. My presence is not what
they need. My job in these four places is to make room for Christ and
to respond in love according to the leading of Christ. Bonhoeffer continues:
[Spiritual love] will respect the other as the boundary that Christ
established between us; and it will find full community with the
other in the Christ who alone binds us together. This spiritual love
will thus speak to Christ about the other Christian [or person in
general] more than to the other Christian about Christ.7
Our being with Christ in the four places of life depends, in part, on
our ability to “speak to Christ about the other more than to the other
about Christ.” Prayer and presence are tied together so intimately that
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we cannot differentiate the two. Only as I pray do I have the power to
love. Only as I ask God to work in the other will the other be open to
what God has. Only as I pray can I see how God is moving. To use the
world “only” is somewhat hyperbolic because God is always working
beyond my prayers, however, without my prayers, I’m not living into
the Presence who is at work. We have the power to offer the presence
of being with others as we relate through Christ instead of trying to
relate to people directly. Christ in our midst, not me, is that which leads
people into true freedom.

Facilitate! Don’t Force
Presence in these four places cannot be forced, whether we are
organizing them within the church in formal ways or helping people
recognize Christ’s presence in the four places of their daily life. Relationships that are forced are not actually relationships. We are created
to discover connections as friendships arise unexpectedly.
At the same time, we can help facilitate the presence of Christ in
these four places. We can do this in a few ways. First, we must acknowledge that people desire the freedom to connect with others who have
similar interests, life situations, or areas of expertise. This is one of the
reasons helping people connect in social places is so important. “In social space we provide the information that helps others decide whether
they connect with us. We get just enough information to decide to keep
this person in this space or move them to another space.”8
However, there is a tension here. If people only join with others because they find those relationships personally beneficial, they will often
get stuck in the story of Personal Improvement. The groups then become
cliques of like-minded people, resembling the high school cafeteria experience. Being with each other while being with Jesus is not about
being comfortable. At the same time, if we force people into something
they are not prepared for, then they will struggle so much that the connections will fall apart. The most obvious example occurs when white,
middle-class people want to “help” people of a different color and socio-economic class. They think that they are relating but often they are
projecting their life experiences upon others.
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Secondly, when it comes to the development of grouping structures, we need to consider the already-established grouping patterns of
the people in our churches. This is woven into the practices found in
section three in the following chapters.
Third, equipping people in the practice of contractual relationships
verses the practice of biblical covenanting can help facilitate how we
live with Christ and others in the four places. A social contract is the
common way that we relate to others, especially to those who are different. It is a way of relating where one party keeps their commitment as
long as the other party keeps theirs. If the other person falls short, then
I have the right to opt out. A covenant works differently. It means that
I commit to you with the full knowledge that you will let me down, and
we will fail one another. Through covenant relationships, we learn to
love people through the differences, the failures, the misunderstandings
and even the judgments. We discover what Jesus meant when he told
his disciples that the key to their discipleship was loving one another.
To covenant with others also means that I choose to embrace people
who are not like me. Jesus gathered a small group that was comprised
of people who were very different. These men possessed no natural inclinations toward connecting with one another as friends except for the
fact that Jesus had called them. He did not force them into relationship
with one another, but he did invite them into something different than
self-sorting.
The four places help us to see that we can enter into covenant relationships with others in different ways. I cannot covenant with 100
people in the intimate place. This is not even possible in the personal
place. But I can clarify how I will relate well to ten others in our small
group, and we can all come to a clear understanding of what it means
to love one another in the presence of Christ.
One of the roles of church leaders is to invite people to live in covenant relationships in the different places, both in our church relationships and in our neighborhoods. Jesus goes before us, and by the Spirit
lives between us, whether we see and acknowledge this fact or not. And
there Jesus invites us to live out cross-like love for the other. He told his
disciples, “If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and
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take up his cross daily and follow me” (Luke 9:23). As church leaders,
we are inviting people to take steps. We cannot force them, nor can we
orchestrate connections. However, we can facilitate the move from the
broader, safer places into greater levels of risk.

Practices of Presence
The practices that are offered in the next section move us into the
discovery of unique ways of gathering in the presence of Jesus as the
church, in groups, and in the midst of daily life.
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What Is the
Process?

Churches do not change because they merely choose to do so. We
need a process that will lead us into a different way of thinking and
acting. Otherwise we will continue to get the same results. Einstein once
said, “The definition of insanity is to keep doing the same thing, while
expecting different results.” If we want to get a different set of results,
then we need to embrace a different kind of process. This short chapter
introduces this different process, which will be further detailed in the
remaining chapters.

The Both/And Process
In previous chapters, I introduced the need for both Connecting
Community and Missional Community. Some in your church will be
ready to respond to the leading of the Spirit by the sailing that Missional Community calls for. They will be prepared to venture out in new
ways to explore how to live in community and engage their context with
the gospel. Others—if not many—are only ready to explore the waters
through Connecting Community. They need something programmatic
and controlled, with the hopes that this will prepare them to make the
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shift into Missional Community a some point in the future. Previously
I used this illustration to demonstrate how both run alongside one another in the river.
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This process guides the development of both Connecting Community that cuts like a straight path and Missional Community that works
according to the unpredictable winds of the Spirit.
The Connecting Community system helps get people started with
group life. Admittedly this track is programmatic, even technical, in
nature and it has the goal to get people started in group life by living
out the stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment. The goal is
to move people and prepare them to want to move into the third and
fourth stories, as illustrated by the arrow on the top of the next page.
As groups respond to the leading of the Spirit, they move into the
second arrow on the next page. The Missional Community strategy will
facilitate the stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation. The
different shapes to the far right depicts how groups living out the Missional Re-creation story will take on forms that are creative because they
respond to the needs of specific contexts.
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The specific way that a Missional Community strategy will work
with a Connecting Community strategy will be different in different
churches. The emphases will vary depending upon the tradition of the
church and its context. For instance, if your church has a big front door,
then at first there will be more emphasis on Connecting Community. In
an established church that does not have many new people attending,
then the current ministries remain in place while a team focuses on
Missional Community experiments. In a church that starts out totally
focused on reaching people through organic Missional Community, it
will focus almost all of the energy there, while recognizing that those
who come from a traditional church background might need some kind
of simple initiation that will look more like Connecting Community.
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Leadership Practices
Grouping in the way of Jesus calls for a set of leadership and pastoral practices that make space in our lives for the work of the Spirit.
They are practices that train us to respond to the winds and the waters
of the Spirit’s leading and draw us up into the participation in the divine nature.
If you want to become an effective accountant, then you make
space in your life so that you can practice accounting. Thereby those
practices will form how you think and how you do your work. The same
could be said about any profession. Those practices shape your habits.
Those habits shape your character.
Different roles in the church call for different practices. Small group
leaders have practices that are crucial to that role (See Leading Small
Groups in the Way of Jesus). Group members will adopt a set of practices
(See Missional Small Groups and Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus).
The practices introduced in the following chapters are specific to the
work that leaders offer in the oversight and development of groups.
In the development of groups there are leadership practices that
match the destination mentality of the Model-focused vision, the Lifestyle-focused vision, and the Movement-focused vision. And while there
is some crossover between those practices and those that correspond
with grouping your church in the way of Jesus, there is a subtle difference. When we consider that God is calling the church into the winds
and the waters of the Spirit, it is crucial to embrace practices in a way
that views them as “Spirit”-ual practices. The Spirit forms the practices, we don’t. The Spirit creates the space within us for more of the
Spirit. We are called to receive the Spirit through these practices so as
to go deeper with the Spirit. This is what is means to practice in the
way of Jesus.
The following practices aim to help guide you in the process of developing these three paths and thereby take your church into the waters
and respond to the winds of the Spirit.
1. Work from reality, not from you wish you were. God works with us
where we are, not where we think we ought to be.
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2. Lead as a team of dialogical learners, not as experts. Groups will be developed by a team who works together to creatively think and pray
about the journey.
3. T hink systems. Groups are developed as a part of an inter-connected
whole as a part of open system. They are never successful if groups
are viewed as a independent silo alongside the other ministry silos of
the church.
4. Provide subversive connecting experiences. The Spirit leads people into “aha”
moments where they discover unexpected truths of what it means to
live in community. Instead of attacking the challenge of community
and mission directly, we provide environments for people to discover
the truth for themselves
5. Foster missional community experiments. Within a local church there are
some (maybe as few as five to seven) who are ready for more than a
connecting group. They sense God’s call to live in community and
participate in God’s mission. Missional Community experiments
serve as a seedbed or a foretaste of what groups might look like in
the future. This cannot be done with the entire church at the same
time because experiments are organic in nature, not programmatic.
After a season others can be included in the experiments.
6. Develop a spiritual formation environment. Your small group journey as
a church will ride the back of spiritual formation. Group life and
discipleship go hand in hand. Woven into Practices 4 and 5 will be
tools and experiences that integrate spiritual formation on a personal
level, however this practice focuses on the integration of spiritual
formation into the culture of the church. More than offering some
classes or hosting some retreats, this is about creating a process that
will move immature believers along a path toward maturity. The
goal is to integrate this spiritual formation process into the life of the
groups, thereby establishing a discipleship culture, not just a discipleship program.
7. Establish the hidden support systems. Beneath the surface of every great
group ministry you will find that there is much more than groups going on. There are hidden systems that support the life of the groups.
Most miss this because they only see the obvious, what actually occurs
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in the groups themselves. But the unseen is what keeps the groups on
the journey. These include things like vision communication from
the senior leadership, relational investment into groups by pastors,
on-going leadership training, coaching of leaders, and prayer.
8. Promote neighboring. The future church will be developed by plodders
not producers of the spectacular. Hospitality is the counter-cultural, unspectacular practice of being with each other and being present in the local for the common good in the mundane stuff of life.
This practice is about putting down roots, continuing the work when
things get tough, and pressing through when the results are not spectacular.
Now let’s explore these leadership practices that will foster the development of groups in the way of Jesus.
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Work from
Reality

God meets us and works with us where we are, not where we think
we should be. You must actually work from your present reality, which
is always different for different churches.
First Church Middle City, USA still meets in the building that the
founders built in 1946. The remodeling project in 1975 and the expansion in 1983 to build a gymnasium both resulted in new excitement
and new growth. Jerry assumed the role of senior pastor three years
ago, and he has become frustrated with what he perceives as a lack of
passion for God or others within the church. The people are content
attending on weekends, but it feels like church is just a spiritual product
that people consume so they can get back to their normal lives. Jerry
looks at the big, new church a few miles away with their new building
and their great small groups. He wonders if small groups could work
like that in his church.
Just down the road sits Second Church. It is about the same size
and age as First Church. The leadership has realized that its buildings
are dated, but they cannot afford to renovate or build a new building.
Giving has decreased over the last five years and attendance has start-
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ed to drop. Sam, the pastor, has been leading the church for about 15
years and key leaders are starting to express concern over the church’s
direction. Many express how they want to get back to the roots of their
tradition, which means that they want to return to the old programs of
their heyday. Sam sees how this is not possible and how small groups
might help.
Both of these churches have a lot in common, at least on the surface. It’s a bit like making a list of commonalities between two people
of the same age. Take two eighth grade boys that go to the same school
in Kansas. While they share much in common when compared to a
eighth-grade boy from China or a 45-year old woman from Germany,
the list of differences between these two boys from Kansas is endless.
Nothing in creation has been produced off an assembly line. Every
human is a unique creation of God. The same is true of churches, being that churches are comprised of people.
Your church is currently experiencing a unique reality that is not
shared by any other church in the world. That reality is where God
works with you. The Spirit does not come to you with the assumption
that you are like another church. Your church is distinct in three basic
ways.
First, it’s unique in its history, and that history has shaped who you
are and how you operate. Things like the tradition of the church, its
growth and decline over time, how conflict has been resolved (or left
unresolved), and the previous experience with small groups all impact
who you are today.
Second, the reality of where you are is shaped by how the people in
the church do life. For instance, in more traditional church settings, the
church plays a more significant role, at least for those who have been
and continue to be committed to Christ. For those where the church
has developed more recently, church (and God) is more of an add-on,
(as discussed in chapter 3). Where the church is in its currently reality is
not simply about the church as an organization. It’s about the kind of
life the people of the church lead.
A third way that your church is distinct relates to the local context
where the church is set. Is the neighborhood of the church suburban,
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exurban, urban, rural? If you were to move to India to be a missionary,
you would spend a significant amount of time trying to understand the
context where you are ministering. This is the kind of mindset needed
with regard to group development.

Seeing Reality
In most cases, group strategies do not provide any direction on this
practice. Instead, they focus on the group principles and what is needed
in order to get groups going to accomplish a specific strategy. It’s as if
every church is a blank slate. This is one of the reasons why we get what
we get from our groups, as proposed in chapter 3.
As stated previously, groups are about people. The story of how we
relate to God and others will shape the story we tell in our groups. In
order for a church’s relationships to work differently, we have to understand the way the relationships work now. We cannot lead people to a
new place if we don’t understand their current relational reality.
For instance, if a church has been shaped by decades of programmatic church life that requires clergy direction, fixed events, and printed
curriculum, it does not matter how much you talk about relationships
and community. Those old church patterns are part of the unspoken
way that church works. If the leadership does not understand this fact,
how can they lead the church into something new?
Or consider a church where the majority say that they are committed to live in community with one another and that they want to reach
their community with the Gospel, but the reality is that people just want
things to return to the way things were when the church was growing in
the 1970s. And they want the pastor to fix it. Bringing in a new strategy
might brighten things up for a short while, but it won’t result in great
groups.
Exegesis
To see reality rightly, we need to develop the skill of exegesis. When
preachers attend seminary, they take classes on biblical exegesis, a technical skill that provides deep understanding or critical interpretation.
When we preach or teach Bible classes, we aim to do so with a sound
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knowledge of what the Bible means. We start from where the Bible is
coming from and then move those truths into our life today.
In a similar way we need to do exegetical work to understand our
current reality. This will develop a deep understanding in the three domains introduced above:
• The church
• The life of the people in the church
• The local context

Exegesis of the Church
When I work with a church as a leadership coach or a strategy
consultant, one of the first things I do is listen. Through a series of
interviews and surveys, I gather their stories. I want to hear where they
have been, what led them to this point in the journey, and how they feel
about it. How can we understand where God is leading a church if we
don’t understand how God has been leading it? How can we see where
we might be off right now, if we don’t understand how we have been
off in the past.
One of the hardest thing for church leaders to do is to have an accurate view of its own journey. I find that they either think things are far
better than reality or that they are much worse. This is the reason you
need to ask questions about the church that you would not normally
ask. For instance:
• What are the highs and lows of the church’s life?
• Where have the main transitions occurred?
• What are the unique strengths?
• What are the weaknesses?
• What has occurred in the last three years that we should celebrate?
• What has occurred in the last three years that we should mourn?
• How are people expressing a sense of urgency?
• How are people stuck in complacency?
From a strategic point of view, the last two questions are especially
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crucial. Without a sense of urgency, at least within a pocket of people,
it is hard to move a church into a new reality. People do not change
because you have a great new idea. Change is an emotional issue, and
people refuse to change not because they don’t like your new idea but
because they don’t want to give up what they have. Therefore, exegeting the church is a way to help people develop a sense of urgency about
what God is already doing and what God wants to do in your church.
(Note: it is often helpful to get someone from the outside to help you see
this reality accurately.)
Also, it is helpful to exegete the past experience of the church with
small groups. Here are some questions to consider:
• What kind of group system has your church promoted in the past?
• What has worked? What are the positives that you can build upon?
• What has failed? How have the failures created resistance regarding group participation?
• What were the results?
• How do people perceive their experience in groups? (The perception by the participants could be very different from that of the
pastors and leaders who organized the groups.)
• Describe the common patterns of life experienced in those groups.
For instance, if the experience has been dominated by Bible study
curriculum or lectures by a teacher, think through how these patterns and habits have shaped the life of the groups.

Exegeting the Life of People in the Church
The deep understanding that comes as a result of this work is not
directly about how churched people relate to the church vision or programming. Nor is it about moral issues. This is about understanding
how people do life. Questions here might include:
• What is the standard of living? Blue collar? White Collar?
• What is the ethnic makeup?
• What is the average commute to work?
• Describe work patterns of individuals.
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• How do people spend their free time?
• Describe the involvement of kids in extracurricular activities.
• Where do people live in relationship to the church building? How
has this changed in the last two decades?
• How do people relate to others? Are friendships established or are
they transitory connections? Is there consistent contact or limited
interaction.
• What is the nature of the relationships and connectivity within
the membership of the church? To what degree are friendships
dependent upon church programming? To what level do people
feel connected to others in the church?

Exegeting the Context
Awareness of what is going on in the local context is something
missionaries have developed for generations when they went oversees.
It is not necessarily something that comes to mind when we think of
leading ministry in our own context. However this is crucial for two reasons. First, the church is called to be salt and light in our local context,
and the context of the Western world is vastly different than it once was
when churches were thriving. Second, it is helpful to understand how
the relationship patterns of those within the church compare to the
relationships patterns of those outside the church.
Therefore the questions provided in the previous section for people
inside the church should be asked of the local context. Additional questions might include:
• How has the neighborhood changed in the past decade?
• How does the neighborhood perceive the local church?
• What are the opportunities that we have as a result of what’s going on in the context?
• What are any challenges that we face in this context?
In addition, an exegetical walk can open people’s eyes to what’s going on in the context. This is an exercise you can do by yourself or with
a group. It’s a way to see what you don’t normally see, to pay attention
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to what is unspoken. First, draw a simple map of your neighborhood
so you can visualize how it is laid out. Focus on the area where you live
that is actually walkable. Set the boundaries of an area that you can
walk in a two-hour time frame. Then take a notebook, a pen, and a few
of the following questions to help you see what is not obvious.1
• As you stand outside your residence, look both ways. What do you
see? What do you hear or sense? What activities do you notice?
• As you walk, notice the architecture of the residences. What is the
average age of the buildings? Is there any renovation going on?
• What do you notice about the exterior and yards of the residences? Are they cared for? How many residences are for sale?
•W
 hat indicators of transience do you notice?
• Is there a major highway nearby? Imagine how the introduction
of this highway changed the neighborhood.
• Stop in a quiet spot. Then stop by a busy intersection. What are
the smells and sounds of the different places?
• How many community or civic buildings are there? What are
their purposes? Do they look inviting? Well used?
• I s there a local park? What do you notice about it?
• What do the design and appearance of the churches in the area
communicate to you?
• What kinds of commercial buildings are there? Who makes up
the clientele?
•A
 re there places where you wouldn’t go? Why?
•W
 here are the places of life, hope, and beauty?
• What evidence of struggle, despair, neglect, and alienation do you
see?
My suggestion is to do this exegetical walk in a series of rounds.
First, if you are a pastor on a church staff, do this by yourself in two
locations. Do it where the church building is located and then do this
in your own neighborhood. If you are part of pastoral staff, I would
suggest doing this with other pastors and talking about it. Secondly, do
this with your Groups Team, which will be introduced in Practice 2 in
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the next chapter. Start by doing this near your church building and then
identify an area of town that has the highest concentration of people
who attend the church; do an exegetical walk there and compare the
two. On a third level, this exercise can help groups of all kinds—both
Connecting Community groups and Missional Community groups—
see what’s going on in their context. (See my book Difference Makers or
my Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus for how this can be introduced to a group.)

Processing this Information
Part of the work of the small groups point leader is to make sure
that this information is gathered and held up before the leaders of the
Groups Team. The groups point leader need not be the one doing all of
this work as there may be someone else on the team who is better suited
for it. My suggestion is to develop a shared file where the information
gathered can be added over time.
After you work through the each type of exegesis, write a summary
paragraph that describes how you see the information you have gathered. Then revisit this paragraph once per year. Put it on your calendar
so that you will come back to it one year from now.
As with biblical exegesis, we do not develop a deep understanding
of a topic and then move on to the next step. Instead this understanding grows along a path that is shaped like a spiral. With each pass (for
instance if you work through these questions once per year), we go
deeper in our understanding. At first, we might attain a surface understanding of the pressures that people feel in our culture regarding
how much they have to work, for instance. This might give you some
clues about how people need to learn about the need for simplicity
and learning to waste time with friends. Through small experiments
you will engage a deeper understanding of this pressure as it relates to
finances or how parents feel the need to make sure that their kids get in
the right kinds of schools.
This is not a practice that you do up front and then move beyond.
That’s just not possible. Instead, start off with a basic understanding of
the above questions, develop a simple document that provides a rough
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hypothesis of what you see as answers to those questions, and then
move forward. Revisit it on a regular basis.

Conclusion
This practice is not about action, if you define action as getting
groups going. This may be frustrating for some. In most cases, pastors are held accountable for bottom-line results that are measured in
terms of concrete numbers. If your job is to get groups started or to
take groups to the next level, then you are expected to do something to
make that happen. While you can opt for the make-something-happen
approach, we must be honest about the fact that we have taken this
approach for far too long. We assume we are heading toward the right
vision, but because we don’t see the church’s unique reality, our sense
of direction is misaligned. This practice helps you assess where you are
so that you can better see where the Spirit is leading.
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Lead as a Team of
Dialogical Learners

God is the God of eternal conversation. The Father, Son, and Spirit
live the story of who God is through dialogue. Life and love are found
in the midst of such interaction, which results in mutual understanding
and self-sacrifice for the other.
Small groups do not work just because ten people gather once each
week for a meeting. The story of the way of Jesus in small groups is a
result of the flow of the dialogue of God into and through the people
in the groups. We could use words like community, shared leadership,
collaboration, family, and teamwork to describe this life. This life is a
mutual experience where individuals tear down the walls that divide
them and make space for the Spirit together to live into the divine life.
In many cases, the stories told by our groups are limited by the
stories told by the leaders who oversee those groups. For instance, if the
groups point person works in isolation and does not collaborate with
others, the small group leaders will do the same because that pattern
of leadership trickles down. If the pastor works with a team to lead
the church, practicing shared leadership, transparency, and delegation,
then small group leaders will be more likely to lead their groups in com-
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munity because they are being formed by that way of leading.
The difficulty is that most pastors have been trained to lead from
isolation. A pastor learns of small groups through a conference or book.
He or she feels God leading him to move in that direction. He enters
his study to develop a strategy, which he subsequently presents to his
leaders. Much to his surprise, they respond less than favorably.
Even when church leaders consent to the small group vision presented by an individualistic pastor, the vision rarely works. The issues
related to leading people into small group life are too complex for one
person to recognize and evaluate. Different kinds of leaders with different kinds of giftings are required to make sure the right factors are
recognized, spiritually discerned, and acted upon. In addition, most
pastors do not have the time to give to group development because
they are called to lead the entire church, prepare sermons, and provide
direction for people not yet in small groups.
Also, when multiple people contribute to a vision and strategy, the
rest of the church will be more likely to trust its validity. The churches
that have developed the most effective small group systems have developed teams to work on small groups. In some churches, the team effort
was deliberate, while in many it was an informal accident.

The Right Kind of Team
The team should be no smaller than three people because any fewer
would not make a team, and it should be no larger than seven because
any more and it would be difficult to manage. Those selected should be
people who enjoy working “on” a project, as opposed to “in” a project.
The difference is significant. “On” people like to discover possibilities and search out boundaries of what could be. They see the whole
perspective of the project and are good at providing the guidance to
the entire system. “In” people like to work within the project. They
are hands-on and enjoy the action. “In” people get frustrated when
the “on” people begin to discuss ideas, concepts, and vision. They only
want to know what the finished project will look like and what they are
supposed to do. If “in” people are recruited for the Groups Team, the
process will prove very frustrating.
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During a presentation on grouping strategy, I noticed the dismay
of an older couple named Ned and Nancy. They expressed frustration because they couldn’t catch the vision in the way their pastor had
hoped. Even though he’d presented the vision for over three years, they
couldn’t get their minds around it.
At the same time, this couple led a very effective small group. They
practiced all the ministry habits of good group leaders. They were happy to lead at that level, but they didn’t concern themselves with big-picture questions of theology, vision, training, or strategy. They were much
more concerned about actually caring for the people and doing the
work of ministry.
On the other hand, during that same training, there were four others who couldn’t get enough information about the intricacies of the
group strategy development. Even after the conference, they bombarded me with questions.
Even though people like Ned and Nancy have served as faithful
leaders in the church for years, it doesn’t mean they have the ability or desire to strategize and lead the charge into the future. During
the seminar with Ned and Nancy, I explained how people who don’t
thrive on big-picture questions of vision and strategy need not concern
themselves with trying to understand it. They only need to see their
role in the strategy and follow God in it. Immediately, Ned and Nancy
breathed sighs of relief.
Ned and Nancy were frustrated because they were being asked to
participate in the Groups Team, even though they don’t think like “on”
persons. They’re leaders in their church, respected ministers who love
people, pray for people, and serve as pillars of faith for others to follow.
People like Ned and Nancy are “in” people, because they like to focus
their energy working inside the vision, not on the vision.
Church leaders need to determine if they’re an “in” or an “on”
person. Here are some things to consider:
• Broad knowledge about, or a desire to learn about, what’s happening in the church in Western culture.
• Credibility, connections, and stature within the church.
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• An understanding of the internal workings of the church.
• Formal authority and managerial skills needed to plan, organize,
and oversee the process of implementing groups.
• Leadership skills for developing vision, communicating that vision, and motivating people to enter that vision.
• A commitment to daily prayer and hearing God’s direction.
• A hunger to see biblical community developed in the church
through groups.
• The availability to work on the team.

Team Composition
Groups Point Person
Let’s get practical by addressing some of the issues regarding the
composition of this team. First of all, let’s consider the role of the
small groups point leader, the vision champion for group life. In larger
churches, this role will be taken on by a staff pastor. In smaller congregations, this will be fulfilled by either the senior pastor or by a volunteer.
The larger the church, the larger percentage of time will be invested in
this aspect of the work.
The role of the groups champion calls for three perspectives. First is
that of overseeing the development of the group system. This is about
vision and strategy. In other words, the champion oversees the journey
of leading the group through these eight practices.
The second perspective is that of a shepherd who does the mundane, repetitive work of caring for the sheep.
The third is that of administering the details. Too many times, the
point person’s job turns into that of a program administrator, i.e. tracking growth, running budgets, organizing curriculum, managing the
small group calendar, and reading reports. They know how to administer the details involved in running the group program, but they don’t
have the time to invest in group life, develop new leaders, share life with
multiple groups in an area, deal with group conflict, or eat meals with
people under their care. They don’t feed the sheep.
A great way to determine if this is happening is to evaluate how
much time the groups champion is doing his or her job from the church
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office. The work of the shepherding groups and leaders of groups happens out in life, not in the church building.
We tend to hire program administrators to run the small group
ministry, much like we hired Sunday school administrators to run the
adult education programs of past decades. Instead, we need to empower pastors who are gifted shepherds who will do the mundane, repetitive work of caring for sheep. Effective group pastors possess strengths
that allow them to focus their energies on caring for people, developing
leaders, and gathering people around a vision.
For the administrative things that need to be done, enlist help. Don’t
get focused on all those details at the expense of vision and shepherding. I’ve seen the champion spend hours sitting in the office trying to
figure out group management software, ordering curriculum, attending
endless meetings, and typesetting brochures. Those are all necessary
things, but if the passion of the champion is that of vision and shepherding—as it should be—then most likely these things that are more
detailed in nature are not things that he or she does well.
Senior Pastor
In some cases, the senior pastor will play the role of the groups
champion. However, when this is the case, he or she can only take on
the vision part of this role. There is just not enough time in the week for
the senior pastor to do the work of the senior pastor while at the same
time doing the shepherding and administration. He or she will need
help from the team to fulfill those roles.
The skills needed to preach, lead the various aspects of church life,
and work with the different departments of a church are different than
the skills needed to shepherd groups. Most senior pastors don’t have the
gift set for recruiting and training leaders to oversee groups and develop
group leaders. In fact, many times the best small group champions who
pastor the groups are not great preachers.
In the situations where groups have been the most effective, the senior pastor does not assume the role of the groups point leader. At the
same time, the relationship between the senior pastor and the groups
point person is crucial. The senior pastor and the groups champion
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work together and as a result the senior pastor carries the vision, talks
about groups, and teaches about group principles.
Let’s briefly look at a few marks of lead pastors who are compelled
by this vision:
1. They own the vision for groups. Most likely they are not the
primary point persons of the small group ministry, but they promote it more than anyone else.
2. They participate in group life and speak from their experience.
3. They understand the strategy of the group life team. They participate in that team at appropriate times so that they are doing
more than just serving as the promoter.
4. They lead relationally. They are involved in the lives of the leaders with whom they directly work. They know them beyond their
jobs and minister to them as a shepherd.
5. They work with other leaders as a team. They have shed the
expectation that they have to be the super-star leader who has
all the gifts. Instead they have found leaders who have other
strengths and gifts that compliment their own. In this setting,
they have learned to defer to others who have insight and gifting
in areas that they do not.
Executive Pastor
As churches grow, the role of the executive pastor within the system
is crucial. Therefore the importance of the relationship between the
groups champion and the executive pastor cannot be overstated. Simply put, the executive pastor and the groups champion must be working
from the same page and set of expectations. Otherwise it is doomed to
fail. This is difficult and requires extensive conversations. Because the
executive pastor is often pulled in so many directions as he or she oversees various ministries in the system, the strategic nature of group life as
it impacts the overall life of the church often gets treated as simply one
ministry alongside others. As we will see in the next practice, this mode
of operation will undermine the development of groups.
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Volunteers
When considering those who would be effective members of this
team, consider the following:1
 osition Power: Are enough key players on board, especially key leadP
ers, so that those left out cannot easily block progress?
Expertise: Are the various points of view—in terms of discipline,
work experience, nationality, etc. represented so that informed, intelligent decisions will be made?
Credibility: Does the group have enough people with good reputations so that its proposals will be taken seriously by others?
Leadership: Does the group include enough proven leaders to be able
to facilitate the change process?
Humility: Do the group members demonstrate the ability to submit
to one another?
Availability: Do the members have the available time to commit to
this process?
Aptitude: Do the members have a propensity to work on the small
group ministry and think critically about the big picture strategy
and future development?
Prayer Life: Do the members have a passionate prayer life and love
for God?

The Practice of Dialogue
An essential tool for doing this practice well is dialogue. Dialogue
is the process by which a team accesses a pool of common learning
that cannot be accessed individually. A team practices dialogue when
the members contribute to a free flow of thought, resulting in team
learning. This concept has been developed for team leadership by MIT
business professor Peter Senge.
Senge contrasts dialogue with discussion. “In a discussion, different
views are presented and defended, and ... may provide useful analysis of the whole situation. In dialogue different views are presented as
a means toward discovering a new view. In discussion, decisions are
made. In a dialogue, complex issues are explored.”2 Most leaders, in-
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cluding pastors, are comfortable with discussion because they want to
argue and defend their points of view. This is a form of monologue
where one person has a plan and aims to convince others of that plan.
Dialogue can prove threatening because “the purpose of dialogue is to
go beyond one individual’s understanding.”3 Its goal is not to win, but
to discover.
Senge outlines the three basic conditions necessary for dialogue:
1. All participants must “suspend” their assumptions while at the
same time communicating their assumptions about the topic. In
other words, team members disclose the logic behind their opinions and hold them up for examination.
2. 
All participants must regard one another as colleagues and
friends on an equal plane. Dialogue does not occur when some
team members feel that their opinions are less important than
the opinions of others. Every team member must be granted
permission to share honestly, even if it means sharing concerns
about an idea from the pastor or a senior elder.
3. There must be a facilitator who guides the context of dialogue.
Most people do not know how to dialogue. They know how to
discuss, arguing their point. For the team members to practice
dialogue, there must be someone who opens the door to dialogue
and keeps that door open.
Monologue is not evil, but it limits discovery. The Groups Team
will quickly stagnate if members gets caught up in arguing one point
against another. Dialogue will allow each team member to verbalize
assumptions, deal with nagging questions, express concerns, and articulate points of view. This will establish a foundation for the vision and
set the stage for each person to share how he or she sees the issue.

Dialogical Questions
Asking good questions as a team is more important than finding the
right answers. There are many “right” answers when it comes to how
we develop groups. But if we are asking the wrong questions then we
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can very easily be led down a fruitless path.
In his book, Community, Peter Block writes about the kind of life
that brings transformation to neighborhoods. He writes, “The small
group is the unit of transformation and the container for the experience of belonging.”4 This transformation is both personal and societal.
Throughout his book, he consistently makes a strong argument proving
“authentic transformation does not occur by focusing on changing individuals” but by creating environments where small groups of people
can generate an alternative future for the social fabric of a neighborhood. To put it in the language of Jesus, the kingdom of God comes
through a group of people who are willing to embody the good news
and manifest that good news in the everyday life of local neighborhoods.
Block states: “Social fabric is created one room at a time. It is
formed from small steps that ask, ‘Who do we want in the room?’ and,
‘What is the new conversation that we want to occur?’”5 These questions generate conversations about creating an alternative future or a
group of people who live in a distinctively different way compared to
one’s cultural norms. They are questions that require little communities
to come up with their own answers instead of implementing a program
that has been orchestrated from the top down or borrowed from a book
from a mega church. In other words, these questions make space for
discovering what the Spirit is saying to the church. This kind of work
begins in the Groups Team as it learns to ask great questions and thus
creates a culture where groups are naturally asking these questions.
The kinds of questions that we need to ask fall into two categories.
The first are the common questions that focus on hard data of external
factors. The second set of questions are much harder to ask because
they focus on soft data that relates to the life that is going on in groups.
Hard Data Questions:
Questions about the entire group system might include:
• How many groups does your church have?
• How many people are in groups?
• What percentage of your church is in groups?
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• How many of your groups multiplied in the last year?
• How many new groups have formed in the last year?
Individual groups or group leaders ask questions like:
• How many people are in your group?
• How many people attended your meeting this week?
• How many people have you reached for Jesus?
• What is your plan for group multiplication?
• Who are you mentoring to be a future group leader?
Soft Data Questions:
Theses questions fall into three categories, Communion with God,
Relating in Love to One Another, and Engagement with our Neighborhoods.
Communion
• To what degree are our groups experiencing God’s presence when
they gather together?
• What specific actions are individuals taking to simplify their lives
so that they have time to share in community life with others?
• What kinds of sacrifices are people making to be shaped by God
for leadership?
• How are people who are not Jesus followers experiencing the presence of God through the group?
Relating
• How are groups working through conflict and difficult relational
situations?
• How frequently are people within groups sharing meals together
outside of official meetings?
• How are group members sacrificing their personal priorities for
the sake of other people in the group?
• How are people who are not Jesus followers experiencing the relationships that are distinct from the world through the group?
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Engagement
• How are groups being led to minister outside of predetermined
expectations, and meet needs spontaneously?
• How are people using their money in unique ways to invest in
redemption?
• How are groups and individuals investing in relationships in their
neighborhoods?
• How are groups and individuals embracing the poor and seeking
to bring redemption to the social outcasts?
• How are people who are not Jesus followers encouraged to participate in the process of serving the world together?

The Value of Conflict
When a Groups Team is assembled and it begins its work of dialogue, conflict will be a part of the journey. Different people bring different perspectives, and those different perspectives will generate energy. At some point, the energy will produce friction. It’s just inevitable. If
the team assumes that the point of the team is to produce quick results,
then this conflict will be perceived as an obstacle to the work of God.
Then members will either withhold their contributions or someone will
take over and try to shape the group through monologue.
Often the members of a Groups Team will shut down and look for
someone to take over through monologue because they don’t like the
feeling that conflict brings. Because the friction that arises in the team,
it pulls us from our comfort zone. When this occurs, our immediate
fight or flight responses kick in. We do this to protect ourselves, without
even overtly thinking about it, hoping that we can quickly return to our
comfort zone.
When we do this, we miss out on the reality that conflict is one of
the ways that the Spirit uses to draw us out of our comfort zones and
discover something new together. Instead of an obstacle to progress,
conflict generates the environment where the Spirit’s leading becomes
a possibility. While we naturally want to snap back to our comfort zone,
the team members will only see how the Spirit is at work by pressing
through the stress to see what might arise on the other side of conflict.
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I expound upon the value of conflict in Leading Small Groups in the
Way of Jesus. Suffice it to say, working through the conflict that arises
through dialogue is especially crucial when dealing with adaptive challenges. When we face them, the solutions most likely will not come as
quickly as we would prefer, but the differences between one another
create space in the midst of the team to wait for an alternative to arise,
one that does not come from books or conferences. One that comes
from the gifts of those in the room.
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Think
Systems

God created the world as an interactive system of systems. The
word system denotes the reality of an interconnected whole where each
part “hangs together” because those various parts impact other parts,
many times in unexpected ways. Our bodies are a system of sub-systems that all influence one another. Weather systems are studied to
predict how the rise in temperatures on one continent might influence
storm patterns halfway around the world.
Everything is connected as we are part of and influenced by systems every day. The economy is a system. An increase in the price of
oil, for instance, has a far reaching impact on things that might look
unrelated. There are also local systems, like your local neighborhood.
Imagine the complex impact that removing a system like trash collection would have. Our lives are full of parts that are endlessly connected
to other parts.
In the same way, every local church operates as a system, which is
part of a larger system like a denomination or the local neighborhood.
There are things that are done simply because that’s the way things
are done in your church, and we don’t even think about how they are
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done. It is quite common for writers about the church to make this
observation and then conclude that such realities point to church institutionalization and the need for church renewal. But such an argument
is naive because it fails to see that they are simply trying to replace an
old system with a new one.
And this is impossible. If you change one part, it changes everything else too.

Groups are Not Developed Independently
While it is easy to confess that there is an interconnected relationship between various parts of church life, the common approach is to
treat the development of groups as a closed system. In other words,
each ministry within the church only needs to develop its sub-parts in
order to work effectively. As a result, preaching, children, youth, welcome, outreach, education, and small group ministries are all treated
like individual silos. If the parts within each closed system is working
rightly, we assume, then the church will be effective.
An established church in Texas set a course to develop effective
groups. However, all of their more faithful members were already involved in a wide array of ministries. The choir ministry had been an
established mainstay of the church for decades, but no one wanted to
have the conversation about how adding small group leadership might
impact their involvement in the choir. Because some of the best small
group leaders were also leaders in the choir, they felt pulled in multiple
directions. The leadership of the church set groups at a high value, but
the established patterns of choir participation created system stress. We
could say the same about any number of ministries in the church.
This in no way is meant as a judgment of churches that have choirs,
as if that is part of the church of yesterday and the church of today
needs groups. If only it were that simple. The point of this illustration
is to help us see how groups are developed as a part of an open system,
not a closed system of independent silos.
How Systems Impact Group Development
We often fail to understand the various systems that directly im-
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pact the development of groups, especially in the early stages. In other
words, in many cases, the fact that groups struggle has more to do with
factors that are not directly related to the specific grouping strategy.
Instead, they fall short of our hopes because of other factors. The five
identified in the diagram above are the most common.

Credible Leadership
Participating in groups is a risk because it requires people to change.
If people don’t trust the leadership to lead them into that change, then
they will resist. It matters not how much you preach about the importance of community. Some of the things to consider that undermine
credibility when it comes to groups include:
• Previous small group launches that fell short of expectations
• Disunity in the church leadership
• Controlling pastoral oversight
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• Program hopping, where new ideas are promoted and changed
with high frequency
• Traumatic experience (i.e. leadership immorality, financial scandal, etc.)
These issues put stress on the culture of the church as a whole and
therefore they will influence the environment in groups. As such, they
are like debits counted against the balance of trust. Church leaders
accrue debits through things like initiating new programs with little follow-through, making promises that are not kept, scolding the people for
not being committed, excluding church members from participating in
ministry, high turn-over of pastoral staff members, and always asking
for money. If previous pastors have had contemptuous relationships,
didn’t stay long enough to carry out the vision, or had been involved
in something immoral, the position of the “pastor” carries a debt load
that subsequent pastors must pay off.
Credits are accrued when pastors lead the church into positive
results: financial debts are paid off, new ministry ideas are developed
and produce fruit, the pastor shows a commitment to stay longer than
five years, people feel encouraged while at the same time challenged
through the sermons, and people sense the presence of God upon his
or her leadership.
Pastors must observe their leadership bank account as they lead
people into transformation. Pastors with a high leadership debt load
need to not only transform the life of the church but also to transform
the view of leadership.
An important note, but one that I cannot address in depth: Essential to credible leadership is the well-being of the pastor and other leaders who guide the church. If leaders are exhausted and their souls are
empty, then it is hard to provide leadership that is trustworthy. Spiritual
leadership is leadership submitted to the leading of the Spirit and this
requires us to make space in our lives for the Spirit to guide us. Much
could be stated about this, but it goes beyond the purpose of this book.
The resources suggested at the end of this chapter have served as helpful guides in my own life and as I coach other pastors on this journey.
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Inspiring Worship Services
In most cases, the churches that have been the most effective at
starting effective small groups already had vibrant corporate gatherings where people experienced the presence of God. The large group
experience feeds life into the small group start up. When first starting
groups, so much energy is required because the learning curve is so
high. If corporate worship is boring and people do not expect to meet
God, people will not have the energy to invest in small groups. Group
members and leaders draw life from corporate worship so that they can
minister in the groups.
The key to a life-flowing experience in worship services is not found
in the style of music, as the styles are many. The key is found in the answer to this question: do people experience the presence of God to the
point that they leave corporate gatherings inspired?
In addition, the large group worship services should be a place
where the people hear the Word of God taught. I have yet to find a
church that developed strong small groups who did not place a high
value on teaching and preaching.
Connecting Clarity
When I work with a church to help them develop a grouping process, I start with something very simple. I ask my host to park the car in
the parking lot just like a fringe person might on a Sunday morning. (If
I’m present for a Sunday service, all the better.) Then I take the walk
into their building and follow the path, as closely as possible, just like a
fringe person might follow to enter the building. Being that I have the
eyes of an outsider, I can see how easy or difficult it is to get connected.
By in large—unless the church is relatively new—I find that the
communication is designed for church insiders, not fringe people. For
instance, I often find that it’s not clear where I am to enter the building on a Sunday morning or that the signage is hidden behind a bush.
When I walk into the building the place to check in the kids is not clear
and the welcome center is filled with information that is written for
insiders.
My comments here are not new. In fact, church growth trainers
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have been addressing this issue for over 40 years. Therefore I will not
belabor this point. I will only provide two observations: First, if you
want to connect people into groups, do your homework with regard to
how people experience the welcome area of your church.
Secondly, make your communication about getting into groups as
simple as 1, 2, 3. If you want people in a culture that is chronically disconnected (as stated in chapter 1) to trust you enough that they will take
the risk and get connected, then you have to make it easy and clear. If
it’s too complicated, then they will pass.

Passion for God Expressed Through Prayer
The most effective small-group-based churches around the world
are praying churches. Small groups without prayer are like water bottles with no water. After Joel Comiskey traveled the globe to understand
the basic principles that make holistic small groups work, he wrote:
Cell group churches contain the power, the current of the Holy
Spirit. They don’t automatically produce that current. If your
church is choking the life of the Spirit of God, don’t expect cells
to remedy your problem. You must first invite God to fix the basic
problem and clean the rusty pipes that impede His flow. He uses the
small group system, but He winces at being used by it.1
Churches that have seen the most success with groups had already
developed a seedbed of prayer before they started groups. It is much
easier to lead people into change when they have a deep hunger for
more of God.
The stronger the prayer effort, the more quickly a church can develop small groups. If the key leaders in the church do not have established patterns of prayer, then as you develop groups also consider how
this will be woven into the church leadership culture.

Groups and Church Program Simplicity
You cannot do everything. There are more needs than any one
church can meet. And there are more good ideas than any one church
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can do. The enemy of the best comes in the cloak of not being willing
to say “no” to good ideas.
In our busy world, we cannot ask people to participate in groups
if they are already participating in other ministries or volunteering in
various capacities.
Many established churches have been doing so many good things
through the years (sometimes decades) that they can only think in terms
of adding new stuff on top of that which is already running. This is just
unrealistic. An important skill for leaders is to regularly evaluate the
existing programs in the church. This would include every committee, ministry, outreach, singing group, even things like Vacation Bible
School, and missions trips. Some leadership groups should be charged
to think and reflect about how these various programs and ministries
align with what God is doing. To help facilitate this evaluation, these
leaders can use the following categories:
• dead
• wean now
• wean eventually
• simplify
• keep and refocus
• keep as is
The dead programs are those that can be eliminated now, as they
serve no purpose—a fact that’s obvious to almost everyone.
There are other programs that still have some life, but it’s clear that
they don’t fit with the new vision. These fit into the category of “wean
now,” and the church leaders can begin the process of de-emphasizing
their importance.
A third category would include those programs that still have some
life, but they conflict with the new vision. However, many people feel
deeply attached to them. To eliminate them or de-emphasize them at
this point would be detrimental, so leaders would wean these programs
down the road.
The category called “simplify” includes those programs the leaders
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sense are necessary to keep, but they need to be retooled so they don’t
take up so much time and energy.
In the category of “keep and refocus” are those programs that are
essential, but they need to be focused on the new vision of the church
rather than the disparate visions of the past.
The guiding rule is “Never take something away until it can be replaced with something else.” If you terminate something people value,
people will feel frustrated and lost, and tempted to leave. They won’t
understand the reason for the sudden change. Therefore the move from
the old to the new would look something like this:

New Way

Old Way

Time
The hope of this is to bring various ministries into unity. In many
churches, members have become so accustomed to the reality of competing visions that it has become the modus operandi. Most don’t even see
them as a problem because they have defined the way the system operates. For instance, the outreach team has met for the last twenty years
on Wednesday night. Also on Wednesday night, the youth meet for a
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youth worship service, the pastor leads an adult Bible study, and various
children’s programs are held.
Each of these has an individual vision, but no one quite knows what
that vision is. These activities just happen, whether or not they fit into
a larger vision. Eventually the vision becomes: “to keep the activity going.” In order to understand what is going on, it can prove helpful to determine the current (most often unstated) vision for each activity in the
church. Here are some key areas where the visions must be identified:
What’s the youth pastor’s vision? Is it to create a biblical community of young people? Is it to entertain young people so growth can occur
and he can eventually get a job at a bigger church? Is it to serve faithfully, using youth ministry as a stepping stone to become a senior pastor?
What’s the vision for children? Is this an effective ministry that’s
attracting young families? Is it stuck doing the same form of ministry
developed fifty years ago? Is there anyone who has a vision for the children, or are people just filling positions?
What’s the vision for Sunday school? Has anyone articulated the
vision of Sunday School in the last five years? If so, who carries this
vision? Or are people just going through the motions of doing what
they’ve always done? If so, what’s the unstated vision?
What’s the vision for worship? Is there a stated vision for worship?
Is the church fulfilling this vision? Or is it just singing songs and listening to the choir perform beautiful medleys?
What’s the vision for the primary weekly service? The answer to
this question might seem obvious at first, but most churches haven’t articulated the vision of their Sunday morning service. They’re stuck doing the same thing in their services, because they’ve done those things
for the last fifty years.
What’s the vision for secondary services (i.e. Sunday night and
Wednesday night)? It’s interesting to learn that the original intent of the
Sunday night service was to serve as an evangelistic meeting to reach
farmers who worked all day. In many traditions, Wednesday night was
designed to be a prayer service. Do your secondary services have a vision? Or are they just repetitions of the Sunday morning service, done
for a smaller crowd? What’s the vision for women’s programs and men’s
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programs? Many denominations have programs for women and men.
If these are used, what’s their vision?
Through the identification of visions, the people who carry these
visions will become obvious. The volunteer music minister puts much
energy into what he does with the choir every week. The Sunday school
director has served the church in this capacity for the last fifteen years.
The youth pastor is young and brought in a vision he saw working at
the church in which he grew up. People like these are the vision carriers.
Each has an investment in their visions.
Evaluate each vision carrier and determine which ones are the most
open to a new vision. Ask questions like:
• Who thinks outside the box?
• Who’s frustrated with the status quo?
• Who leads with a constant desire to follow God’s new direction
and is stretching the boundaries?
Many pastors or group champions try to force the change of established ministries. This is where adaptive leadership is appropriate (see
chapter 4). Trying to control the agenda won’t get you where you want
to go. And if your leadership credits are low, it will put you further in
the negative. You will have to work together to discover how to proceed.

Conclusion
Groups are inter-connected into every aspect of a church’s life.
How those connections work in your church will be unique to your
local situation. Take the time to think through those connections and
develop a plan to move forward.
Supplemental Resources
Replenish: Leading from a Healthy Soul by Lance Witt
The Emotionally Healthy Leader by Peter Scazzero
The Pastor: A Memoir by Eugene Peterson
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Provide Subversive
Connecting Experiences

In the Gospel of Mark, Jesus begins his ministry by proclaiming,
“The kingdom of God has come near. Repent and believe the good
news” (Mark 1:15). Mark’s Gospel progresses without providing a clear
definition of what Jesus meant by the kingdom of God. Jesus did not
explain his mission to his audience. He used terms that any first century
Jew would understand, but he did not refute their understanding of the
kingdom with propositional statements. When he calls the first disciples
immediately after making this proclamation about the kingdom, Jesus
does not lay out a ten-page proposal of what it meant to be a disciple.
He just said, “Come, follow me.”
Does this mean that Jesus did not have a clear vision for the kingdom of God or that he was discovering it along the way? Doubtful. He
knew his vision was so radical that it would lead to the cross, yet he did
not reveal these things up front. Instead, Mark tells us that Jesus repeatedly talked about the mystery of the kingdom. R. T. France states that:
[The use of the Greek word musterion] can easily mislead English
readers who naturally think of a ‘mystery’ as something which is
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inherently hard to understand, and which can be unraveled only
by unusual cleverness—if it is not totally incomprehensible. But
the true sense of musterion is better captured by the English ‘secret’,
which denotes not incomprehensibility but hiddenness. A secret is
that which is not divulged—but once known it need not be hard to
grasp. It is privileged information rather than a puzzle.1
Jesus cloaked the meaning of the Messianic kingdom in a secret.
After the Parable of the Four Soils (Sower), Jesus told the disciples and
a few others close to him, “The secret of the kingdom of God has been
given to you. But to those on the outside everything is said in parables”
(Mark 4:11). Jesus purposely revealed the meaning of the kingdom
through the use of encrypted language or parables. He hid what he
was up to. This hiding was not done through covering up the vision, but
through the creative display of actions and parables that would redefine
the meaning of the kingdom without the use of propositions.
The Parable of the Four Soils highlights how people respond to
the kingdom message in different ways. Jesus explained to those close
to him that the secret of the kingdom has been made available to those
who have ears to understand. To those who cannot understand it, he
was just telling interesting stories. If he were to take a propositional
approach, they would understand the meaning of the kingdom too
quickly, forcing them into a premature decision about Jesus. If he had
defined the meaning of the vision to the masses in propositional terms,
he would have had too many followers and too many enemies. Eugene
Peterson writes of Jesus’ use of parables:
Jesus continually threw odd stories down alongside ordinary lives
(para, “alongside”; bole, “thrown’) and walked away without explanation or altar call. Then listeners started seeing connections: God
connections, life connections, eternity connections. The very lack
of obviousness, the unlikeness, was the stimulus to perceiving likeness: God likeness, life likeness, eternity likeness. But the parables
didn’t do the work—it put the listener’s imagination to work. Parables aren’t illustrations that make things easier; they make things
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harder by requiring the exercise of our imaginations, which if we
aren’t careful becomes the exercise of our faith.2
The artistic use of parables allowed Jesus to share the vision with
everyone who was willing to listen, without giving the masses too much
information about the mission. He needed time for those close to him
to understand and embody the mission of the kingdom. He had to
demonstrate his radical vision through his actions. He had to teach
them over and over the meaning of what he was doing. He had to provide experiences for them so that they might be able to touch and see
how the kingdom worked. The use of subversive parables provided an
alternative to propositional teaching, thereby providing people with the
space to process the meaning of the kingdom without requiring premature discontinuous change.
This practice is about creating safe places where people can hear
the truth in parabolic ways to help them discover truth. This invites
people to talk about what the Spirit is stirring up in them so that they
might own the way of Jesus for themselves.

Leading People Through Subversion
Eugene Peterson comments about the need for subversion when
leading people into the kingdom:
As a pastor, I don’t like being viewed as nice but insignificant. I
bristle when a high-energy executive leaves the place of worship
with the comment, “This was wonderful, Pastor, but now we have
to get back to the real world, don’t we?” I had thought we were in
the most-real world, the world revealed as God’s, a world believed
to be invaded by God grace and turning on the pivot of Christ’s
crucifixion and resurrection. The executive’s comment brings me
up short: he isn’t taking this seriously. Worshiping God is marginal
to making money. Prayer is marginal to the bottom line. Christian
salvation is a brand preference.
I bristle and want to assert my importance. I want to force the
recognition of the key position I hold in the economy of God and
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in his economy if only he knew it.
Then I remember that I am a subversive. My long-term effectiveness depends on my not being recognized for who I really am.
If he realized that I actually believe the American way of life is
doomed to destruction, and that another kingdom is right now being formed in secret to take its place, he wouldn’t be at all pleased.
If he knew what I was really doing and the difference it was making, he would fire me. ...
The methods that make the kingdom of America strong—economic, military, technological, informational—are not suited to
making the kingdom of God strong. ...
But America and suburbia and the ego compose my parish.
Most of the individuals in this amalgam suppose that the goals they
have for themselves and the goals God has for them are the same.
It is the oldest religious mistake: refusing to countenance any real
difference between God and us, imaging God to be a vague extrapolation of our own desires, ...
I am being subversive. I am undermining the kingdom of self
and establishing the kingdom of God. I am helping them to become
what God wants them to be, using the methods of subversion.3
When we consider leading individualistic, isolated, overly-busy
Americans into the way of Jesus, we must recognize that the direct,
propositional approach will not clear the path for grouping people in
the way of Jesus. We have to provide opportunities for people to discover the truth about how they live and thereby see the need for an
alternative. The following are some practical aspects of this subversive
leadership:
1. The larger the group, the more cryptic and secretive the message
about the way of Jesus should be. The vision must be communicated
to the church-at-large, but it should be done through the telling of
stories, dropping hints of alternative approaches, and the sharing of
testimonies. Propositional presentations that define the vision explicitly will force the crowd into a decision they are not ready to make.
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Repetition and creativity is crucial for vision casting to the crowd.
The kingdom life will not be embraced through one sermon series.
It will take years to get this into the imaginations of the crowd. Concrete calls to action come in the form of the “next step” that people
can take that will move them toward the ultimate vision of community and mission.
2. Use a variety of non-propositional teaching methods with those in
leadership. Jesus told more parables to his disciples than he proclaimed to the crowds. Understanding requires experiences and
mentoring. Repetition is crucial for leaders to redefine what church
means. Leaders need time to process the vision and dialogue around
its meaning. Share books and point them to videos and blog posts.
Hold discussion groups around what they are learning. Take them to
conferences. More than anything, enter into relationship with them
so that you build enough trust with one another to process what you
are learning together.
3. If your church has multiple levels of leadership, there must be a
different communication strategy for each level. For instance, those
who are the core leaders of the church (3-7) will need to come to a
place of understanding that demonstrates absolute commitment and
lifestyle embodiment of the vision. Communication at this level will
be much more prophetic and intense and it will require less time. For
each level of leadership out from the core, the strategy will be more
cryptic and more experiential.
4. Helping people at different levels of leadership see the way requires
time—lots of time. Taking the long view is essential. The further
out people are from the core of leadership, the longer it will take for
people to understand what the way of Jesus means.
5. Facilitate dialogue around the scriptures. Create space in leadership
team meetings to reflect on key scriptures that define what it means
to be the church. For instance, some have used Luke 10:1-12, Matthew 9:35-38, and Ephesians 4:7-16 to help people see the vision for
the kingdom. Read one of these scriptures aloud, sit in silence for
a few minutes and then share what you see. Do this with the same
scriptures in every meeting, allowing the Spirit to reshape your imag-
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ination. It’s a subversive way for people to “see” the kingdom without
having to have a leader tell them.
6. Pray. The mission of God is mysterious stuff. We cannot expect to
control it or own it. As we seek God, the Holy Spirit will include us
in this mystery and the mission will take hold of us. It will consume
God’s church. As his mission consumes us, the holy fire of God will
consume everything that does not fit with that mission.
7. Create spaces for self-discovery. This is the purpose of connecting
community explicated in the next section.
The goal of this subversive leadership is to provide a holding environment. This is a space where people have an opportunity to discover
that there is more. Instead of these connecting groups merely playing
the role of “closing the back door” or helping people to find friends,
these connections create space for the Spirit to stir up a hunger for the
kind of community that lives on mission (Practice 5).

Principles of Connecting Community Strategies
Be realistic. Most are not ready for more than a some kind of Bible
study that tries to live out the stories of Personal Improvement or Lifestyle
Adjustment. In fact, at least 90% of the people within a church are only
ready for these first two stories on the path as depicted below. They are
simply too busy or they are not equipped for more.

Me
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Here are four principles of subversive Connecting Community:
1. Make connecting community easy-in, easy-out. People are more
likely to change when there is an easy way to begin. If the change
requires huge up-front investments before people can try it out, they
will not likely change. Likewise, if people feel that the connecting
experience is a long-term commitment, they will resist it.
2. Promote a starting point and an ending point. A basic rule for connecting community groups is “Nothing is open ended.” They can go
six-weeks, three months, six months or nine months. The point is to
give people a good experience so that they will want more. By giving
an ending point to groups it gives people permission to explore other
group experiences.
3. Refuse to judge small group consumers. As stated many times, God
works us with where we are, not where we think we should be. We
may not like that people want to find a different group or that a leader wants to step down for a season, but forcing people into relationships doesn’t work. And making people feel guilty for where they are
might change their actions, but it won’t change their hearts.
4. Prepare people for more. Connecting Community is a good thing,
but it’s not the goal. In other words, you can learn a lot from books
that lay out a program for getting 100% of your people in groups,
but these strategies can be used for the sake of a greater end. Use
Connecting Community experiences to subvert their expectations.
Provide information and environments that will prepare them to
move into Missional Community and stir up a hunger for more.

Connecting Strategy Options
On the landscape of connecting group strategies there are a few
approaches that stand out:
The Semester Sermon Study Strategy—With this approach, all groups
meet for 13-weeks, and the groups cycle over again two or three times
per year. There are no permanent groups, except for those that continue from one semester to the next. The focus of all groups is to study the
sermon. Key Resource: Sticky Church by Larry Osborne.
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The Semester Multi-Option Strategy—This strategy is very similar to the
first one above, but the difference is that groups vary in what they do or
study. Usually each semester opens with some form of small group fair
where leaders educate interested people in the kind of group they will
form. Key Resource: Activate by Nelson Searcy.
The 40-day Campaign Strategy—With these groups, people sign up
for a six to seven week commitment to a short-term group with no
expectations that the group will continue. The group content is tied to
weekly sermons, a study guide for personal reflection, and some sort of
activity, whether a service project or an equipping event. Key Resources: Small Groups with Purpose by Steve Gladen and Exponential Groups by
Allen White.
The 9-month Closed Group Strategy—Groups in this system last from
September to May and all are closed. The expectation is that a new
leader will be raised up within each group to start a new group during
the following September launch. The content of such groups can be
sermon studies, allowing groups to choose their own, or a specific discipleship program. Key Resource: Creating Community by Andy Stanley
and Bill Willits.
The “Let’s Throw People Together” Strategy—This might not sound strategic, but it actually works. Gather all those interested and form small
groups that meet at the church building for four weeks. Each on-campus group is formed by the geographical location in which the members live. Identify a host within each group who can facilitate simple
questions. During the initial four weeks, the groups are led through
some basic curriculum to help the members bond and to help them
better understand the parameters of what it means to meet together.
After four weeks they move the meetings into the host home.
The “Quick Let’s Throw People Together” Strategy—A variation of the
previous strategy is to invite interested potential group members to a
large group gathering. Then these people are sorted according to interests or geography and they begin meeting in the host home. In such cases the curriculum is usually video-based so the group can form around
a program that carries the weight while relationships and leadership are
being developed.
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The Mid-sized Program-Driven Strategy—With this approach, people
gather around a topic or a need in a programmatically-driven mid-size
group and then they break out into small groups for the balance of the
evening. Examples of this are recovery group programs, Alpha, spiritual formation classes, and so forth.

A Process for Developing Effective Connecting Experiences
To develop a connecting plan that best fits your context, here is a
process that fosters the stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment and moves people beyond them. Again, these kinds of groups help
people group as if they were in small motor boats who are learning
how to get in the water. They are not like groups that are fully sailing
in response to the winds to the Spirit (which is the subject of the next
chapter). But these kinds of Connecting Groups meet people where
they are and prepare them for more.
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Step 1: Be clear about the purpose of Connecting Community experiences.
This step is meant to help leadership get realistic about the expectations of these kinds of groups. This is where the four stories can help a
church clarify what one can expect from these kinds of groups.
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Step 2: Identify connecting experiences that are already in place.
Not all churches need to develop new kinds of connecting groups.
In many cases, people are already connected and living the story of
Lifestyle Adjustment. Consider a church of 70. Social belonging is quite
natural. Even in a church of 250, almost every gathering provides an
opportunity for people to connect in social ways. The question then
becomes, How can these already-established connecting experiences be
used in a more strategic way.
Connecting group strategies are needed most in churches where
there is a big front door. They know how to attract people through the
weekend event. If a church is not attracting a good number of people
through the weekend services, then the development of a new connecting strategy may not be necessary. Most likely it is already in place.
Determine if there are already small groups in place that are living
out Lifestyle Adjustment. In many cases, the members of those groups are
content with what they have. Let them be, but ask them to participate
in the new beginning and ending cycle. While many of them will want
to continue as they have been at the end of the cycle, it gives them an
opportunity to get in the habit of asking what’s next. And for people
with the desire to move into a Missional Community experience as expressed in Practice #5, they have permission to do so.
Step 3: Don’t re-create the wheel.
You don’t have to figure out a connecting strategy on your own.
There are numerous books and Internet resources on this subject. Novelty is not needed here. Almost any imaginable strategy has been developed and most of the good ones have been perfected. Save yourself the
time and money and learn as much as you can from others. It will prove
cheaper in the long run.
At the same time, don’t maintain a “lock, stock, and barrel” attitude. No strategy will transfer from one local church set in a unique
context into another in its exact form. We can learn from others, but
we need not emulate another church as if the Spirit of God speaks and
leads one church and not others that choose to copy it.
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Step 4: Analyze the culture of your church.
Think through the cultural questions related to the people you are
trying to connect. Important questions might include:
• What is the general socioeconomic level of those we seek to connect?
• What is the level of education among these people?
• How much church background do these people possess?
• What is the level of cultural uniformity within our church?
When a church is more culturally diverse, including those who
are in lower socioeconomic brackets or have less education and less
church back-ground, then connecting people in small groups that meet
in homes will prove to be more of a challenge. A struggling single mom
with four kids and two jobs who makes it to church three out of four
weeks a month is probably not interested in opening up her home to
host a group. It matters very little how easy we make it with video curriculum. The challenge is simply too much for some. In addition, if
there is significant cultural diversity, the communication skills required
to connect on a social level make it a challenge to empower people
quickly enough to lead groups that meet in homes.
As a result, the connecting strategies listed above seem to work better in homogeneous, suburban churches comprised of people who have
transferred from other churches. The last strategy, called The MidSized Program-Driven Strategy, tends to be a bit more flexible where
there is socio-economic diversity.
Step 5: Make connecting easy.
In order for people to get on the Connecting Community path,
there must be easy entry points. Questions to consider here:
• What are the natural seasons that people look to connect? Usually
these begin when school starts in the Fall and after the new year.
• Where are the places that people find out about connecting?
Think through the use of the welcome center, the way things are
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communicated on the website, the information meetings, and
how announcements are made about connecting groups.
• Is the process as simple as 1, 2, 3?
• How will people sign up for groups? This is a question of what
kind of computer software to use. I find that the system developed
by Church Teams to be the most user friendly (www.churchteams.
com).
Step 6: Be clear about your primary ways of connecting
Communicate, communicate, communicate. If the primary verbal
communicator does not talk about getting connected, then it won’t be
valued. Whatever approach you take, the primary communicator must
proclaim it.

Conclusion
Most small group programs focus on helping groups get this far.
This practice helps people get connected, to close the “back door” of
the church, with the hopes of moving people from the story of Personal
Improvement to that of Lifestyle Adjustment. The goal of this practice is
not merely to set up a good program but to design environments that
cause people to be open to the Spirit so that they might long for more.
Grouping people at this level is not an end. It is a zone of preparation
so that they will develop a personal motivation that will carry them into
the Missional Community, which is the topic of the next chapter.
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Foster Missional
Community Experiments

The Bible shows us that God is a God of revelation, as God pulls
back the curtain of who he is and we discover that he is not what we
expect him to be. Because I grew up going to church, often hearing sermons and attending Bible studies four of five times per week, I became
so familiar with stories of the Bible that they lost their surprise factor.
It is a bit like having watched a suspense thriller for the twentieth time.
The unexpected twists were no longer unexpected.
Periodically, I will read a book of the Bible while putting myself in
the imagination of someone from 95 A.D. living in a city like Ephesus.
I will just read it and try as much as possible to let it surprise me. Honestly, this is not easy, but from time to time, it hits me how absurd the
story of the New Testament sounds. Three things in particular startle
my imagination. First, the fact that God would become a man is shocking, and to those who heard this for the first time, it would have been
jaw-dropping. Even more, the fact that this man was an Israelite—a
part of a no-name country occupied by Rome—an illegitimate son
conceived out of wedlock, lacked a formal education, and never held
any formal leadership role makes the claim that God came in this man
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Jesus is even more far-fetched.
Secondly, this story claims that this God came and died the most
horrible kind of death imaginable. While claiming all authority in heaven and earth, he did not manifest that power in a way that protected
himself. Instead he suffered and died as an infamous criminal.
The third surprise comes in the stories about him rising from the
dead. What a claim!
Not even someone as imaginative as Stephen King could have come
up with the surprising twists to the story that the early church preached.
It’s so foolish that no one would tell it unless it were true.
Yet this is the way that great stories work. Whether in the movies,
written works of fiction, or historical accounts, stories work because
they have surprising twists. And the story of God contains the greatest
twists of all.
In the stories of Personal Improvement and Lifestyle Adjustment, the twists
are minimal. In most cases, the plot line of such groups is relatively predictable, a bit like a detective show from the 1980s. We might not know
the details of who killed whom, but the pattern is predictable. For many,
that’s all they are ready to embrace.
The stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation follow a
different pattern, one that is shaped by surprises.

Four Surprises
In my own journey, I discovered Relational Revision and Missional
Re-creation as I listened to unexpected, surprising stories that did not fit
into the small group structure that we had developed in our church. Let
me share four of them:
Story #1
Kent and I met for lunch. He had been a group leader in the past
at our church but not at this point. Before joining our church, he served
as the volunteer small group point person at another congregation.
He was well-versed in small groups from extensive reading, and he
had even traveled oversees to observe what some of the most creative
churches were doing with groups. As I listened to his story, I wondered
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why we were not tapping into his expertise. Then he told me about
where he was investing his energies. He was leading a team who facilitated the Alpha course every Wednesday night at the Salvation Army
in Minneapolis. Most of the men at the “Sali” (his abbreviated term)
were in a transitional situation as they had recently been released from
the county jail. Some of the men that “graduated” from the Sali would
participate in a house owned by an non-profit ministry where Kent
led a weekly house church meeting. My immediate thought was, “This
does not fit our group structure, but shouldn’t it? Why is it the case
when someone experiments with something new that they have to go
and start a new organization to do it?”
Story #2
Sandra launched the small groups ministry at the church where
I served over a decade before my arrival. She had subsequently been
on the staff of two of the largest churches in North America and then
began work in the inner city in an economically under-resourced neighborhood. As a part of her ministry, she began a small group with women from her neighborhood, individuals who would most likely never
attend our weekend services. Again, I asked, “Why is it that someone
who belongs to our church has to operate outside the church system to
accomplish the kingdom vision?”
Story #3
Tim was leader in the church who had a passion for the geographic
area where he lived. After moving into his home, he adopted his street
and befriended those who lived nearby. At the time we first met and
spoke about his connections to his neighbors, he was not participating
in one of our official groups, which I naturally questioned. But when I
listened, I found that I needed to wait and see what God would do on
Tim’s street. After many long conversations with Tim, a retired couple
caught a vision to live more simply. So they sold their large, suburban
home and moved two houses away from Tim and his wife. The four of
them have established a ministry core to those who live on their block.
The members of his small group live within walking distance, even
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though none of them attend our church or any other church for that
matter. I wondered. “How is God working through this unique situation and how can we learn from this so that our groups can capture this
“out-of-the-box” imagination?
Story #4
The last story is about a guy named Ken. He would talk about his
house church that met every Saturday night, often going into the wee
hours of the morning. This group had been living in community, praying for each other, and his house church members were connected to
ministries in Haiti. When asked why he or another one of the group’s
leaders were not coming to the various support meetings that we were
providing, his response was “Why would that help us do what God is
calling us to do?” At first, I judged what seemed like arrogance, but
as I listened more to what they were doing, I realized that his honest
response was dead on. But again, it made me think about why we had
no room in our small group imagination for one of our best and most
creative leaders.
Responding to These Stories
These four stories came as a surprise to me. They were not following the plans and procedures that we had developed from the “center”
of the church’s leadership. They were operating on the fringes, and
there they were living out stories full of surprising twists that could not
be controlled or manufactured. After hearing their stories, I had three
options:
• Promote a high control system and require all groups to fit the
official pattern and structure that the church had established.
• Opt for a low control system and embrace everything people
wanted to do in group form.
• Develop a wiki-control system, one which continues to promote
unexpected, surprising self-initiated experiments on the fringes,
while offering checks and balances that provide guidance.
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It has become clear to me that God wants to move through groups
in unexpected, out-of-the-box ways if the leaders who oversee that system don’t force the groups to look, act, and feel like all the other groups
in their system.

The Spirit is Ahead of Us
The Spirit resides in and amongst us in our groups, even when we
don’t fully see or understand what the Spirit is doing. When we accept
this truth, group life then moves far beyond meetings, studying curriculum, or fulfilling the expectations established by church leaders. The
Spirit fills the group with life. Peter tells us that we are “participants in
the divine nature” (2 Peter 1:4). God’s nature is love. And as the Spirit
enlivens a group to move beyond a Connecting Community experience, the life and love of a group will move it to the fringes. The group
will take on new ways of existing and operating.
As we participate in the Holy Spirit with others, we are participants
in his love. Love is not something that can be prescribed in a book or
through a teaching session. Love is creative in nature. Each situation
where love comes to life will be unique. The Spirit carries the love of
God out beyond the bounds of Connecting Community structures, into
our neighborhoods, inside our families, at the workplace, and among
friends.
It is impossible to prescribe a form for Missional Community. Instead it is a creative expression of practices that have shaped a group to
move beyond Connecting Community and into God’s mission. These
practices form group members in the ways of the Spirit that moves
in the life of the community. Then, as these practices become regular
group patterns, the Spirit leads them to the creative fringes, to the unexpected, to experiment. The diagram on the next page illustrates the
new life that is birthed through experiments.
The story of Relational Revision arises from the lives of those who
want more. In many cases, this arises out of frustration with group life
that might fit into the normal patters of Connecting Community. They
have a hunger for something other and a passion to learn how to do it.
It is something that the Spirit of God stirs up in their hearts, not some-
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thing that can be mandated from the top. In fact, I’ve found that when
church leaders try to enforce a vision for Missional Community, people
either refuse or, even worse, they give verbal ascent but continue to do
what they have always done. Missional Community must be generated
on the fringes, hence the use of the word “experiments.” These experiments train up those who are ready, and over time these experiments
serve as living parables that draws or woos others to follow down the
road. This after all is how most people learn. They need to see it in action before they can experiment with something new themselves.

Who Experiments?
Most people are not naturally the kind of people who like to experiment with new ideas. Most like predictability. They prefer to know what
to expect from their group experiences. The following population bell
curve is commonly used to describe how new ideas are disseminated.1
This illustrates different responses people have to experiments. A
few respond well to new ideas and change, while most need time and
information before they embrace new ideas. Let’s consider these five
basic responses to experimentation.
Innovators love experiments because they tend to be obsessed with
being venturesome. They challenge the status quo and expand the cur-
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34%
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rent boundaries by introducing new ideas. While not all of their ideas
are practical or workable, their concern is to explore new territory. Innovators make many mistakes because they will adopt new ideas simply
because they are new.
Innovators are able to visualize a new idea without ever seeing it.
They do not need to increase their dissatisfaction with current reality,
because they are always dissatisfied with the old. They continually feel
a sense of urgency and embrace change just because it is change. To
introduce a new idea to an innovator, a simple meeting, followed up
with some reading material, is often sufficient.
Early Adopters are characterized by respectability. They are ahead of
the pack, but not too far ahead. Therefore, they have the greatest degree of influence upon others in the church, and an experiment cannot
survive without the early adopters. These are the people who learn how
an experiment works and then turn it into action.
Those in the Early Majority are deliberate individuals who make up
one third of the population. They adhere to the motto, “Be not the first
by which the new is tried, nor the last to lay the old aside.” They will follow with deliberate willingness, but they will seldom lead. As such, they
are not prime suspects for the early stages of experimentation.
It takes longer for members of the early majority to see the value
of a new idea. They need time to process current reality and a leader
who will make them feel safe in this process. They have a limited ability
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to understand a new vision by reading about it or seeing it at another
church. Primarily, they need to experience it after someone else has
worked out a few of the kinks. They will follow people they trust into a
new vision and then they will take it on as their own.
Late Majority. Making up another third of the population, these people view new ideas with skepticism and caution. The pressure of peers
and obvious circumstantial pointers must lead them to see the necessity
of change before they will change.
Because those in the late majority category only adopt a new idea
after other people are doing it and thereby proving it successful, you
cannot expect this group to put any value on experiments until they are
actually no longer classified as experiments.
Laggards. These are the last to adopt new ideas, as they are traditional and their reference point is in the past. They tend to be suspicious
of the new and those who promote new ideas. This group rarely feels
an urgency to change until they realize that they are being left behind.
They will change only because everyone else has.
In most cases it is not hard to identify those who fall into the innovator or early adopter categories. They are often those who are never
satisfied even when things are going good. They are reading books that
talk about things differently and seeking new ways to do things. These
are the people who need to lead the charge with experimenting.
These people are usually not the stakeholders who sit in positions
of power in a church. The stakeholders are typically stable, centered
people who usually fall into the middle adopter categories. If that is
the case, those people don’t particularly like experimenting with new
ideas. It is crucial to establish clear communication and a working relationship between those doing the experimentation and the stakeholders
on the church board, but to force the board to commit to figuring out
new ideas is counterproductive. And to change the board so that experimenters can have the power is equally frustrating. No innovative
company puts those good at research and development in charge of the
daily decisions. But if the research is going to be productive, the two
groups must learn how to communicate with one another.
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Learning from Experiments on the Fringe
The creative ones—innovators and early adopters—embrace what
is happening at the edges or fringes. They meet in creative ways and in
creative places, meeting in pubs or coffee houses with unique interactive Bible discussion that does not fit with traditional forms of sermon
discussion meetings or Bible studies. They respond to the creative ways
of the Spirit’s leading like a those aboard a small sailboat. They move
forward while tacking back and forth.
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Middle adopters usually focus on doing groups as they have been
taught, seeking to connect those who attend their traditional church
services. Often people assume that we need to choose between the two.
Therefore some churches focus on developing fringe groups, while most
focus on centrally-controlled groups. By doing this, we separate those
who are creative from those who have the ability to take creative ideas
and work them out over the long haul.
Typically innovators and early adopters who like experimentation
are disconnected from those at the center, people who are more stable
and actually have the ability to complete the journey and carry out
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successful experiments to completion.
Those at the center need those on the fringes to open up new paths
and test new perspectives. Those on the fringes need those at the center
to keep them grounded and accountable so that we are no longer just
creating new ideas for the sake of new ideas.
No church can embrace a single way to successfully promote Missional Community. Our context is always changing and new experiments are always needed. And we need those who are more stable to
carry out the experiments to fruitful life.
When presenting this concept to a group of pastors, a church leader from Ireland told me about a group that had been a challenge for
him. He shared that they were very innovative and their creativity and
zeal had resulted in some radical experiments. They regularly shared
meals, sacrificially supported one another, and poured months of their
time investing in the people of a specific apartment building. Before my
presentation, he thought that they no longer fit the norms of the church
and assumed they would spin off as a separate church. Within this new
paradigm, he saw how this missional group could serve as a lived experiment from which others could learn.

The Purposes of Experiments
The experiment process allows innovators and early adopters to
explore new ways of grouping and thereby set a model for others to
follow. The best way to lead people into something new is to model the
possibility that something new can be done. This general purpose is
worked out in three sub-purposes.
First, experiments serve as learning workshops, seeking to answer
the questions “Is missional community possible?”, “How well does it
meet needs?”, and “What must be adapted to make it work?” The
biggest question that they answer is, “What do the group leaders and
members do differently to live out Missional Community as opposed to
groups that only experience Connecting Community?” Such questions
can only be answered through experience in your local context.
Second, the experiments communicate the way of Jesus to others.
Most people (middle adopters) have to see a new idea in action before
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they understand what it looks like, how it works, or if they even like it.
Experiments help people see answers to practical questions like:
• What should happen among small group members?
• What should be going on in group meetings?
• What are some of the ways groups will pray?
• What does community look like?
• What does evangelism look like and how are new people incorporated into group life?
• How do groups practice edification?
• What are some ways that individuals practice personal spiritual
formation?
• How are new leaders developed?
Third, Missional Community experiments provide space for the
Spirit to shape us to live out the hope we have for Communion, Relating, and Engagement in the midst of a world shaped by individualism
and secularism. When a group commits to living the story of Relational
Revision, it needs to adopt a set of practices that will move group members from where they are now toward the vision of Communion, Relating, and Engagement.
How people experiment will vary from church to church and from
context to context. There is not a set formula. However there are some
general patterns, which can be described by these four specific experiment strategies.

Strategy #1: The Simple Experiment Process
The first strategy is a simple and intentional process where one experimental group is initiated. One leader works with eight to twelve
early adopters to learn how to live out Communion, Relating, and Engagement by adopting a distinctive set of practices that will form their
life together. Then after six to nine months, these members work together to lead three other experiments. These groups work under the
radar screen, not as an official public ministry. After two or three generations of experiments, then Missional Community will become public.
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Strategy #2: The Complex Group Experiment
The second approach is a bit more complex. Consider a church
that has ten groups that are living out Connecting Community, with
three or four of these groups that are hungry to go deeper. These three
or four groups can serve as Missional Community experiments that are
working out the practices of Communion, Relating, and Engagement
in their local contexts.
In this approach, the three or four groups will possess different
strengths and weaknesses. One small group holds really good small
group meetings. Another discovers how to do relationship evangelism.
And still another group practices incredible body life. When this occurs,
the pastors should facilitate cross-pollination so that all the groups can
share their strengths with one another.
The pastors who oversees groups should focus on supporting these
three or four small groups, instead of spreading out their energy over
all of the groups. It is tempting to focus energy on the groups that are
struggling while allowing the groups that have potential for Missional
Community to develop on their own. But pastors should focus their
mentoring on their best groups so that they can make a way for others
to follow. The way into Missional Community cannot be discovered by
trying to bring all groups up to the same level.
What To Do in Missional Community Experiments
Before I introduces the third and fourth strategies, I want to introduce some content that will help groups experiment with Missional
Community practices. It’s found in the conversation guide entitled Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus, which is a study guide for my book
Missional Small Groups. The following is the Introduction for this conversation guide. I include it here to explain why we don’t need to study
about Missional Community in a theoretical way that might deepen
our understanding of content. Instead, we need to discover and discern
what the Spirit is leading a group to practice as it experiments.
This is not a Bible study guide, at least not in the sense that you will
find at your local bookstore. Be assured that the Bible is a huge part
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of this study, as I am convinced that entering into the imagination
of God’s Word to us is crucial to being God’s people. However, if
you approach this Study Guide with a preconceived imagination of
a typical small group Bible study, most likely you will miss its point.
Instead, think of this as a practice guidebook.
This is a guidebook for practicing community and mission, a
starter kit of sorts. In my book Missional Small Groups, I introduce
how life in missional community could be compared to learning
how to play a guitar. To play a guitar, you learn to play very simple
rhythms over and over and then allow them to develop into more
complex musical patterns. Missional life might look like radical activism to those looking in from the outside, but really it is comprised
of basic rhythms that are played over, and over, and over that make
room for the Spirit to lead us in new directions. These rhythms are:
Missional Communion, our life together as a community before
God; Missional Relating, our life together of loving one another;
and Missional Engagement, our life together as we relate to those in
our neighborhoods. All three are “missional” because the Spirit of
God works through all three to shape our lives to be a sign, witness,
and foretaste of God’s dream for creation.
Each of these rhythms can be developed by adopting a set
of practices as a group. In chapters 6, 7, and 8 of Missional Small
Groups, I introduce seven practices for each of the three rhythms.
In this study, you will walk through a thirteen-step process to help
a group experiment with and learn how to be missional by putting
three of these practices into action. This expands what I introduced
in Appendix A of Missional Small Groups in short form.
This is not a list of ideas for you to make happen. Nor is this
a preconceived model for you to follow that will make your group
“missional.” This is a way for your group to enter into the Jesus
way as you make room for the Spirit to shape and reshape how you
operate and share life as a group. This process depends upon the
group listening to the Spirit of God and to the Scriptures. In other
words, it is not a process of simply going out and doing something
called missional.
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Different groups will learn missional rhythms at different
speeds. Some will pick them up quickly, while others will develop
them slowly. Speed is not the key to effectiveness. The Spirit of God
never seems to “get stuff done” as quickly as we would like. The
Holy Spirit is shaping us to be a people that demonstrate God’s
love. And this is cultivated as we choose a practice and repeat it.
Even the most gifted and creative musicians practice the basics repeatedly. One professional studio guitarist was asked how he plays
with such excellence. He responded, “Every day I repeatedly practice the basic chords that a novice learns.” The goal of these studies
is to help a group learn the basics and practice them consistently.
These studies work best if the group takes twelve to fifteen
weeks to go through the first twelve steps. Then in study thirteen,
the group will determine the next steps regarding what it needs to
process further. For most groups, it will take intentional focus over a
period of six months to a year in order for these rhythms to become
second nature.
The point of this guidebook is to provide clear rails to get a group
moving on the path of Relational Revision and move toward Missional
Re-creation. This approach might be uncomfortable for a group in the
beginning because we have been shaped by group life that depends
upon Bible study content that is new and different every week. Instead
the point here is to learn how to practice a few things well and then see
where the Spirit takes the group as they enter into these practices.

Strategy #3: Triads
This approach is the simplest because it only requires only two people to get started.2 These two people of the same gender begin meeting
with the goal of moving into the story of Relational Revision. They could
meet at any place that is convenient, because the focus lies on the relationship shared between them, not the specific formula they adopt to
meet. As they share life with each other, the hope is that they can add
a third person to their group, and together they can explore what it
means to live out Communion, Relating, and Engagement.
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It often helps to read through some kind of spiritual formation material together. For instance, those in the triads could work through the
content found in Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus, as introduced
above, but it need not be followed in a formal way as it would in a group
of ten or twelve. The point of this triad is to talk about what the Spirit
is doing to move each person forward on the journey and to move forward together on that journey.
After a period of six to nine months, the hope is that a fourth person might be added to the group, and then a new triad could birth,
each one seeking to add a third. The development of the triads could
be depicted in this way:

The person being added to a triad could be an established Christian, someone who has been recently baptized, a person returning to
Christ, or a seeker. The key is that the person is hungry to know God
and to live out God’s mission in the world.
After three or four of these triads have been formed, each of the
members of the triads then will join together to form a Missional Community. The triads would continue to meet in the same pattern that
has been previously practiced; it’s just at this point, the group of ten to
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fifteen would also gather to experiment with how they are moving into
the story of Missional Re-creation.

Strategy #4: Neighborhood Experiments
A final suggestion to consider is a strategy of following God into
the neighborhood to see where the Spirit is at work in unexpected ways.
This approach is based on the work of Alan Roxburgh and his various
writings on the subject. The book Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing
the World introduces this process. The objective is to release people to
experiment with new expressions of gathering and to talk about where
they see God at work. A few examples of this approach include:
Table Experiments
The basic pattern is a regular (weekly or biweekly) gathering around
the meal of a group living in proximity to one another. Over meals they
can share their lives, pray for one another, and intercede for the neighborhood. Also, this is the place where people talk about ways God is
leading them to practice hospitality in the neighborhood.
Parish Experiments
The most mission-shaped, counter-cultural move a local church
can make is to structure its life in specific neighborhoods. The church
moves from being a building where people gather to a center where
people are empowered to see their neighborhood as their parish—
the place where they belong, connect, live, eat, love, and welcome the
stranger for the sake of the kingdom.
Such local churches see the neighborhoods where its people live as
the centers of mission and life. What a local church would do, therefore, is reintroduce the idea of the parish for a neighborhood, four or
five streets in urban areas, or an actual suburb in suburbia. These people would meet in table or mission groups in the name and for the sake
of being God’s people in that area. The local church, with its staff and
building, would become a training, resourcing, and equipping center
for its parishes and their ministries.
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Felt-need Experiments
This kind of group is comprised of people who have come together
around a specific need in their neighborhood. Examples might include:
caring for latch-key kids; running a drop in-center or after-school education program; developing a child/parent program; working with unemployed youth in the area; launching programs and resources for the
homeless and poor in the area; embracing a specific ethnic group in an
area and so forth. Such groups are supported by a covenant that spells
out what it means to belong and participate. It will shape itself around
a basic rule of life and a set of practices, while always keeping focused
on its mission covenant.
Interest-based Experiments
This might include things like a book clubs, gatherings at a local
park for young families, a community garden, or just adopting a thirdplace to be present and get to know the people who frequent it. Many
times, interest-based experiments arise from simply observing the patterns of life in a local neighborhood and entering into one of those
patterns alongside others.
A Simple Process for Neighborhood Experiments
According to Roxburgh, the process for entering into these experiments involves five basic steps. First, the group listens in order to become
aware of what is happening in a specific neighborhood. This involves
an exegesis process that is introduced in chapter nine. The second step
is to discern what the Spirit is leading the group to do in response to
what has been observed. This entails a discernment process where the
group listens to one another through the sharing of stories about what
they are experiencing as they engage the neighborhood.
The third step focuses on the experiments themselves. These work
best when they are simple, do not require extensive organization and
planning, and they do not depend upon the input of experts. They
could even be collaborative efforts with people in the neighborhood.3
The fourth step is shaped by reflection on the group’s experience
with the experiments so that the group becomes clear about what they
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have done, what they have learned, and what this might mean for the
future of the church. This is the time to identify what needs to be communicated with the church board and with the congregation as a whole.
Step five involves making decisions about how the church will progress toward movement into the neighborhood. Here reports are given to board members and to the congregation. Stories are shared and
testimonies about how God has been present are given. From this will
arise next steps about how others can participate in these experiments,
drawing people into the same five-step process.

Inviting Middle Adopters to Shift from
Connecting Community to Missional Community
After a five to seven groups are living out the stories of Relational
Revision and Missional Re-creation, then it is important to help clear a path
for others—who tend to be less creative in nature—to follow suit. They
need more direction in the beginning, as this will give them the tools
to be creative and follow the leading of the Spirit. In other words, this
path helps move people from Connecting Community into Missional
Community. Moving people along this path will look different for different churches. Consider the diagram on the next page.
Attractional Church
For instance, for a church that has been established on a pattern of
providing great weekend services for spectators and groups that close
the back door through Connecting Community, there might be a series
of four to six classes on a Sunday morning for people who want more
out of group life. I know of one church that has written a 26-week
process to help equip people for Missional Community life. They don’t
want people embarking upon Missional Community without a full understanding of the cost and thereby inadvertently watering down Missional Community into another Connecting Community experience.
Established Traditional Church
One traditional church in the suburbs of San Fransisco went all out
for Missional Community. The church voted to go this direction and
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the board was fully behind it. Traditional Christians even participated
in the groups. But then they started reaching people with painted hair
and tattoos, and they started coming to worship services. That’s when
it became clear that the established people were not ready for missional
life. They had not been formed for mission. Even though the established members of this church had been followers of Jesus for many
years, they were not equipped to be the kind of church that makes missional communities flourish. They needed time to process the changes
without it being a threat to everything they knew about church. Something like a regular town hall meeting where those who were inquiring
about Missional Community might have the freedom to process the
differences without it being forced on them often works quite well. Even
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more important are the informal conversations between the leadership
of the church and those who are traditional church members.
New Experimental Church
In many cases, a new church will be solely focused on the development of Missional Community. In a previously shared story, I introduced how I was a part of such a church in Houston. While we did not
fit the normal patterns of church life as we tested new ways of forming
and living in community, many came from other churches who needed
an introduction into the what we were doing. They needed a clear path
that would move them from traditional ways of doing small groups so
that they could move into the stories of Relational Revision and Missional
Re-creation.
Even new churches that are solely focused on Missional Community need a process that will equip people who have been shaped by
traditional church expectations so that they can flourish in a missional
environment. Be very clear up front, in black and white terms, about
the nature of the vision and ask them to join an intense discipleship
process that will re-shape their imagination and form them for mission.

Supplemental Resources
Missional Small Groups: Becoming a Community that Makes a Difference
by M. Scott Boren
Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus: A Study Guide for Missional Small 		
Groups by M. Scott Boren
The Agile Church: Spirit-Led Innovation in an Uncertain Age
by Dwight Zscheile
The Church as Movement: Starting and Starting Missional-Incarnational
Communities by J. R. Woodward and Dan White Jr.
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Develop a Spiritual
Formation Environment

Jesus modeled a way for others to follow. Through the years, many
have made this argument, claiming that the key to Jesus’ ministry was
that he mentored a small group of twelve people and equipped them
to do the same with others. However, the way that Jesus came demonstrates something much more fundamental to the Jesus way than the
fact that he led a small group. The most basic aspect of his life and
ministry was the fact that he lived in absolute union with the Father by
the Spirit.
To group in the way of Jesus is to live into this fundamental union
by the Spirit. We need to be formed as God’s people in a way that fits
the movement into Communion, Relating, and Engagement. In other
words, we make room for the Spirit to form in us the character that fits
the hopes and dreams for community and mission. Just implementing a
good strategy—while helpful—won’t make that happen.
We are formed by the Spirit to live in community, which shapes
the story told by groups. We experience this formation as a journey, as
illustrated by the claim of the Apostle Paul when he said that he sought
“to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship
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of sharing in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death, and so,
somehow to attain the resurrection from the dead” (Philippians 3:1011). Paul follows this verse by stating that he has not obtained this goal,
but that he is pressing on to “win the prize for which God has called me
heavenward in Christ Jesus.”
For a church or a small group to move forward on a journey together, individuals must also make space in their lives for the formation by
the Spirit. This practice is about providing opportunities for individuals
to experience this formation by helping people along a journey toward
maturity in Christ.

The Journey of Formation
The ultimate goal of the people of God is to participate in communion with the Father, by the Son through the Holy Spirit. The gift of the
Spirit draws us along a journey of formation whereby we are trained to
experience this reality of participation in God in greater ways.
There is no one-size-fits-all formation process for everyone in the
church. We cannot expect to run everyone through a series of classes
or ask everyone to complete a discipleship book and assume them to be
mature.
At the same time, neither can a church set up an customized spiritual formation process for every person. That’s just unrealistic. Instead,
in order to generate a spiritual formation culture, we need to think in
terms of four basic levels of formation.
Connecting Formation is needed for anyone, whether a committed
believer or not, to help them learn how to belong in the community.
This will come through worship services, small group activities, events,
classes, church-wide study campaigns, conferences, and retreats.
New Christian Formation is provided for those who are new to the
faith to help them establish a strong foundation. This might come in a
course like Alpha, a book, or through curriculum that guides a conversation between a mentor and the new Christian.
Missional Community Formation helps those who are moving forward in missional experiments to grow in their faith. The best way to
experience this is through sub-groups of three or four who share with
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and challenge one another.
Leadership Formation provides a clear set of spiritual disciplines so
that leaders grow in their faith as they lead.
Lets explore each of these levels of formation further.

Connecting Community Formation
It’s not enough to announce that people need to get in a group and
start practicing the “one anothers” (love one another, encourage one
another, bless one another, serve one another, and so forth). Telling
them what they should be doing without equipping them for the task
is like sending a student home with homework without teaching them
how to complete it. So many small group experiences begin with great
hopes and dreams of how the community could be empowered to impact others, but they too often fall short because they do not know how
to do some of the basic things to make relational connections within
groups work. Consider the following:
Level 1: Simplicity
God is calling God’s people to live simply so that there is room in
our lives to love and be loved. As we stated in chapter 1, the complexity and chaos that rules life today subtly erodes love. While we were
made for more than work, stress, and church activities, people need
basic equipping in how to live differently. How can we be God’s witnesses when the way we do life really does not look that much different
than the average moral American citizen? We might have a different
message, but if that message has no tangible, practical impact on the
here and now of our lives, we should not be surprised when our groups
remain banal.
—Supplemental Resource: A Beautiful Life curriculum by M. Scott Boren
Level 2: Relationship Skills Training
Paul instructed the churches at Rome and Corinth to greet one
another with a holy kiss. This kind of greeting was not especially spiritual. It was simply the social way of seeing another person. How we
interact socially has ramifications upon how we love one another as a
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community. If we greet well, the doors will open to deeper connections.
If you stop to ponder it, many of the “one another” passages are reminders about how we should treat each other socially. However, many
people do not possess the skills to honor others in a social way that is a
blessing. Specifically, people in our churches and groups need to process:
• How to greet another person when they come into a room.
• How to ask questions of a person to get to know them.
• How to listen to another person.
• How to invite a few people to your home for a meal and make
them feel welcome.
• How to share life with people who are significantly different in
personality and interest.
• How to relate to people from different ethnic backgrounds.
In previous generations, the development of these social skills was
not as crucial as they are at this point in history because people learned
social skills as a part of growing up in their culture.
In addition, relational conflict training is often helpful because
many in our culture today do not possess the basic skills for working
through conflict. We have become so accustomed to running from conflict because it’s so easy to do so in our world that when it arises in group
life, often it leads to group shut down. By the time a group enters into
conflict, it’s too late to equip members to effectively deal with it. When
someone is frustrated or even angry at another group member, they
don’t want to hear something like, “You know what you are experiencing is normal. This is called the ‘conflict stage of group life.’”
—Supplemental Resource: The Beautiful Mess curriculum by M. Scott
Boren

New Christian Formation
Discipleship for the sake of discipleship is akin to a dog chasing its
tail. Discipleship must be for the sake of something else, not an end in
itself. The goal of discipleship is to know Christ (Phil 3:8). Or we might
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say it’s to more fully participate in the divine nature (2 Pet 2:4). Or to
put it in another way, we could say that it means to grow in love. Paul
put it this way:
I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with
power through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may
dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, may have power, together with all the
Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep
is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge— that you may be filled to the measure of all the fullness of
God (Ephesians 3:16-19).
In this passage, Paul prayed that the Ephesians would grasp the
vastness of the God of love and be rooted and established in love. The
goal is for new believers to be set on this course toward taking on God’s
character of self-sacrificial, other-oriented, choice-based love. This is
a journey from what Henri Nouwen called the house of fear into the
house of love. Here we discover the roots that lie behind the fear and
keep us bound up within ourselves and hinder us from risking love.
Such equipping begins as people learn the basics of who Jesus is
and how to cultivate the space in their lives to know him more each day.
—Supplemental Resource: Formed Curriculum

Missional Community Formation
Elizabeth O’Connor writes of the missional experience of The
Church of the Savior in Washington D.C. She states, “This deepening
of the spiritual life is not spontaneous. People do not just become great
Christians. They grow as they make certain purposeful responses to life
and to the grace of God. We call these ordered responses ‘disciplines.’”1
In the monastic tradition, these ordered responses were shaped by
what they call a “rule.” Hence, Saint Benedict created a rule of life for
all those who chose to enter into a Benedictine community. While I am
not advocating a certain monastic tradition for small groups, we should
learn from Benedict’s specificity. We need to develop a “rule,” or what
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I call rhythms. These rhythms, which were introduced in the previous
chapter, identify specific patterns for living as God’s people during this
time, therefore causing us to stand in contrast to the surrounding culture. O’Connor again helps us see the importance of this:
As members of a mission group we need to be disciplined and we
need to be willing to require a discipline of those who would be on
mission with us. No person or group or movement has vigor and
power unless it is disciplined. Are we willing to be disciplined ourselves and to require it of others when it means that we will be the
target of the hostilities and the pressures of many who do not see
the necessity? The chances are that we will give in unless we know
that this “giving in” means that our mission group will have no hard
sharp cutting edge and will in time peter out.2
Few would be so blunt today. This book was written in 1963. One
might discount the writings due to it’s age. However, it is based on timeless wisdom. She continues with:
This does not mean that we exclude a person from the Christian
community. It simply means that we define his [or her] participation in the mission. We do not ask him to articulate what he does
not know, or subject him to pressures for which he is not ready. The
army does not take a man, put a gun in his hand, and march him
to the front when he has never held a gun and does not know how
to load it.3
In their book, Organic Disciplemaking, Dennis McCallum and Jessica
Lowery write about how their church has been built upon the truths
that O’Connor wrote about 50 years ago:
Xenos is a local church that grew up spontaneously beginning in
1970, during the Jesus Movement. ... Leaders are not recognized
unless they are truly making disciples. With over 250 student and
adult home churches, each led by a team of three to six leaders, the
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church has over 500 recognized leaders and around 900 “servant
team” members. All servant team members must show they are
working with disciples before being accepted to the team. Throughout the church, most people are either being discipled or are discipling others.4
Another example is Antioch Church in Waco, Texas. Their small
groups are not just places for people to get connected and study the Bible. They have set an expectation that people will be shaped to live radical, sacrificial lives, which they see as the genuine “normal Christian
life.” The founding leader, Jimmy Seibert, writes, “Discipleship was the
foundation for everything we had started in 1987 and continues to be a
major part of everything we do today.”5
The first question we need to ask is not “What kind of small group
can be missional?” or “What can we do to be missional?” Instead we
must ask, “How are we going to create a culture of conversations of the
way of Jesus?”
One of the primary ways that this is addressed is through micro
groups where people can share their journey with each other in transparent ways. Neil Cole writes about Life Transformation Groups, which
he uses to form people within the organic churches that he oversees.6 A
group of three meets together weekly for the sake of personal conversations about their life and their walk in Christ. It can grow to four but no
bigger. And once it does grow to four, the members of the group look
to include two others and create two groups of three.
John Wesley understood the importance of spiritual formation and
conversations than anyone. He developed bands of three or four, which
were sub-groupings of his small groups. In the bands, they would deal
with questions about how they lived their lives, challenging one another
to move away from a life shaped by the larger culture and embrace
love.7
A similar approach is promoted in the work of Greg Ogden. People
are empowered to have conversations in groups of three or four, working through a book. Ogden developed the book Discipleship Essentials for
this purpose. They meet for six to nine months together. Afterwards,
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they encourage each person to connect with three others and repeat
the process.8
The Spirit of God is in the midst of our dialogue, and this is the
way that God shaped us for mission.

Spiritual Formation of Leaders
God refers to the people of God as “saints,” that is holy or set apart
for him, and this identity is to shape how we think about leadership.
Think of it this way: to be holy is a bit like those special dishes that were
passed down to your mom that you only used once a year at Christmas.
They were distinct from the everyday. They were treated with special
care. God’s church, God’s people, are his group of saints, God’s advertisement to the world.
Of course we don’t look like saints. And by the way, neither did the
people in churches during the first century, but Paul addressed them as
“God’s holy ones” nonetheless.
However, we live with the myth that the success of the church depends upon heroic leadership. Since we are far from looking like saints,
the clarion call to heroic Christianity, to zealous discipleship, and to
radical mission looks so appealing to serious Christians. Being that the
average church is so average, we feel compelled to make sure that someone does something about that.
Leading in the way of Jesus is about embracing our identity as
saints whether we look like it or not. The way we do this is to simply
walk the path with Jesus taking the next step along the way by the presence of the Spirit. It’s not about great leaps of faith, wild acts of love, or
renegade efforts against the status quo. It’s not about being a spectacle.
It’s about making space for the Spirit to help us walk the next step in
the presence of Jesus.
Heroic faith calls for success and triumph on the journey. It leaves
no room for failure because heroes can’t fail; they have to be the ones
who make things work. Yet if there is anything I’ve learned on this journey, it is that the failures along the way teach us more than the successes. Life involves suffering. It means hitting walls and falling down. We
so often talk about getting up every time we fall, but what about when
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we just don’t have it in us to get up again?
We like to talk about leadership successes, but we don’t talk so much
about the difficulties, the failures, or when doubt or fear overwhelm us.
We have bought into a triumphal view of God’s kingdom that assumes
God works through leaders more when they are on the mountain than
when we are in the “valley of the shadow of death.” However, it’s in
the valleys where God shapes us in ways that are not possible on the
mountain tops. In the valleys, God shapes our “who-ness” so that we
live into our sainthood and we are broken from our need to be heroic.
There are some leadership lessons that we can only learn through
the school of hard knocks. Honestly, I wish this weren’t the case. I had
much rather learn the right way to lead—whether it’s a small group, a
church, at work, or in my family—from a book or a sermon and simply
avoid the personal struggle. However, God does not invite us into a
rule-following contract. He does not expect us to follow the five steps
to being a great Christian leader as some kind of external standard of
heroic Christianity. That only puts the work of Christ back upon us,
which is not, after all, the work of Christ. He invites us to learn to love
him and others, and since there is no formula for love, we are invited
on a journey to have love woven into our being. This requires the work
of the Spirit.
Learning to love like this will break us. There is just no other way
because following Jesus involves serving others. As we serve, we begin
to see that the needs are too big and our weaknesses are too great. Heroism turns serving others into a way that “I” get the attention, which is
not love. Zealotry stirs up energy that I produce something for another.
Again, that’s about me not the other. And radical service tries to stand
out against the status quo. Yet again, that puts me at the center of attention. Such an attitude might cause us to feel like we are rising above
the norm of failure, but the facade can only carry us so far. Our most
heroic efforts will eventually cause us to beat against the rocks of the
needs in the world, where instead of the rocks breaking, we are broken.
We don’t like this. We try to avoid it. We work harder and we search
for alternative strategies. But eventually reality sets in. Brokenness
comes.
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We are not heroes. We are simply saints.
When we come to the end of ourselves, we have a choice between
three options. We can be broken apart, which means that our pain controls us and usually spills out on others at their harm. We can be broken
but bandaged, which means we cover up the pain while pressing on,
trying to rise above. Or we can be broken open. We can embrace our
brokenness and allow God to create a new future out of it. This third
option is the only way to embrace our identity as saints.
Leaders need basic practices that will help them flourish in their
leadership in a way that depends upon their identity as saints. This is
why I wrote Leading Small Groups in the Way of Jesus. The eight practices
I identify there provide a path that any leader can embrace and move
forward in Jesus’ way.

Supplemental Resources
Leading Small Groups in the Way of Jesus by M. Scott Boren
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Establish the Hidden
Support Systems

Grouping your church in the way of Jesus is not simply founded
upon doing obvious, overt things that promote effective groups. The
stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation are, at least in part,
manifestations of support systems that operate beneath the surface.
The tangible measurables come in the form of the life within groups.
However, that which is tangible is a product of all kinds of hidden processes that support the life of those groups.
If we think about it, this is true of any aspect of life. A great basketball player does not simply play well because he chooses to. Behind the
scenes, people and processes help that player perform at a high level.
Or consider the mundane daily reality of purchasing vegetables from
the grocery store. We see the end result of food on the shelf. However,
without the various hidden systems that extend back to the farmer’s
ability to purchase the seeds to plant in the fields to the truck drivers
who deliver the vegetables to the store, we could not pick up the produce and purchase it.
In Practice #3, we identified how groups are part of an open system
that are integrated with other parts of the church, and we introduced
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how those other parts influence the development of groups, especially
in the early stages.
This practice focuses on specific support systems that must be developed to stimulate ongoing life in groups. Much could be written
about each of these hidden systems, but here I only introduce each one
briefly and then point to some resources that will help you explore them
at a deeper level.

Pastoral Support
Few people have sought to understand the role of a group pastor
the way Karen Hurston has. Her father was a missionary in the 1960s
and 1970s in South Korea. As such he served as the mentor to David
Yonggi Cho who was the pastor of Yoido Full Gospel Church, which at
its high point, had over 25,000 small groups.
Karen claims that the small groups were effective, in large part,
at YFGC because the small group members and small group leaders
receive direct, hands-on personal support, prayer, and ministry from
staff pastors. This ministry comes in the form of proactive, daily prayer
visits in the homes and in the businesses of small group leaders and
small group members. The staff pastors are constantly recruiting and
mentoring new leaders by modeling ministry to those leaders who go
with them on these prayer visits. Their ministry is aggressive, intentional, and planned. Above all, it is rooted in prayer. Pastor Cho required
his staff pastors to spend three hours each day praying.
In contrast, the typical church staff pastor spends his or her time
in the church offices, administrating programs, teaching in classrooms,
and waiting for people to come to them for counseling. While the
YFGC pastors focus on ministering to people by making five to seven
visits per day, the typical American staff pastor is focused on organizing
tasks, sitting in meetings, and enlisting people to do other tasks.
Now, one might argue that this is just not the way pastors pastor in
America. However, the challenge Karen Hurston offers is worth consideration before we write it off. While it would be impossible to copy
wholesale what they do, there are some aspects that are instructive.
Let’s briefly explore them.
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Get out of the office. Groups happen in the real world. The more small
group pastors get out of the office and personally minister to leaders
and members, the more effective the small groups are.
Minister in the homes and businesses of the people. Make home visits to
pray for needs and encourage people in their walks with God. Visit
businesses to pray God’s blessings over the work done there. Eat breakfast and lunch with people to speak life into small group members and
minister to needs. Some might argue that this has been a practice of
the traditional pastoral leadership for years, but the difference lies in the
fact that the staff pastor does not wait until there is a crisis, an extended
absence from church attendance, or a request on the part of a church
member. Instead, the pastor takes the proactive approach and sets up
appointments to minister to different people during the week.
Mentor key leaders. Providing weekly support to these key leaders, usually numbering no more than 12, is a major part of the job description
of pastors who oversee groups.
Recruit new leaders. The staff small group pastor is in charge of the
future growth of the small groups under his or her care. Small group
leaders need support in the recruitment and training of future small
group leaders. Small group pastors should make it a regular practice to
sit down over lunch with potential leaders and say, “I see God’s hand
upon your life. He is raising you up into leadership. Have you ever
thought about going through the small group leader training?” When a
pastor says this, it carries much more weight than when a small group
leader says it.
In order to help pastors make the shift from an in-office, administrative approach to an in-the-field, relational approach, there are three
simple ministry tactics that can be adopted that will have huge impacts
upon leadership development. The first Carl George calls a “structured
debriefing interview.” Also called “one-on-ones,” they are monthly
meetings between a small group pastor and each of his coaches or small
group leaders. In these meetings, the pastor aims to discover how the
coach or leader is doing personally, receive feedback about their ministry, problem solve, and pray together.
Karen Hurston trains pastors in a second ministry tactic that she
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calls “leader (or coach) of the day.” Each day, the small group pastor
will identify a specific leader and pray more intently for that leader.
Then they will make a caring phone call, with no discussion of a task
unless the leader initiates an issue. Even then, the focus on the phone
conversation should lie not on the task or ministry issue but on ministry to the leader. The small group pastor should probe to find areas of
concern so that he can pray for the leader and then continue to lift up
that person through the day.
The third ministry tactic is practiced when pastors focus on their
small group responsibilities on one or two days each week. On these
days, they devote all their attention to the coaches, group leaders, and
the groups, while on the other days, they focus on traditional ministry
responsibilities.

Coaching
Jim Egli and Dwight Marable have completed extensive statistical research to determine the factors that result in group health and
growth. They asked small group leaders about the support they receive
from a coach (supervisor) or a pastor. The statistical evidence is overwhelming. They report, “When leaders are personally encouraged by
supervisors or pastors the group leaders have stronger prayer lives, the
groups engage in more outreach to others, and new leaders are more
actively identified and utilized.”1 The quality and quantity of coaching
that a group leader receives directly impacts the life of the group.
Statistical evidence that proves the importance of coaching is not
surprising. What was surprising is the fact that this one factor proved to
be the most important factor, more important than small group leader
training, more important than monthly support meetings, and more
important than promoting small groups publicly. Good coaching promotes healthy groups. Good coaching stimulates group growth. Good
coaching positively impacts the prayer life of small group leaders. Good
coaching develops new small group leaders which results in new groups.
Good coaching produces small group momentum.
However often pastors tell me, “My group leaders don’t want the
input of a coach or a pastor. They find the extra meetings a waste of
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time. They lead groups quite well on their own.”
Leaders don’t want oversight. They don’t want a big brother telling
them what to do. And they don’t want extra meetings to explain lots of
theory about what should be happening in their small group. But there
is something that impacts groups far more than conventional coaching.
Groups move into the way of Jesus by “eldering.”
Eldering might very well involve coaching and encouraging the
leader, but the role of coaching does not necessarily involve the ministry of an elder. The elder invests in the people that belong to the various
groups under his or her care. The common imagination of a coach—at
least in the most popular books on the topic—is that the ministry is to
and through the small group leaders. I am using the word elder to point
to the role of a leader who cares for the groups as a whole, not just the
leaders.
The term elder has been used in many different ways in the history
of the church. Some traditions have a board of elders. Some talk about
a teaching elder. These are official roles within established structures.
Still others speak of elders as those who should be respected for their
life-long commitment and walk of faithfulness in the church.
Basically, the New Testament term for elder (presbutas) denotes
someone who is older and more experienced. It was a common practice
in the wider culture for elders to serve the Jewish religion or a city. This
practice was carried over into the church. Paul established churches,
then appointed elders to lead the church when he left.
I’m not using the word elder here to try to get back to an early
church perspective. Instead, I use it to demonstrate the desperate need
within the church for experienced people to guide and lead others. Age
is one contributing factor, but experience in walking with the Lord is
even more important. Elders have been shaped to be people who can
guide others.
Eldership with this understanding will include coaching and mentoring of small group leaders, but it also means the care of and investment in the life of the groups. With this understanding of leadership,
I propose that the elders are those leaders in the church who invest in,
care for, and walk with groups under their care. The small group leader
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can certainly help with this goal, but elders are those with the life experience and spiritual maturity who can walk ahead and lead. When
applying this to missional small group development, elders might be
the leaders of a house church of 20-50 people with small group leaders
within the house church. They might oversee three to five small groups
and lead periodic gatherings or help those small groups network and
work together in mission.

A Group Oversight System
As more than fifteen groups are developed, a church needs to think
about how the groups will be organized and networked. While there is
a great deal of creativity as to how churches organize group oversight,
there are three basic structures that guide most of the creativity.
Five by Five (5x5)
In the structure, a coach oversees five group leaders and a staff pastor oversees up to five coaches. Therefore, a full-time staff pastor would
oversee up to twenty-five groups. In larger churches, another level is
added, sometimes called a district pastor. This person would oversee up
to five staff pastors or 125 groups.
Groups of 12
Most churches will not adopt this structure as a whole, but I include
it here to illustrate a prominent oversight system. The International
Charismatic Mission in Bogotá, Colombia developed this structure. It is
called “Groups of 12” because the goal of each coach—called a G-12
leader—is to develop 12 small group leaders. When this goal has been
reached, this coach then reports to an overseer—usually a staff pastor—who has developed a network of 12 coaches. Therefore, a coach
(G-12 leader) would oversee up to 12 groups or 144 people and a pastor
up to 144 groups or 1,728 people.
Groups of 12 and 3
This structure is an organic combination of both the 5x5 and the
Groups of 12 models. In this structure, the volunteer coach would de-
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velop three small group leaders, while reporting to a staff pastor who
oversees up to 12 coaches. This structure does not fixate upon numbers
the way the G-12 model dictates. If a person has the capacity to coach
more than three groups, then they are freed to do so.
Oversight System Questions to Consider:
To think through the kind of oversight system that might fit your
church consider the following questions:
• How many group leaders does the volunteer coach oversee? In the
G-12 model, the coach will mentor up to 12 small group leaders.
In the 5x5, he will mentor up to five. In the G-12.3, three is the
goal. The principle: raise up coaches who have experience leading groups and allow them to coach as many groups (up to 12) as
they have the time and skills to coach. The more groups the coach
oversees, the greater the commitment and time will be required.
Therefore, in busier metropolitan cultures, it is wise to limit the
number that a volunteer coach would oversee to no more than
five.
• How often do they meet in coaching huddles? Frequency of
coaching huddles varies from once per week to once per quarter. The pure G-12 model requires the coach to meet with his 12
leaders every week to model what they should do in their small
groups that week. In other models, the frequency is not fixed. The
most effective models meet at least once per month. The principle: Discover what your people need. Leaders that require lots of
hands-on mentoring will appreciate weekly meetings.
• Does the coach continue to lead a small group? This is a crucial
distinctive of the G-12 model. The G-12 leader, who plays the
coaching role, also continues to lead a group. In the 5x5 model,
coaches typically hand their groups over to new leaders. In other
models, both options are viable. The principle: Talk with each
leader and ask them what they want to do. Many effective small
group leaders have been promoted to the role of coach and are
now frustrated because they so enjoyed leading a group. Good
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leaders are often able to lead a group while coaching two or three
additional leaders.
• How many coaches does the small group pastor oversee? The
number of coaches directly under a small group pastor is a key
differential between the various models. The 5x5 model dictates
that the small group pastor oversees up to five coaches (up to 25
small groups). In the G-12, the small group pastor will oversee up
to twelve coaches (up to 144 small groups). In the G-12.3 model,
the pastor for small groups oversees no more than 12 coaches and
50 groups. Other creative models have various numbers between
five and twelve coaches under the small group pastors (See Joel
Comiskey’s book From 12 to 3).
• How do the groups multiply? Traditionally, the 5x5 model embraces the split approach where 14 people divide into two groups
of seven. The G-12 model practices small group planting, a process where one small group member is launched out to start a
new group, leaving the old group intact. The reality is that there
are many ways to multiply a group. Three people can launch out
to plant a new group. The old leader might start a new group,
handing off the old group to an apprentice. Two groups might
work together to start a third. All of these are used in the different
oversight strategies.
• Are groups homogeneous or heterogeneous? For churches that
follow the G-12 model, groups are organized homogeneously
(by gender or age). In most 5x5 churches, the groups are heterogeneous family groups. But there are also many churches using
the G-12 model to oversee heterogeneous family groups, and the
same is also true for the 5x5 model. Some churches have a mixture of both.
• Are groups organized geographically or by affinity? It has been assumed that the 5x5 model is the geographic model and the G-12
model is the affinity-based model. While this is often the case, it is
false to assume these connections as a basic principle. Many 5x5
churches have groups based around affinity, such as youth small
groups, groups that meet at lunch breaks, or men’s and women’s
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groups. In the same way, many G-12 churches organize their
small groups around geography. Once again, in some churches,
the small groups are organized around either type, depending on
the passion of the small group leader.
Organic Development of an Oversight Model
Most pastors would love to have a prescribed model that works in
all situations. To have a clearly articulated destination, a final product
directly from the hand of God would be most comforting. However, no
such model is given in the New Testament. Instead, the Bible only lays
out principles that elders (coaches) and pastors are to follow. The Bible
seems to emphasize the journey more than the final destination.
The popular small group oversight models were not predetermined
structures that pastors received from God in a vacuum. They arose
through the journey of trial and error, through following God’s leading
in the messiness of ministry. In such organic development found on this
journey, God shapes his people into the Bride he desires. You can and
should learn lessons from these models; you don’t have to recreate the
wheel. But you cannot short-circuit the journey and arrive at a perfect
oversight model without going through the process of following God to
see what kind of model he wants to create in your church.
Use these questions as guideposts on your journey. See what kind
of oversight structure is developing in your church, one that works in
your culture at this time. It will share characteristics of other models,
but as it organically develops, it will possess unique traits that uniquely
fit your context.

Counseling Support
When people feel safe in groups, they begin to open up about their
pain. With that personal issues often come to light which are beyond
the ability of the group to address. I’ve seen groups slowly die because
marital problems were confessed and the group tried to rally around
the hurting couple because their compassion drove them to try and fix
the situation. Sharing a history of abuse, chronic sin, or mental illness
can take over the group and stall it out. The reality is that there are
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many issues that are beyond the ability of the leader or the group to
address. The group can be a support to these hurting individuals, but
providing other resources is needed.

New Leader Training
Two parts comprise the equipping of small group leaders. First, potential leaders require basic training in the technical aspects of leading
a group. These topics include what a small group is, how to facilitate
a meeting, how to care for people, how to reach out to nonbelievers,
and how to raise up and mentor future leaders. Small group leaders do
not have the time or qualifications to train their interns or apprentices
in these techniques; therefore an experienced pastor should facilitate
this training through a course or in a retreat setting. When a person
completes small group leader training, it is the equivalent of graduating
from the eighth grade. Eighth grade graduates are usually not ready to
work. They are ready to go to high school.
High school in this case is mentoring from a small group leader,
the second piece of small group leader equipping. As future leaders are
mentored, they are released to do more and more ministry in the group.
This process allows the future small group leaders to practice what they
learned in training with someone who can back them up if they do it
wrong. It also continues the learning process, as the small group leader
serves as a spiritual mentor and guide to help the future leader enter
into and discover what God is doing in their life. Small groups depend
upon relationships. Equipping small group leaders is no different. Leadership Small Groups in the Way of Jesus sets an introductory process to set
new leaders on the right track.
Children
One time, I led a group with 12 kids. At times it was frustrating, but
the adults knew a few secrets about children and ministry. The group
had shifted its paradigm so that the adults could love and include the
children instead of viewing them as nuisances. Before small groups can
develop strategies to incorporate children, they must begin to shift their
views regarding ministry and children. If these views do not change,
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the new strategies will prove frustrating. Let’s explore a few of them:
Children are part of small group life, not an impediment to it.
The small group leaders who confess that the children have been
an interference to small group meetings are being honest. Children are
children and they don’t always understand that adults want their meetings to be orderly. A baby cries when someone begins to share a deep
need. A toddler spills juice on the carpet, disrupting the post-meeting
conversation. Someone has to make plans every week for the time when
the kids break off to minister to one another.
Children interfere only if the group expects to have a dignified and
uneventful small group meeting experience every week. But such expectations are divorced from the realities of life. The small group meeting is not like a Sunday worship service, nor is it like a board meeting.
It deals with real life, and children are a part of that real life. Children
should not be entertained so that the adults can have a sterile experience without any interference.
True learning focuses on values, not just knowledge.
Much of children’s ministry focuses on teaching cognitive facts
about the Bible. Children need more than information; they need a
place to copy or imitate others who are living for God. If children are
left to learn about Jesus from age-graded curriculum, they will be deprived of the privilege of learning from adult models. When they have
adult models, “children have the benefit and privilege of an extended
‘family,’ of seeing others who have strengths that their parents do not
have. They can copy whatever they see going on, because their parents
are doing it and because they see others too!”2 Children learn from
models by watching others, questioning the things that trouble them,
receiving instruction, and laughing with others.
Children are ministers of the present, not just ministers of the future.
Most adults assume that God is preparing the children for use
when they become adults. While this is partially true, it does not relegate children to a secondary role of ministry in the church. The Holy
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Spirit wants to move through every member of the church today. The
prophet Joel said, “Your sons and daughters will prophesy.” This does
not mean that they have to wait until they are 21 to do so. The best
people to reach out to elementary-aged students are elementary-aged
Christians. They see each other every day at recess, at lunch, and in the
classroom. The church doesn’t equip the children to minister because it
has limited its children’s ministry to ministering to the children, rather
than showing them how to minister.
On a practical level, there are specific steps to take to support groups
that have children participating. Group members need to understand
the three basic principles stated above. In addition, group leaders need
a basic structure for how children will be involved. For instance, in
many cases, the kids join in the ice breaker and the worship time but
then they break off into their own Bible discussion and ministry time.
The way this is organized will be a part of the system provided to the
group leaders. See the resource provided at the end of this chapter.

Administration
The following introduces a few organizational issues that must be
addressed:
A way to track small group members
When a church has fewer than 10 groups, tracking members can
be accomplished by memory or on paper, but as the groups continue to
grow and multiply, keeping up with which groups contain which people
will prove increasingly difficult. Such a tracking system should record
small group membership, attendance, and the level of equipping each
person receives. It is even possible to merge this information with donation records so that all information is integrated. Web-based and local
computerized tools have been specifically designed to help small groupbased churches develop such a database.
An annual calendar of events
Such calendars should be created and published well in advance
so that people will be able to plan their activities. This calendar usually
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includes dates for small group leader training, group member retreats,
monthly small group leader meetings, and any other activities planned
by the church.
Church budget
The budget should address the projected personnel requirements,
needed training materials, and a special money pool for supporting
small group leaders. This discretionary pool should fund special gifts
for small group leaders, an annual appreciation banquet, and all the
materials to train new small group leaders. Small group leaders are
front-line ministers and the church should support them by blessing
them in this way.

Prayer
More than anything, prayer is central to the way of Jesus. Prayer is
our means for communing with the Father, Son, and Spirit. Prayer is
the language of the church. It is the ultimate activity that determines
whether our churches will enter into God’s relational kingdom. Unless
we speak the language of the kingdom, how will kingdom life enter into
his people?
The church can only be the church as it prays. It is more than a
ministerial program of the church. The prayer life of the church in
God’s kingdom cannot be promoted by a prayer department or by
hiring a prayer pastor, although these activities are not bad in and of
themselves. If we see prayer as a ministry alongside all the other ministries of the church, how will those other ministries operate? If prayer
is the job of the prayer pastor and her team, then how will the small
group leader lead? How will the coach invest life into her small group
leaders? How will the small group overseer establish a life-giving smallgroup system? If we don’t pray, then trying to do all the other stuff that
produces relational kingdom living will fall short of the goal.
Removing Anchors
Pastoral oversight, coaching, counseling support, new leader training, children, administration, and prayer are a few of the key systems
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that help support the life in groups. In every local congregation, there
will be unique systems that either hinder or promote healthy group
life. Things like exorbitant debt, dated buildings, ill-equipped staff, and
other issues could impact the hidden systems. Some of these will serve
as systemic anchors that keep groups from moving forward.
Systemic anchors can be illustrated with a rubber band being
stretched between two fingers. The right finger represents the way of
Jesus; the left represents the old systems of doing church. As groups are
developed, the right finger has been stretching the rubber band away
from the left, but as long as the left finger remains anchored, the two
fingers will remain in tension. This is because the old ways of doing
church are rooted in an established system, while the new way has not
existed long enough to put down roots.
Kurt Lewin developed a planning and implementation tool called
force-field analysis that helps a church evaluate the systems that hinder
group development and those that promote it. The goal of force-field
analysis is to remove or minimize the hindering forces (the old systemic
anchors) to change and maximize the propelling forces. Here is the process for performing a force-field analysis. After picking an issue that you
want to improve, take a blank piece of paper and place it horizontally.
• Draw a line down the middle of the page to signify the current
location of the church.
• Draw a line down the right edge of the page to represent where
you want to be.
• Draw arrows to the right of the center line pointing away from
it to represent each force helping to move you toward your goal.
• Place arrows to the left of the center line pointing away from it
to signify each force hindering your movement toward your goal.
• Identify the various systems pointed out in this chapter to determine what hinders group development and what promotes it.
• Make the length of the lines proportional to the strength of the
helping and hindering forces.
• Develop a clear and simple strategy for removing or minimizing
the hindering forces.
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The method for dealing with these anchors will vary from problem
to problem. Some of the challenges will call for technical solutions.
Others are adaptive in nature. (See Chapter 4 on the difference.) This
tool helps you to identify the challenges and how they act as anchors.
Then you will be much more likely to deal with them.

Re-Anchor
As these anchors are cut away, there is no time to waste; the new
culture must be re-anchored immediately. New behavioral norms and
shared values must be reinforced and rewarded. Here are a few practical strategies to re-anchor the culture.
Expand. Expand groups, expand ministers, expand churches. God
will reveal many ways he wants to lead the church into expansion.
Concentrate. Contrary to the practices of many churches, this is
time to re-emphasize and concentrate on groups more than ever. The
pastors and groups team cannot succumb to the temptation to focus on
something else because the groups seem to be working so well.
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Communicate. Church leaders must communicate the group vision regularly. This communication should come in written and public
forms, but the most important form of communication is interpersonal.
Group pastors and coaches must re-emphasize the group vision and the
important role their group leaders play.
Celebrate. The pastoral team must provide specific ways to celebrate and reward those who have made the shift into group life. Ideas
include a group banquet, rewarding group leaders for their service, and
public praise that reveals how the groups have advanced.
Refine. At this point, the church leaders should refine materials and
methods that they have copied from other churches. Writing training
materials is especially important.

Keep Communicating the Way
Communicate, communicate, communicate. The path is clear: we
must lead people through one story to the next by drawing in individualists—those looking to get their consumer-driven spiritual needs met
through a church program—and help them understand how to take
steps from Personal Improvement into Missional Re-creation. Of course, this
does not occur in a nice linear fashion that we can control. People will
jump into the stories at various points. Just don’t make the futile assumption that everyone in your church is ready for the Missional Community.
Additionally, do not assume that people will experience the four
stories in the same way. Some will enter this journey through more traditional means, through a weekend worship service, while others might
come to Christ in organic relational ways, through the relationships
in a missional small group. Because almost every American, whether
Christian or non-Christian, comes into a church experience with preconceived notions about what the church is about, no one in the modern West comes to Christ or the church with a blank slate about what
it means to be a part of a church. Most have expectations about what
God can do for them and what the church should do to improve their
lives. Therefore, while the journey through these stories might look very
different in a mega-church of 3000, a mid-sized program based church
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of 300, a traditional family church of 70, or a house church of 30,
people will need to be directed toward a journey that moves them from
the first two stories or they will remain mired in their normal church
expectations that generations of cultural Christianity has taught them.
The most effective way to demonstrate this journey is to break it
down to its most simple components, but this is risky. Making it overly
simplistic is not truly accurate because life is not linear as the following diagram implies. I introduced the following image in chapter four
to illustrate how organizations experience the journey of success and
failure and how those failures can serve as wake-up calls that prepare
people as a whole to birth something new. The same can happen to
individuals as they move through the four stories.
Success Plateau

Wake-up
Calls
Progress

Creativity

Re-emergence

Death

Personal		
Improvement

Lifestyle 		
Adjustment		

Relational		
Revision		

Missional
Re-Creation

When a person enters group life for the first time, it is often for selfish reasons. Personal Improvement groups provide such experiences. Here,
they’ll make a few friends, learn more about the Bible, and sense God’s
love. This same group of individuals seeking Personal Improvement will no
doubt experience troubled waters after just a couple of months together. After all, a group cannot continue and be called successful by the
members of that group if everyone in the group is self-focused. Lifestyle
Adjustment is the next natural step for people who have bonded.
Look carefully at the middle of the diagram. If an individual or a
group wants more than a Lifestyle Adjustment experience, a death to one’s
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self is required. The kind of community that God is shaping cannot
be piled on top of what we bring to a group. It must start anew with a
foundation of selflessness.
To move from the second to the third story we must admit that the
familiar life that we know today is no longer valuable compared to the
life we could be leading. Typically, this comes in the form of dying to
our individualism where our faith in God is private. When we move
forward from Lifestyle Adjustment to Relational Re-vision, we die to our “mefaith” and replace it with a “we-faith.”
The key is for leaders of the church to continue to invite people
along the journey. For many, it will take years of watching others experiment with expressions of Missional Community, and then suddenly
the “light” will switch on, and they will become the core leaders who
establish new forms of church life. The way of God usually happens
much slower than we would like. We just must refrain from giving up
too quickly and continue to show people the way forward.

Supplemental Resources
The Relational Way: From Small Group Structures to Holistic Life Connections
by M. Scott Boren
The Relational Pastor by Andrew Root
How to be a Great Cell Group Coach by Joel Comiskey
Children in Cell Ministry by Joel Comiskey
Youth in Cell Ministry by Joel Comiskey
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Promote
Neighboring

The Old Testament stories speak of how the Israelites were trying
to copy the cultural patterns of the reputable nations of their period.
The most obvious example of this is found in 1 Samuel when the Israelites asked for a king so that they could be like other nations. They
wanted the privilege, the possessions, and the power that they observed
in Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon. King Solomon embodied the pursuit
of these three things as he led the nation to its apex of glory according
the standards of the world.
The idols of privilege, possessions, and power continue to shape life
in our neighborhoods. When we idolize privilege, we cut off the weak,
the widow, the orphans, and the sick. When we idolize possessions, we
work too much and live in fear of losing it all. When we idolize power,
we run over others, fight for ourselves, and treat one another with violence and manipulation. It’s the story of how one is against the other,
one group over another, trying to secure a position above others.
The way of Jesus renounces the pursuit of privilege, possessions,
and power. He offers an alternative which is illustrated by the story of
Jesus washing the feet of the disciples (John 12). Instead of coming with
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domination over others, he took on the role of a servant who washed
the feet of the disciples. Our God is a foot-washing God, which is the
way that God changes the world.
If we don’t identify this distinction, it is too easy to lay a Gospel-sounding message on top of the ways of our dominant culture. We
inform people about the basic tenants of the faith, and we tell people
how to live morally-upright lives, but there is more. We must also confront the ways of life that determine the rules of life in our secular,
normal, day-to-day activities.
We do this by offering a foot-washing alternative. Instead of fighting for privilege where we try to climb to the top, we offer hospitality
where we use our time to invest in others. Instead of power where we
try to wield our influence, we offer forgiveness where we release others
from any debt owed because of wrongs done. Instead of the pursuit of
possessions, we offer generosity where what we have is used to bless others. Hospitality, forgiveness, and generosity—these don’t seem to have
much significance, but when we live them, they demonstrate who God
is in the neighborhood.

Neighboring
God is the great neighbor. Being Father, Son, and Spirit, God is
what some theologians call “roomy.” God is expansive in that God has
enough room in his triune way of living for every neighbor. God does
not need to dominate because God is welcoming. God is not threatened
by difference, because God finds difference intriguing. God is not limited by others, because God has unlimited love for others.
While we live as strangers to our neighbors, without social connections as discussed chapter seven, we are instructed to “offer hospitality
to one another without grumbling” (1 Peter 4:9). The Greek word for
hospitality is philoxenia, which means love of strangers. The word xenia
has a dual meaning, as it was used to identify both the stranger and the
host, signifying that a host is just as much a stranger to the stranger as
the stranger is to the host.
The love of the stranger is not a love which seeks to convert or
change. Instead, it is one which receives people where they are. Our
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neighbors are not objects to be won. They are people loved by God.
The art of hospitality allows others to enter our hearts without expectation. Henri Nouwen states, “Honest receptivity means inviting the
stranger into our world on his or her terms, not on ours.” When we say,
‘You can be my guest if you believe what I believe, think the way I think
and behave as I do,’ we offer love under a condition or for a price. This
leads easily to exploitation, making hospitality into a business.”1
“By definition, hospitality involves some space into which people
are welcomed, a place where unless the invitation is given, the stranger
would not feel free to enter.”2 To embrace a stranger, the one who must
take the first step is the host. The host is the one who must change, who
must go out and draw in the stranger. Therefore, the only way hospitality works is if the group members change, opening their hearts to
receive strangers as they are.
Receptivity is only one side of the coin of hospitality. Receiving the
stranger does not mean one should abdicate what he believes, becoming neutral because of the fear of offending. In true hospitality, the host
enters into dialogue with the stranger. Again, Nouwen steers us correctly: “When we want to be really hospitable we not only have to receive
the strangers but also to confront them by an unambiguous presence,
not hiding ourselves behind neutrality but showing our ideas, opinions
and life style clearly and distinctly.”3

Three Domains of Neighboring
We must think through what it means to be a neighbor in terms of
the real world, or we will remain within the domain of nice platitudes
that never get worked out in the our lives. We may see the need for and
commit ourselves to being God’s neighbors, but because the patterns of
life that have shaped our day-in/day-out habits (as discussed in chapter
three) work against a neighborly way of life, this practice too often falls
into the mire of ideals and dreams.
To move neighboring into reality, we need to think in terms of three
domains of being a neighbor. David Fitch describes these three domains in terms of three circles.4 The first is a “close” circle. Notice this
is not a “closed” circle where outsiders are excluded. It is close in that
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participants in this circle are fully committed to Christ, to one another,
and to his reign in their midst. They have a “close” experience of the
neighborliness of God. The most overt symbol
of God being our neighbor is the communion
meal around the Lord’s Table. In the bread
and wine, we encounter God with us, and we
engage the Father-Son-Spirit as neighbors. We
might depict this domain in this way:
When we put this practice into motion, the
coming together in worship around the Lord’s
Table moves us beyond an individualistic ritual. It is a movement together before the Lord’s presence where we enter into the imagination
of God as our neighbor so that we might discover what it means to be
neighborly. The life of God flows into us so that we might participate in
God’s life in the world. In other words, we meet with God at the table
of the Trinity which extends out into the other tables in our lives.
Fitch identifies the second circle as “dotted,” as it represents the
domain where those committed to Christ are hosts to their neighbors.
Here the group invites others to see the presence of God in their midst,
offering people the opportunity to taste and see
that the Lord is good. This often occurs in informal ways as the group demonstrates love in
such a way that outsiders can see it in tangible
ways. The image to the left illustrates the porous
nature of hospitality, where God’s people open
their lives up to their neighbors.
In most cases, neighboring in the domain of
the dotted circle occurs over meals. Hosting meals—something which
taps into a life practice that all people must do, i.e., eating—creates a
place for conversations, which leads to the opportunity to see where
God might be at work. And of course, this often happens in small group
meetings where people gather to talk about the Scriptures and pray.
Fitch describes the last domain with a half-circle, which includes the
neutral ground of third places which have been previously mentioned.
But it goes beyond simply being in their places because the half-circle
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involves God’s people going out as guests and entering into the territory
of their neighbors. This is illustrated by the sending out of the 72 by Jesus in Luke 10. In that story, Jesus’ followers were sent out as guests who
the embodied the gospel on the turf of their neighbors. The half-circle could be imagined in this way:
Of course, we enter into such half-circles daily—work, neighborhood events, coffee shops, bars,
grocery stores, children’s activities, schools, community centers—however, we do not typically think
of them in terms of places where the presence of
God might be already at work.
The goal of the experiments introduced in chapter thirteen is to
move people into the life of being neighbors with God, with one another, and with the world in these three domains. When we do this, we discover new and creative ways to be God’s people in different contexts. As
stated in previously, when groups move from the story Relational Revision
into Missional Re-Creation, the actual form that groups take will evolve in
unpredictable ways. This creative development of groups, in large part,
is a result of the practice of neighboring.

Questions that Foster Neighboring
We offer the room of the Trinity in these three domains through
open conversations, which are released with questions. We don’t go
with answers to our neighbors, telling them how life and God works. Instead, we are neighbors as we ask great life questions, and thus we make
space for God to open our imaginations. There are four basic questions
that seem to shape the major life questions throughout history, and they
continue to permeate our lives today. Cultures around the world answer
these questions in different ways at different times as there are no universal answers to these questions. The following is a simple introduction
to how these four questions can create space for hospitality.
“Where do I belong?”
Our world categorizes people into social classes according to their
financial worth and their possessions. The kind of car we drive, the size
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of house, and the plethora of other toys we work hard to purchase put
us in a category. As a result, we end up belonging to our things more
than we belong to other people. People are looking for places to talk
about where they are connected to others not based on what they have
produced, but because they are loved.
“Who am I?”
In the culture of individualism, some assume that the way to answer this question is to become somebody significant, to attain a level
of individual significance in the eyes of other people. Self-promotion
and self-development become central to one’s life. This question drives
people to take care of “me” and “mine,” to look out for “number one,”
because no one else will. As a result, we are trained to be competitive.
People get into college because they have test scores that are better than
others. Athletes are venerated because they defeat other athletes. Pretty
girls feel pretty until a prettier one moves to town. We live in a world
where there are winners and losers built upon comparison. Winners
attain significance. But where can we be ourselves without having to
prove ourselves? Where can we talk when we don’t have to perform?
“What do I have to offer?”
People need places where we can talk about what they are called to
offer the world. Each person has a vocation, a calling as they do their
jobs as accountants, grocery store clerks, or elementary school teachers.
To hear this calling, we need to listen to each other into a place of freedom to offer our unique gifts.
“What is next for me?”
Many people have been told that the future is nothing more than
an extension of today. Tomorrow’s picture is more of what they have
today. Circumstances, mistakes, and cultural limitations keep people
fenced in without any hope. Although America is the land of opportunity, opportunities primarily come to those who already have them.
People need more than personal salvation and a promise of a mansion
in heaven. They need a place to talk about their realities. They need
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others who can make space for their struggles and offer the possibility
that the future need not be simply an extension of the past.

Initiating Neighboring
Jesus set the pattern for what it means to be a neighbor, demonstrating the kind of God who is hospitable to all, even those who reject him
(Rom 5:8). One of the metaphors that speaks to this is that of Jesus as
the good shepherd (John 10). If you have any experience with sheep,
you know that the job of shepherding is about creating hospitable environments for sheep. When you read Psalm 23 with this in mind, it
becomes clear that David was simply describing his experience of God
as one who creates safe and fulfilling places where he could explore his
fears and express his joys, in relationship with God and others.
The Bible is full of shepherding and sheep references because
sheep were as common to the life of those living in the Ancient Near
East as cars and smart phones are today. Even if one did not personally
own sheep, they would have known someone who did and would have
encountered them on a regular basis. Because that is not the case for
us today, we often miss the power of this metaphor and what it tells us
about God, leadership, and the church.
My experience on a farm with sheep taught me some things about
shepherding and hospitality, giving me a little insight into what David
meant when he said, “The Lord is my shepherd,” and to what Jesus
meant when he told Peter, “Feed my sheep” (John 21:15-17). Let’s look
at two things. First, knowing a few of the characteristics of sheep is
helpful. For instance, they are by far the most frustrating of all domesticated animals. They stink; just imagine five inches of wool after a long
winter. They are noisy; they bleat when they are hunger and when they
are full, which means all the time. They are easily frightened and vulnerable to the elements of the weather. They are also defenseless prey
to predators because they are not physically able to defend themselves.
Because of these characteristics, they cannot be left to themselves, making them dependent upon the constant care of a shepherd who can
protect and feed them appropriately.
Secondly, it’s also helpful to think about the role of shepherd in
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light of the characteristics of sheep. Shepherds care for the sheep by
being with them (See chapter six). It’s almost as if they live with the
sheep because it’s the only way that they will ever earn the trust of
skittish sheep. In other words, sheep cannot be cared for at a distance
because they are scattered if someone tries to drive them. To guide
sheep to a “green pasture” requires that the sheep follow the shepherd
that they trust. In his book on church leadership entitled They Smell Like
Sheep, Lynn Anderson tells a story that illustrates this point:
Several years ago in Palestine, Carolyn and I rode a tour bus through
Israel’s countryside nearly mesmerized as the tour guide explained
the scenery, the history, and the lifestyle. In his description, he included a heart-warming portrayal of the ancient shepherd/sheep
relationship. He expounded on how the shepherd builds a relationship with his sheep—how he feeds them and gently cares for them.
He pointed out that the shepherd doesn’t drive the sheep but leads
them, and that the shepherd does not need to be harsh with them,
because they hear his voice and follow. And so on ...
He then explained how on a previous tour things had backfired for him as he was giving this same speech about sheep and
shepherds. In the midst of spinning his pastoral tale, he suddenly
realized he had lost his audience. They were all staring out of the
bus window at a guy chasing a ‘herd’ of sheep. He was throwing
rocks at them, whacking them with sticks, and siccing the sheep dog
on them. The sheep-driving man in the field had torpedoed the
guide’s enchanting narrative.
The guide told us that he had been so agitated that he jumped
off the bus, ran into the field, and accosted the man, “Do you understand what you have just done to me?” he asked. “I was spinning a
charming story about the gentle ways of shepherds, and here you are
mistreating, hazing, and assaulting these sheep! What is going on?”
For a moment, a bewildered look froze on the face of the poor
sheep-chaser, then the light dawned and he blurted out, “Man.
You’ve got me all wrong. I’m not a shepherd. I’m a butcher!”5
Good shepherds do not treat their sheep as objects to be used to ac-
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complish a greater vision. They are not barking orders, driving them to
the point of stress, and organizing them according to church efficiency
reports. The only way that sheep can flourish is if the sheep are provided a place of safety. Therefore shepherds lead through moving the
sheep from one place of hospitality to another, serving them just as the
Chief Shepherd modeled with the disciples. As Peter stated,
Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, serving as
overseers—not because you must, but because you are willing, as
God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager to serve; not
lording over those entrusted you, but being examples to the flock.
And when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will receive a crown of
glory that will never fade away (1 Peter 5:2-4).
How we model hospitality comes into focus when the image of the
shepherd is set in contrast to the pastor as a professional. A professional
is expert who is trained to perform a certain set of tasks from an emotional distance, according to a proven program of operation. Doctors
are an example of this. They receive training at a professional school
to perform tasks which others with equal training and skill should be
able to perform. The expertise is the point, not the character that the
professional offers that allows him or her to be with others.
The professional pastor is trained to perform a standard set of tasks
that anyone trained as a pastor could perform (depending on the denomination). He or she is the trained expert who is expected to inform
the people in what to do. Pastors then become the central drivers that
makes the church system work, often being pulled in so many different
directions that they have no space in their lives to be with others. Their
job is simply to be the technical expert that causes the church to succeed.
In other words, the way we lead is typically not shaped by hospitality. As a result, the pastoral leader who is overseeing the development of
groups often operates as the expert trainer who provides the correct information but does not have time to be with the sheep. He or she is the
task-driven “spiritual” workaholic who sacrifices family and friendship
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for the sake of ministry program success. Of course, what this really
communicates to all the group leaders under his or her care is that real
spiritual leadership is about doing likewise. After all, people replicate
what they experience, even if we tell them to do otherwise.
We teach on hospitality. We provide tactics for being hospitable to
people in our communities. But nothing changes. People minister to
others in the same way that they have received ministry. The people you
lead will be as hospitable to others as you have been hospitable to them.
In contrast, the shepherd leads with this principle in mind: Whatever I do with the leaders I’m mentoring or training is done in such
a way that it can be replicated in a home with a few friends. For instance, the life questions above can be used in any relational setting, i.e.,
small group meeting, triad, conversation over coffee, or a meal with a
non-Christian neighbor. If these questions are introduced in a theoretical way—i.e., in a seminar presentation format—then the leaders who
participate in this training will know how to reproduce that information
regarding those questions. The exposure to the facts about hospitality
has equipped them to repeat the facts, but they have not been shepherded into a way of engaging people with those questions. They have
not participated in a way that can be replicated by others.
The pastor as a shepherd calls for the pastor to offer environments
of discovery so that those participating can turn around and repeat
what they have experienced with others. The rule is this: Any training I
provide must include some experiential element that can be immediately repeated by those I’m training. In fact, it could be repeated endlessly,
even in our relationships in the third domain of the half-circle.

Ways to Promote Neighboring
For groups to be hospitable to others is quite simple. Groups only
need to get to know their neighbors and then pray for them as a group
on a weekly basis. In my Cultivating Community in the Way of Jesus, I introduce the use of a tic-tac-toe diagram to help groups identify and pray
for their neighbors and those in their networks. A few group members
might even host a party to invite a few people.
On a simplified and less organized level, group members can use
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the power of a shared meal or meeting for coffee to embrace the stranger. The entire small group need not be involved, possibly only a couple
or a member from the group.
As groups do this, they simply listen to what God is already doing
in their neighbors, friends, co-workers, and family members. We must
listen to the needs that are being expressed, which could be as simple
as a wife needing help with her chronically-ill husband to the need to
address racial tension in a specific part of town.
Another thing that can help create space for neighboring is for one
or two groups to partner with each other to take on some kind of project that will cause them to be present in a neighborhood. For instance,
two or three groups could work together on a Habitat for Humanity
project. When groups work together in this capacity they have the ability to break out of old habits and minister to needs in a way that they
might not be able to do as an isolated group.
There are many good ministries that are already practicing hospitality in neighborhoods. These include things like homeless shelters,
ministries to orphans, and battered women’s homes.

Finding God in the Conversations
God created us for conversations, with him and with others. Because God is personal, he speaks with us, and therefore we are invited
to respond personally with him. This is most obviously exemplified in
the way that Jesus manifested the life of God when he walked the earth.
God is a conversational God.
Not only do we find God in our conversations with him—through
prayer, spiritual disciplines, worship, etc. but we also find God in the
midst of conversations with others. This is how we typically discover
anything new. We learn by interacting with a person, a group, a book,
or listening to someone speak. Instead of assuming that we already
have all the abstract facts lined up—as if we can plummet the vast
truths of God completely—we are walking with Jesus by the Spirit to
discover new aspects of God’s love.
The conversations that we have as we are hospitable to others who
are different create space in our lives for God to reveal the way of Jesus
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in new and unexpected ways. And in so doing, we make space in our
hearts for the love of God, which cannot be confined. As Paul wrote:
For this reason I kneel before the Father, from whom every family
in heaven and on earth derives its name. I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through his Spirit in
your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through
faith. And I pray that you, being rooted and established in love,
may have power, together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp
how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, and to
know this love that surpasses knowledge—that you may be filled to
the measure of all the fullness of God. Now to him who is able to
do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to his
power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church and
in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and ever! Amen.
Ephesians 3:14-21

Supplemental Resources
Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradition
by Christine D. Pohl
Faithful Presence: Seven Disciplines that Shape the Church for Mission
by David E. Fitch
The Other Kingdom by Peter Block, Walter Brueggemann, and John
McKnight
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Conclusion

Thirty miles north of Dallas, you will find a few hundred acres once
owned by my grandparents who operated a dairy farm. That property
is now covered with houses. My grandfather sold the property in the
1960s. When I was a kid, my father rented the land for raising beef
cattle. We also raised sheep, chickens, and even rabbits at one point of
my childhood. We cultivated wheat, oats, and hay as well. Through my
veins runs the dirt, sweat, and tears of generations of farmers.
I learned many lessons about life on the farm, one of which applies
to groups. Farming is not spectacular. In fact, to some it is quite boring
because it is so repetitive. Every year, a farmer repeats the same patterns: cultivating the ground, planting the seed, fertilizing the plants,
and then finally harvesting the crop. With animals it is the same.
Developing groups in the way of Jesus is similar. It’s not about a
quick fix. When we expect immediate results and spectacular activity,
we succumb to the temptation to jump from idea to idea. The fads that
come with regular waves of the new and the next entrap us. When the
excitement wanes, we move on to the next ministry idea that sparkles.
Many churches have fallen short of the way of Jesus because they
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wanted results quickly. When I read the promises made by God to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, one question returns to me almost every time.
Why did it take so long? God created his people by calling one family.
When Abraham died, there were not many people worshiping Yahweh
with him. In addition, the one person who did leave Ur and travel with
him—his nephew Lot—parted ways and found himself surrounded by
sin. Even when we jump forward to the end of the Pentateuch, it seems
like so little was accomplished.
Of course, all of this is pointing forward to the coming of the
Messiah, however, the coming of the Messiah took far longer than any
modern leader would ever put in their strategic plan. God is always in
a hurry to love but never in a hurry
to produce the spectacular. He is always loving and drawing people into
Communion
his love so that we might be a people
who live out Communion, Relating,
and Engagement from the core of our
Relating
Engagement
being.
He wants to create a people who
actually get God’s way that was manifest in the life, death, and resurrection
of Jesus, and that takes time. From our perspective, time is limited. We
think that faith is displayed as we make things happen quickly, but from
God’s perspective faith is about trusting that the Spirit is at work, even
when we don’t see immediate results.

The Flywheel Effect
In the business leadership book, Good to Great, Jim Collins writes
about companies that stand out and what they do that is different than
those that are average. He and his team of researchers discovered that
great companies practice patterns that result in the “flywheel effect.”
Imagine a huge flywheel, one three stories high and weighing over 5000
pounds. The goal is to push the flywheel so that it rotates by simply
leveraging your strength against it. By pushing once, it moves slightly.
You realize that it will require multiple, consistent pushes to get it mov-
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ing. After some pushing, it turns once. Then you keep pushing, and it
turns again and again and again. Collins writes:
Then, at some point—breakthrough! The momentum of the thing
kicks in your favor, hurling the flywheel forward, turn after turn …
whoosh! … its own heavy weight working for you. You’re pushing
no harder than during the first rotation, but the flywheel goes faster
and faster. Each turn of the flywheel builds upon the work done
earlier, compounding your investment of effort. A thousand times
faster, then ten thousand, then a hundred thousand. The huge
heavy disk flies forward, with almost unstoppable momentum.
Now suppose someone came along and asked, “What was the
one big push that caused this thing to go so fast?”
You wouldn’t be able to answer; it’s just a nonsensical question.
Was it the first push? The second? The fifth? The hundredth? No!
It was all of them added together in an overall accumulation of
effort applied in a consistent direction. Some pushes may have been
bigger than others, but any single heave—no matter how large—reflected a small fraction of the entire cumulative effective upon the
flywheel.”1
Collins then boldly proclaims, “There is no miracle moment. …
Rather it was a quiet, deliberate process of figuring out what needed to
be done to create the best future results and then simply taking those
steps, one after the other, turn by turn of the flywheel.”2
After over two decades of helping churches group, I’ve observed
that groups that fall short of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation
are often found in churches that look for the magical group strategy
that will make everything fall into place within a budget cycle or school
year. Collins observed a contrasting pattern in companies that were not
able to move toward effective implementation of their goals. He writes:
Instead of a quiet deliberate process of figuring out what needed
to be done and then simply doing it, the comparison companies
frequently launched new programs—often with great fanfare and
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hoopla aimed at “motivating the troops”—only to see the programs
fail to produce sustained results. They sought the single defining
action, the grand program, the one killer innovation, the miracle
moment that would allow them to skip the arduous buildup stage
and jump right to breakthrough. They would push the flywheel in
one direction, then stop, change course, and throw it in a new direction—and then they would stop, change course, and throw it into
yet another direction.3
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right places to produce tangible results that reveals the power of being a
part of a community on mission. They recognize that moving the community and mission flywheel will take time (in most cases a few years).
They keep at it, pushing forward in little ways that only produces small
results at first, and they celebrate those small results and even the turtle-slow pace of the process. They have learned something very valuable: this is God’s way of building community and mission momentum.
It is the way of Jesus.
This is the way of entering the waters of the Spirit with Jesus as we
shape the Perspective of the way of Jesus, as we embrace the Presence
of Christ, and as we put a set of Practices in motion. We also have
the Spirit to work through us to push the flywheel, and then the life of
Communion, Relating, and Engagement generates new life on it’s own.
To see a movement of group life that goes beyond a program that
we have to prop up with effort and administration and into an organic
group experience, we must consider how to best apply the right kind of
leverage to the flywheel of Perspective, Presence, and Practice and then
go about it quietly. We have to stay the course.
This will move people into the stories of Relational Revision and Missional Re-creation, if we keep sailing.
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Grouping Models
By M. Scott Boren
& Jim Egli
The contemporary church is challenged with a plethora of different small group models. Some of the most popular models contradict
each other on fundamental points. Very few pastors and church leaders
have the time to understand and compare the divergent models. They
typically read one or two small group books and possibly attend a small
group conference. Most books and conferences, however, present only
one model—yet they do it in a very convincing way. This book has
introduced a different way to think about how to develop groups. The
key is not to try to figure out which model best fits your own church,
leadership style, and community. Instead, look at models others have
developed in order to learn from their experiences and be responsive to
the Holy Spirit’s guidance and your own unique situation.
The purpose of this article is to offer a quick overview of the key
models so that you can understand the basic principles, common patterns, and differences.1
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The Cell Church Model
The roots of the contemporary small group movement extend
back to 1964 in Seoul, Korea. After collapsing from exhaustion, Yonggi
Cho—then pastoring a church of 2400 people—sought God over a period of months to discover how to lead the church differently.2 He was
struck by how Moses divided the millions that he cared for into groups
of 100’s, 50’s and 10’s (Exodus 18:13-26). He also noticed how the
young church in the book of Acts was able to enfold thousands of new
converts by using home group meetings (Acts 2:46). Cho also sensed
God saying, “I am destroying your ministry and giving it to others.” To
this day, the church remains based on a small group system. Yoido Full
Gospel Church has over 20,000 home groups and it is actively planting
churches throughout Korea and around the world. There are several
important points to understand about Cho’s small group model:3
• Small Groups exist for the dual purposes of edification and evangelism. Cho emphasizes that groups can fulfill and must fulfill
these two objectives simultaneously.
• Group meetings include Bible study, but they are more than just
Bible study groups. Initially, group meetings were two-thirds Bible
study and one-third prayer and it was determined that they did
not work very well. When they reversed the format to be one-third
Bible study and two-thirds prayer, growth escalated.
• There is an emphasis on relational evangelism, serving the needs
of unbelievers in practical ways. The church tells its members to
show Jesus’ love to those around them by saying, “find a need and
fill it.”
• The church established what has come to be known as the 5x5
oversight model. Every five to seven groups are overseen by a
“section leader.” Over every five or so section leaders are staff
pastors. This pattern of oversight is apportioned according to
geographic areas.
One innovative leader who was influenced by Yonggi Cho is Ralph
W. Neighbour Jr. He was the primary practitioner and scholar who
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refined and wrote about Cho’s models in a way that could be adapted
for the Western context. In the 1990s, it became popularly known as
the cell church model, which was set up against what Neighbour called
the Programmed-Based Design of the church.4 He emphasized a way
of doing church that promoted:
• the centrality of evangelism to cell life and growth;
• the necessity of a clear discipleship path to enable continual leadership and group multiplication;
• the centrality of home groups to New Testament Christianity.
Neighbour’s collaborative partner, William Beckham, further explicated this model by calling it the Two-Winged Church, which provides
a word picture of a balanced church that equally emphasizes the importance of the small group “wing” alongside the large-group wing.5
While the popularity of this model has waned in North America, it
remains a very influential strategy in South America, Asia and Africa.
Joel Comiskey has been the primary researcher, writer, and promoter
of this strategy.6 One of the most significant churches that has continued to thrive on the basics of these cell church principles is the Elim
Church in El Salvador. Led by Mario Vega, this church promotes a system that consistently sees annual conversion growth and the birthing of
new churches. They have done this by staying the course and discipling
people year after year.7 A more recent exposition of the foundational
dynamics of thriving cell groups can be found in Jim Egli and Dwight
Marable’s 2011 book Small Groups, Big Impact.8

Meta-Church Model
Parallel to the development of the cell church model in the 1990s
which Neighbour introduced and promoted, the Meta-Church model
came upon the scene through the writings of Carl George, specifically his book Prepare Your Church for the Future. The Meta-Church Model
provides an interpretive lens that allows the leadership to see how the
church is already organized into small groups so that they can facilitate
the groups that are present and move them toward more intentional
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experiences of community. The saying, “becoming a church of small
groups instead of a church with small groups,” popularized this model.
Within this church of groups, there are a variety of types of groups:
“loving (pastoral care), learning (Bible knowledge), deciding (internal
administration), and doing (duties that serve those outside the group).”9
Willow Creek Community Church was directly influenced by Carl
George and began to promote a variation of this model. In their book
Becoming a Church of Small Groups, Bill Donahue and Russ Robinson write
about five major types of groups: disciple-making groups, community
groups, service groups, seeker groups, and support groups.10 In a later resource, they argue that one of the major “deadly sins” of small
group ministry is a “narrow definition of a small group.” Instead of a
one-type-fits-all approach that they identify as a 301-level group, they
shaped all of their ministries to have varying levels of “spiritual intensity and meeting frequency.” Those that required less were identified as
101 or 201 level groups and those involving more commitment as 301
and 401.11
This illustrates how the Meta-Church model embraces a wide variety of small group types. This is the primary attribute that sets it apart
from the cell church model. In the cell church, all groups emphasis a
balance of edification and evangelism, whereas the Meta Church provides different kinds of groups for different kinds of people. Carl George
view of small group variety is clarified in his latter book when he wrote,
“Cells include Sunday-school classes, ministry teams, outreach teams,
worship-production teams, sports teams, recovery groups, and more.”12
Common to this model and the cell church model as exemplified
by Cho and Neighbor is the emphasis on leadership development and
formation. These groups were designed to develop leaders from within
and birth new groups as a result.

More Recent Models
Even though there are many different models and approaches to
small groups, all of them can be traced back to or have striking similarities to the cell church model or the meta-church model. Though not
always acknowledge by small-group experts, what is now called small
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group creativity is simply a repackaging of the basic principles outlined
in these two approaches. However, while different models offer unique
contributions and combine elements in creative ways, it is worthwhile to
dig deeper into how they emphasize different things. In this section we
will introduce three models that stem from the roots of the cell church
approach and three that seem to derive more of their strategy from the
meta-church point of view.

The Groups of 12 Model
A direct derivative of the cell church model is that developed in Bogotá, Columbia by International Charismatic Mission (ICM). In 1990,
after seven years of founding and pastoring this church, Castellanos
was frustrated because it had plateaued at 3000 members. Part of his
frustration was how long it took to produce small group leaders. Few
people completed the two-year process they were using and those who
did had few non-Christian friends left to win once they became leaders. Castellanos sought God for a breakthrough to release unlimited
growth. He recounted:
But the moment came in my life when I said, “Lord, I need something that will help me accelerate the purpose.” And in my times
of spiritual retreat God ministered greatly to my heart. In one of
those moments he said. “I’m going to give you the ability to train
people quickly.” And then he removed the veil and showed me the
model of 12.
The “Groups of 12” or “G12” model is a combination of principles and methods that enabled ICM to become the fastest growing
church in the world. What are the characteristics of the G12 model?
A “consolidation” process to disciple new believers that immediately sends them on a weekend “Encounter” retreat to help them be set
free from spiritual bondage and be filled with the Holy Spirit, then into
a “School of Leaders.” This discipleship system equips every member
to start his or her own evangelistic small group within the first year of
coming to Christ.
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An emphasis on the external multiplication of homogeneous
groups targeting specific populations such as businessmen, women, students, couples, and so forth. External multiplication means that instead
of splitting existing small groups, new groups are formed by individuals
by gathering new people from their own circle of influence.
A system of oversight that has group leaders in “Groups of 12”
where they are discipled on a weekly basis. Leaders of the Groups of
12 are also members in another Group of 12 led by someone else. The
central point in the system is the pastor and his own Group of 12.
The G12—short for “Groups of 12” or “Government of 12”—
model is intense. In time, a leader is involved in three weekly meetings—the small group that they lead, the G12 group where they are
discipled by their leader, and a G12 group where they are encouraging
and equipping the leaders under themselves. Joel Comiskey, in his book
From 12 to 3, has suggested ways to apply the strengths of the G12 model—specifically that of intentionally investing in leaders—in a way that
is more flexible and less intense.13

The Geographic Model
This approach is best illustrated by Randy Frazee’s book, The Connecting Church.14 According to Frazee, leaders found three things that
caused them to move toward a geographic approach to group life:
• Their problem was not the size of the groups. Community can
best be experienced in small groups.
• Their problem was not the people in their groups. Those involved
in their small group system sincerely wanted to experience community and grow in Christ.
• The problem with their groups was that people were not experiencing genuine community.
Their conclusion that the problem of groups was a lack of genuine
community set in motion a study on the ingredients of true community
and how churches could cultivate and experience it. Frazee performed
extensive research on community as it occurs in a wide diversity of
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settings, such as kibbutzes, gangs, monasteries, work teams, and fraternities. He argues that close geographic proximity is essential for community because it allows people to be more available to one another
and to interact frequently and more spontaneously. Consequently, he
concluded that small group community happens more deeply and naturally when people live closer. This motivated his church to shift to a
geographically based model where members joined groups according
to where they lived. Congregational units are also formed according
to geography. They found that using school zones is one of the most
effective ways to organize congregations because it provided for natural
connections and spontaneous interaction for both buildings community
and reaching out to neighbors.
The nature of the group has much in common with those in the
cell church model as they focused on both edification and evangelism
and encouraged groups to grow and multiply. They have two foci: “to
function in interdependent relationships, assisting each other in growth
toward Christlikeness” and “to practice their growing faith by reaching
out to others outside the group.”15 As groups multiplied, they did so in
a way that grouped people living in closer proximity.
One unique attribute of this model is the weekly gathering of the
congregational units. Usually occurring on the church campus during
the traditional Sunday school hour, these mid-size groups connect
groups with other groups, provide an avenue for gifted teachers to equip
the people, and alleviates the stress of home group multiplication.

Missional Communities
With the publication of the book Missional Church in the mid-1990s,
what began as theological reflection about the church shifted to extensive practice and implementation, as well as extensive writing on
the nature of what it looks like to be missional.16 There are numerous
variations and ways of doing missional communities, as is illustrated in
the examples recorded in Reggie McNeal’s book Missional Communities.
He writes about one group called Soma Communities who declare that
“missional community consists of a committed core of believers (family) who live out the mission together (missionaries) in a specific area or
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to a particular people group by demonstrating the gospel in tangible
forms (servants) and declaring the gospel to others—both those who
believe it and those who are being exposed to it (learners).”17
While proponents of missional communities often claim that they
are distinct from small groups, they do in fact come in the shape of a
small group of sorts. They simply subsume the small group form to
a missional thrust. Some missional communities organize people in
mid-size groups of 20-50 people and sub-divide the group into smaller groups for personal ministry either during the group meeting or in
a separate meeting. Those who take this approach often organize the
entire church around this missional calling and leaders are usually very
clear about this up front. Some churches recognize the need for missional communities but also see the reality that not everyone is ready
for such radical forms of church life. Therefore they set up a system
where traditional small groups parallel the more radical, experimental
missional communities.

The Semester Model
This approach, which is derived from the Meta-Church model,
comes in two forms: the multiple focus option and the single focus option. The first provides many options for study or group focus, while the
second provides one option for small group studies.
The multiple focus option. The multiple focus option is called the semester system and is promoted by Nelson Searcy of The Journey Church
in New York. Searcy, along with Kerrick Thomas write about how they
have been able to make small groups a central priority to the life of their
church. Small groups do not simply receive verbal promotion. They are
a priority. Searcy and Thomas indicate that, “We require all of our staff
members to be in a small groups. Most of them lead groups on their
own initiative. In addition, most of our staff have small-group administrative responsibilities that require them to help form small groups each
semester and give staff oversight and support to those groups.”18
The unique contribution of this model is highlighted in the above
quote. All groups are semester based and are programmed from the
central office as they are organized into three semesters per year. All
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groups have a distinct launch point and that the launch dates are scheduled and promoted on the Sundays leading up to the launch. When
there are many groups in larger churches, a group catalogue is published each semester, which provides the details about the dates, curriculum, and location.
New Life Christian Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado has
practiced an older version of this model.19 Three procedures characterize their approach:
• Groups are organized around common interests rather than geographical proximity, so as to draw both church members and the
unchurched into relationships.
• Groups have a clear start and stop with three small group semesters or cycles a year, so that people can easily join and leave
groups.
• Discipleship is “by choice”—meaning that people will join groups
or take classes that they need when they need them.
The key assumption behind New Life’s small group and discipleship philosophy is that people in the twenty-first century do not want
to be told what to do—they want choices. Another assumption is that
like businesses in a free market economy, healthy groups will flourish
while unhealthy groups will die. So we should encourage a diversity of
different types of groups and allow things to naturally thrive or whither.
The single focus option. North Coast Church, led by pastor Larry Osborne, has developed this variation of the semester model. Like those
found in the above model, these groups have definitive beginnings and
endings—they are 10 weeks long. The uniqueness of these groups is
that they all study the same sermon-based content.
The focus of the meetings lies in the spiritual formation practices such as Bible discussion and application, the sharing of needs, and
prayer.20 The primary goal of these groups is to assimilate the members
into the full life of the church. Consequently there is less emphasis on
serving and evangelism. As the book that explicates this model illustrates by its title, Sticky Church, the strategy is to close the back door of
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the church.
The strategic discipleship option. National Community church in Washington, D.C. has developed a variation of the semester model, as outlined by the strategic leader of the groups, Heather Zempel, in her
book Community is Messy. Their approach is to lead people on a discipleship journey by creating various kinds of small groups. They want people to move from seeking groups to learning groups, then to influencing
groups, and then on to investor groups. They use a discipleship map
that encourages people to start with the Alpha experience and then
move to different metaphorical “islands” that house the different kinds
of groups. This allows people to identify the kind of discipleship that
they need and then join a group that meets that need.21

The North Point Model
One of the most passionate champions of small groups is Andy
Stanley, senior pastor of North Point Community Church in Atlanta,
Georgia. His strategy is helpfully outlined in the book he co-authored
with Bill Willits, Creating Community: 5 Keys to Building a Small Group Culture. North Point has a clear strategy for guiding visitors who come to
their worship services into their small groups. They liken it to moving a
guest from the foyer to the living room to the kitchen table.22
In the foyer—their worship services—their goal is to change peoples’ minds about church. In the living room—affinity groups for
marrieds and for singles—they aim to change peoples’ minds about
community. And at the kitchen table—their small groups—they aim to
change people’s minds about priorities.
One unique aspect of North Point’s strategy is how they methodically guide people into groups. Four times a year the church hosts
“GroupLink” meetings where people are invited to meet with other
people in their geographic area who are also in the same phase of life.
The two-hour meeting is carefully orchestrated to introduce people
to the church’s small group ministry and what it offers them. People
are then introduced to other individuals who are launching new small
groups near them. Two weeks later “Starter Groups” are launched
which last eight weeks and allow people to try out group life. If these
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groups go well, they are continued and people are invited to join them
by signing a group covenant.
The church uses a strategy that has “closed groups that multiply.”
When people join a group, they are committing to be together for one
and half to two years. People can’t invite their friends to their small
group but they are encouraged to invite their friends to the worship
services of the church. The groups are expected to multiply into several
groups at the end of their life cycle.

The Church-Wide Campaign Strategy
Steve Gladden, the Small Groups Pastor at Saddleback Church,
notes this about one of the most influential small group models: “Our
small group ministry is not just another program. It is an embedded
and integrated piece of everything we do as a church. It’s our infrastructure. It’s where care happens. It’s our delivery system for all spiritual formation. It’s our method of balancing the biblical purposes and
fostering healthy lives.”23
In many ways this model falls between the cell church model and
the Meta-Church paradigm; therefore we have placed it last. The goal
of all groups is for them to practice the five purposes (Worship, Fellowship, Discipleship, Ministry, and Evangelism) as set out by Rick Warren
in his landmark book The Purpose-Driven Church. Therefore the stated intent of the groups lines up with those of the cell church. However, they
also embrace the flexibility of the Meta-Church approach, especially
with their emphasis on church-wide campaigns. And with these, we find
their most unique contribution. The goal in church-wide campaigns is
to start as many short-term groups (six weeks) that are based on a sermon series and all of the resources for hosting the groups are provided
to what they call a H.O.S.T., meaning “Have a heart for people, Open
their home to a group, Serve a snack, and Turn on a video.”24
The campaign strategy focuses on launching groups by lowering
the bar as far as possible for the H.O.S.T. This is done by:
• a sermon series that will sets the stage for the entire church;
• aligning the children’s and youth ministries along with the adult
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focus;
• small group video curriculum so that leaders do not have to facilitate traditional discussions;
• a programmed, centralized promotion and member recruitment
process that provides members for the H.O.S.T;
• a devotional guide for group members (the most popular illustration of this is found in the best-selling title The Purpose-Driven Life);
• providing an out for the H.O.S.T and the group if they want to
only meet for six weeks;
• providing a plan for supporting the H.O.S.T and the group if they
want to continue as a group.25
The goal is for these groups to get started and continue on after the
campaign as groups that experience all five of the purposes. And then
a leader will arise and receive training. Instead of training leaders up
front, they provide experimental H.O.S.T experiences and then later
provide the training.

Observations and Cautions
Small group models are a lot like diets. Everybody is looking for
the magic diet that will help him or her lose weight, feel great, and stay
healthy. Almost any diet will work in the short term, but seldom does a
diet alone bring the long-term results that you seek. To be healthy and
trim takes discipline and discovery. Mostly likely you cannot find and
easy diet solution. You are going to have to exercise, eat healthy foods,
avoid lots of calories in a consistent way over a long period of term.
There are no quick solutions that bring lasting results. Like the person
who jumps from one diet plan to another looking for the one that really
works, many churches that jump from one group model to another find
themselves in a constant state of disappointment. If only it were as simple as reading the right book or going to the right conference.
Here are our observations and cautions about small group models:
• All models look like the ultimate model when you are reading a
book or attending a conference.
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• Any model can work for 10-18 months.
• Some things that work great in the short run actually work against
long-term effectiveness. For example, lowering the qualifications
for group leaders might increase the number of groups in the
short term, but long-term growth and health of groups depends
upon mature leaders, a thoughtful leadership development strategy, and an integrated support system.
• Too often, the information about models found in books and at
conferences focuses on external characteristics and tangible results that stir up excitement and promote the strategy. They often
fail to delve into the factors that are crucial to long-term success,
i.e., proactive coaching, spiritual formation of group members,
leadership development, pastoral investment in group life, and
how to lead people through change. These factors do not sparkle
and sizzle as much, but they are crucial to effective groups.
Because of these observations, it is important that you ask probing
questions about the differences between the models which lies beneath
the surface. Getting to this level of understanding about a model will
help you to see how the models actually work and to determine what
aspects of a model might best fit your context.

Interpreting the Differences
Since small groups are part and parcel to so many different church
strategies, and because so many seem to claim to elevate the importance of groups to their strategies, often using the same language to
declare how central groups are to their approach, how then do you
understand the differences between various approaches. To state the
obvious, not all small group strategies emphasize groups in the same
way. To understand the differences, one need not digest every detail
about grouping strategies. Instead, you only need a list of key questions
that will go strait to the heart of the differences. There are four broad
questions that pastors and the Groups Team should ask of the various
models. The following introduces these four categories of questions.
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Question 1: What is the purpose of the small group?
The label “small group” is used for many different kinds of groups
in the church, including home groups, evangelism target groups, task
groups, and even Sunday school classes. Because different churches
define their “small groups” differently, comparing groups from different churches is like comparing apples to oranges. If a leader claims
to have 80% of the church in groups, the question is not whether we
compare that percentage to that of another church and the grouping
strategy they adopt. Instead, we should first ask “What’s going on in
these groups?” A group that meets once per month to play volleyball
and pray together is different from a group that lives in community and
is working together to bring redemption in their neighborhood.
This question relates to the difference between groups that are designed for Connecting Community and groups that are designed for
Missional Community. This question has two layers. First we must ask
what the intended purpose of the group is according to what is promoted by the stated vision for groups. Then we must ask what is really going
on. Here are some specific questions to use:
• What’s the stated purpose of the groups?
• What are the various types of groups that are provided?
• What is the feeder for the groups? What percentage of group
members come from the Sunday service? What percentage come
from relationships outside the church?
• What “story” is actually being told by the groups? (See chapter 2)
Question 2: How are small group leaders supported?
All of the successful small group models have developed extensive
strategies for supporting their small group leaders. They dedicate resources, time, personal relationships, and money to the support and
care of group leaders. But the methods for providing this support vary
between the models. Here are a few questions to probe this issue:
• How is the senior pastor involved in the oversight of the small
groups?
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• What kind of personal support do small group leaders receive
from the pastoral staff?
• Does every small group leader have a coach who invests personal
time in mentoring him or her?
• How are networks of small groups organized?
• How often do the small group leaders meet for continuing training?
• How often do small group leaders meet with their small group
coaches?
Question 3: What priority is given to small group life as compared to other activities
in the church?
This third question is one of emphasis and integration. Few churches will state that small groups are unimportant, but many will argue
about the priority they should have in the ministry of the church. Some
place a very high priority on small groups, even stating that you cannot
be a member of the church without participating in a group. Others
hold groups up as the priority but set group participation alongside
many other options. Here are a few additional questions:
• What degree of priority is given to the small groups?
• Do other ministries compete with small group participation?
• Are non-small group members allowed to take on ministry roles
in the church?
Question 4: How does the church equip small group members and raise up new small
group leaders?
Almost every church that starts small groups complains about a
shortage of leadership. Model churches have developed patterns for
equipping every member for ministry. This means providing more
than leadership training for new small group leaders; it means creating
a spiritual formation track that will take small group members from
“new Christian “ to “minister” to “leader.” In other words, model small
group-based churches do not expect disciples and future leaders to develop out of thin air. Instead, they have an intentional development
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process that disciples each person according to his or her level of maturity: new believer training for new believers, ministry training for growing Christians, and leadership training for future leaders. Additional
questions include:
• How does the church equip new believers who join the small
groups?
• How does the church prepare small group members to minister
to other people in the small group and to nonbelieving friends?
• How does the church train new small group leaders?
There is much you can learn from other churches, but long-term
group development is going to take diligence, humility, and seeking
God. Learn from others as well as from your own mistakes. If God has
put a passion within you for thriving groups, you can see it come to
fruition as you persist and continue to invite the Spirit to enliven your
church and penetrate your community.
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